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Abstract

The ability to mentally evaluate variations of the future may well be the key to intelligence.
Combined with the ability to reason, it makes humans excellent at handling new and
complex situations. If we want robots to solve varying tasks autonomously, we need to
endow them with such kind of ‘mental rehearsal’. Physics simulations allow predicting
how the environment will change depending on a sequence of actions. For example, robots
can simulate multiple control policies in different simulations instances, collect the results,
and subsequently reason about which policy to execute in the real world. As such physics
simulations are highly customizable, they enable generating vast amounts of diverse data
at a relatively low cost. Therefore, they make it possible to apply deep learning methods
for physical systems despite the exorbitant demand for data. Since state-of-the-art deep
learning methods come with few guarantees, it is essential to test them in many simulated
scenarios before deployment on the real system.

Over the last decade, the speed and modeling power of general-purpose physics engines
increased significantly. State-of-the-art simulators feature rigid body, soft body, and
fluid dynamics, as well as massive GPU-based parallelization. Despite the impressive
progress, simulations will always remain an idealized model of the real world, thus are
inevitably flawed. Typical error sources are unmodeled physical phenomena, or suboptimal
parameter values of the underlying generative model. These discrepancies between the
real and the simulated world are summarized by the term ‘reality gap’. This gap can
manifest in various ways when learning from simulations. In the best case, it is only a
performance drop, e.g., a lower success rate, or a reduced tracking accuracy. More likely,
the learned policy is not transferable to the robot because of unknown friction effects,
which lead to underestimating the friction in simulation. Thus, the commanded actions
are in this case not strong enough to get the robot moving. Another reason for failure are
small parameter estimation errors, which can quickly lead to unstable system dynamics.
This case is particularly dangerous for humans and robots. For these reasons, bridging the
reality gap is the essential step to endow robots with the ability to learn from simulated
experience.

In this thesis, we will tackle the challenge of learning robot control policies from
simulations such that the results can be (directly) transferred to the real world. We focus
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on scenarios where the source domain is a randomized simulator and the target domain
is either a different simulation instance (sim-to-sim) or the physical robot (sim-to-real).
We strive to answer the following research questions:

1. How can we quantitatively estimate the transferability of a control policy from one
domain to another?

2. Does randomizing the simulator during learning make the resulting policy more
robust against modeling imperfections?

3. How do we adapt the randomized simulator based on real-world evaluations?
4. Can we infer the source domain parameter distribution from data and subsequently

use it for learning?
5. What are the necessary assumptions and technical requirements to learn robot

control policies from randomized simulations?
Despite the recent popularity of sim-to-real methods, the first question has been unan-

swered up to this point in time. As a consequence, state-of-the-art algorithms can not
make a quantitative statement about the transferability of the resulting control policies.
Moreover, they stop training according to some heuristic like a fixed number of iterations,
which can lead to a waste of computation time. In Chapter 3, we derive the simulation
optimization bias as a measure of the reality gap, and show that policies learned from
a source domain are optimistically biased in terms of their performance in the target
domain, even if they originate from the same distribution. To mitigate this problem,
we propose a policy search algorithm that estimates simulation optimization bias and
continues training until an estimated upper confidence bound on this bias is below a given
threshold. Thus, the resulting policy satisfies a probabilistic guarantee on the performance
loss when transferring the policy to a different environment from the same source domain
distribution. Moreover, our sim-to-real evaluations answer the second question with a
clear “yes”.

Straightforwardly learning from randomized source domains shows the tendency to be
slower and have lower performance at the nominal model than methods that close the
sim-to-real loop by adapting the domain parameter distribution. Therefore, we tackle the
third question in Chapter 4 by introducing a policy search algorithm which incorporates
Bayesian optimization to adapt the domain parameter distribution based on real-world
data. The sample-efficiency of Bayesian optimization allows updating the distribution’s
parameters, including the uncertainty, while only requiring few evaluations on the physical
device. Most notably, the data yielded from these evaluations can be very scarce, e.g., a
scalar return value per trial. This way, the connection between distribution over simulator
parameters and the target domain performance is captured by a probabilistic model. At
the same time, we can eliminate the common assumption of knowing the distribution’s
mean and variance a priori.
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So far, existing domain randomization approaches assume that each domain parameter
is independent and obeys a known probability distribution type, typically chosen to be
a normal or uniform distribution. These and other assumptions impose unnecessary
restrictions on the posterior distribution over simulators, and prevent us from utilizing the
full power of domain randomization. In order to overcome this limitation, we propose
to combine reinforcement learning with state-of-the-art likelihood-free inference meth-
ods, powered by flexible neural density estimators, to learn the posterior over domain
parameters. The proposed method only requires a parametric generative model, e.g., a
physics simulator, coarse prior ranges, and a small set of real-world trajectories. Together
with a policy optimization algorithm, this approach iteratively updates the posterior over
simulators and learns how to solve a given task. Most importantly, the generative model
does not need to be differentiable, and the neural posterior can capture dependencies
between domain parameters. By drastically reducing the quality and quantity of assump-
tions while still successfully learning transferable control policies, this procedure answers
the fourth and the fifth question in Chapter 5.

The methods presented in this thesis will greatly benefit from the continuous increase
in computational power, allowing the randomization schemes to perform more exhaustive
searches through the domain parameter space. In consequence, the required computation
time as well as the variance will be reduced, alleviating the two biggest drawbacks of the
domain randomization approaches. Meanwhile, financially strong actors like the video
gaming industry are heavily pushing the development of physics simulators. Thus, current
niche applications like simulations of muscles or interactions between fluid and solid
particles are going to be consumer standard in the near future. The facilitated access
to high-fidelity simulators will open the door to a whole new range of tasks which can
be solved with methods presented in this thesis. One example could be to train control
policies for active robotic prostheses in simulation such that to support human motion.
In a subsequent step, these controllers could be customized based on user-specific data.
The foreseeable establishment of (differentiable) probabilistic simulation engines will
provide access to the simulator’s likelihood function, hence boost the applicability of
Bayesian inference. As a consequence, the popularity of research on highly data-efficient
simulation-based inference methods will increase, leading to new algorithms that can
perform complex inference in real time. These approaches have the potential to become
the next mega trend in robotics research after the era deep learning.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Fähigkeit Varianten der Zukunft mental zu evaluieren ist wahrscheinlich der Schlüssel
zur Intelligenz. Kombiniert mit der Fähigkeit Schlussfolgerungen zu ziehen, macht sie
den Menschen hervorragend im Bewältigen neuer und komplexer Situationen. Wenn
Roboter zukünftig unterschiedlichste Aufgaben autonom lösen sollen, müssen wir sie mit
einer solchen Art von „mentaler Evaluierung“ ausstatten. Mithilfe von Physiksimulationen
lässt sich vorhersagen wie sich die Umgebung in Abhängigkeit von einer Abfolge von
Aktionen verändern wird. Zum Beispiel können Roboter mehrere Regelungsstrategien
in verschiedenen Simulationsinstanzen ausprobieren, die Ergebnisse sammeln und an-
schließend entscheiden welche Strategie in der realen Welt ausgeführt werden soll. Die
hohe Anpassbarkeit von Physiksimulationen gestattet es gigantische Mengen unterschied-
lichster Daten kostengünstig zu generieren. Somit ermöglichen sie die Anwendung von
deep learning Methoden für physikalische Systeme trotz deren exorbitanten Bedarfs an
Daten. Ein weiteres Einsatzgebiet von Simulationen ist das Testen von gelernten Reglern.
Bedingt durch die Tatsache dass moderne deep learning Methoden nur wenige formale
Garantien bieten, ist es unerlässlich diese in einer Vielzahl von simulierten Szenarien zu
testen, bevor sie auf dem realen System eingesetzt werden.

Im Zuge der letzten Dekade stieg die Geschwindigkeit und Modellierungskapazität
von Physiksimulatoren rasant an. Zum jetzigen Stand der Technik beinhalten diese un-
ter anderem starre sowie deformierbare Körper, Fluidmechanik und eine hochgradige
Parallelisierbarkeit durch Grafikkarten. Ungeachtet der beeindruckenden Fortschritte wer-
den Simulationen immer ein idealisiertes Modell der Realität bleiben und sind daher
zwangsläufig fehlerbehaftet. Typische Fehlerquellen sind nicht modellierte physikalische
Phänomene oder suboptimale Parameterwerte des zugrunde liegenden generativen Mo-
dells. Die Diskrepanzen zwischen der realen und der simulierten Welt werden unter dem
Begriff reality gap zusammengefasst. Diese unvermeidlichen Modellierungsungenauigkei-
ten können sich beim Lernen aus Simulationen auf unterschiedliche Weise manifestieren.
Im besten Fall handelt es sich nur um eine verringerte Performanz des Reglers, wie bei-
spielsweise eine niedrigere Erfolgsrate oder eine reduzierte Genauigkeit. Wahrscheinlicher
ist jedoch, dass aufgrund unbekannter Effekte die Reibung in der Simulation unterschätzt
wird und somit der gelernte Regler nicht auf den realen Roboter übertragbar ist, weil die
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Stellgrößenvorgaben in diesem Fall nicht stark genug sind um den Roboter in Bewegung
zu bringen. Ein weiterer Grund für einen gescheiterten Transfer der Regelungsstrategie
sind kleine Parameterschätzungsfehler, die schnell zu einer instabilen Systemdynamik
führen können. Dieser Fall ist besonders gefährlich für Mensch und Roboter. Die genannten
Gründe verdeutlichen dass die Überbrückung der reality gap der wesentliche Schritt ist,
um Roboter mit der Fähigkeit auszustatten aus simulierten Erfahrungen zu lernen.

In dieser Dissertation befassen wir uns mit der Herausforderung Roboterregelungs-
strategien aus Simulationen so zu lernen, dass die Ergebnisse (direkt) auf die reale
Welt übertragen werden können. Wir konzentrieren uns auf Szenarien, in denen die
Quelldomäne ein randomisierter Simulator und die Zieldomäne entweder eine andere
Simulationsinstanz (sim-to-sim) oder der physische Roboter (sim-to-real) ist. Wir streben
danach die folgenden Forschungsfragen zu beantworten:

1. Wie können wir die Übertragbarkeit einer Regelungsstrategie von einer Domäne auf
eine andere quantitativ abschätzen?

2. Macht die Randomisierung des Simulators während des Lernens den resultierenden
Regler robuster gegenüber Modellierungsunvollkommenheiten?

3. Wie sollten wir den randomisierten Simulator basierend auf realen Auswertungen
anpassen?

4. Können wir die Parameterverteilung der Quelldomäne aus Daten erschließen und
diese Verteilung anschließend zum Lernen verwenden?

5. Was sind die notwendigen Annahmen und technischen Voraussetzungen um Robo-
terregelungsstrategien aus randomisierten Simulationen zu lernen?

Trotz der jüngsten Popularität von sim-to-realMethoden ist die erste Frage bis zu diesem
Zeitpunkt unbeantwortet geblieben. Infolgedessen können die Algorithmen nach dem
Stand der Technik keine quantitative Aussage über die Übertragbarkeit der resultierenden
Regelungsstrategien treffen. Außerdem beenden diese Algorithmen das Training meist
mittels einer Heuristik wie einer festen Anzahl von Iterationen, was zu einer Verschwen-
dung von Rechenzeit führen kann. In Kapitel 3 leiten wir den simulation optimization bias
als Maß für die reality gap her und zeigen, dass aus einer Quelldomäne gelernte Regler in
Bezug auf ihre Leistung in der Zieldomäne optimistisch verzerrt sind, selbst wenn die Do-
mänen aus der gleichen Verteilung stammen. Um dieses Problem zu entschärfen, schlagen
wir einen Algorithmus vor, der den simulation optimization bias schätzt und das Training
so lange fortsetzt, bis eine geschätzte obere Konfidenzgrenze für diese Verzerrung unter
einem bestimmten Schwellenwert liegt. Somit erfüllt die resultierende Regelungsstrategie
eine probabilistische Garantie für den Leistungsverlust beim Übertragen des Reglers auf
eine andere Instanz aus derselben Quelldomänenverteilung. Darüberhinaus beantworten
unsere sim-to-real Auswertungen die zweite Frage mit einem klaren „ja“.
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Lernverfahren die ihre Randomisierung nicht anpassen, zeigen die Tendenz langsamer
zu sein und eine geringere Leistung beim Nominalmodell zu haben als Methoden, welche
die sim-to-real Schleife durch Anpassung der Domänenparameterverteilung schließen.
Aus diesem Grund gehen wir die dritte Frage im Kapitel 4 mit der Einführung eines
Algorithmus an, der eine Bayes’sche Optimierung miteinbezieht um die Verteilung der
Domänenparameter basierend auf realen Daten anzupassen. Die Effizienz der Bayes’schen
Optimierung erlaubt es die Parameter dieser Verteilung, einschließlich der Varianz, zu
aktualisieren während zugleich nur wenige Auswertungen auf dem physikalischen Gerät
benötigt werden. Ein weiterer Vorteil dieser Methode ist, dass sie bereits mit sehr wenigen
Auswertungen am physikalischen System funktioniert. Beispielsweise reicht lediglich eine
Schätzung der Performanz pro Versuch. Auf dieseWeise wird der Zusammenhang zwischen
der Verteilung über die Simulatorparameter und der Leistung der Zieldomäne durch ein
probabilistisches Modell erfasst. Gleichzeitig können wir die weit verbreitete Annahme
eliminieren den Mittelwert sowie die Varianz der Verteilung a priori zu kennen.

Bisherige Ansätze zur Domänenrandomisierung gehen davon aus, dass jeder Domä-
nenparameter unabhängig ist und einer bekannten Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung folgt,
welche typischerweise als Normal- oder Gleichverteilung angenommen wird. Diese sowie
andere Annahmen schränken die Ausdrucksfähigkeit der A-posteriori-Verteilung über
Simulatoren unnötig ein und verhindern, dass wir das volle Potential der Domänenrando-
misierung nutzen können. Um diese Einschränkungen zu überwinden, schlagen wir vor
bestärkendes Lernen mit modernsten likelihood-free inference Methoden zu kombinieren,
welche die Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilungen durch spezielle neuronale Netze modellie-
ren, wodurch die Approximation der A-posteriori-Verteilung über die Domänenparameter
deutlich flexibler wird. Unsere neuartige Lösung benötigt nur ein parametrisches ge-
neratives Modell, wie zum Beispiel einen Physiksimulator, eine grobe Anschätzung der
A-priori-Wahrscheinlichkeit und einen kleinen Satz von realen Trajektorien. Zusammen
mit einem Optimierungsalgorithmus für den Regler, aktualisiert dieser Ansatz iterativ die
A-posteriori-Verteilung über Simulatoren und lernt wie eine gegebene Aufgabe zu lösen
ist. Dabei ist hervorzuheben, dass das generative Modell nicht differenzierbar sein muss
und dass das neuronale Modell für die A-posteriori-Wahrscheinlichkeit in der Lage ist
Abhängigkeiten zwischen Domänenparametern zu erfassen. Durch die drastische Reduzie-
rung der Quantität und Qualität der Annahmen bei gleichzeitig erfolgreichem Lernen von
übertragbaren Regelungsstrategien, beantwortet dieses Verfahren die vierte sowie fünfte
Frage in Kapitel 5.

Die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten Methoden profitieren in hohem Maße von der konti-
nuierlichen Steigerung der Rechenleistung, die es den Randomisierungsschemata erlaubt
den Domänenparameterraum immer ausführlicher abzusuchen. Infolgedessen werden
sowohl die benötigte Rechenzeit als auch die Varianz reduziert, wodurch die zwei größ-
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ten Nachteile von Randomisierungsansätzen abgemildert werden. Inzwischen treiben
finanzstarke Akteure wie die Videospielindustrie die Entwicklung von Physiksimulatoren
massiv voran. So werden aktuelle Nischenanwendungen wie beispielsweise die Simulation
von Muskeln oder Wechselwirkungen zwischen flüssigen und festen Partikeln bald weit
verbreitet sein. Der erleichterte Zugang zu modernen Allzwecksimulatoren wird die Tür zu
einer ganzen Reihe von neuen Aufgaben öffnen, die mit den in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten
Methoden gelöst werden können. Ein denkbares Beispiel ist die Entwicklung selbstlernen-
der Roboterprothesen die menschliche Bewegungen unterstützten. Die dafür benötigten
Datenmengen könnten in einem ersten Schritt aus Simulationen kommen, woraufhin in
einem zweiten Schritt der Regler basierend auf benutzerspezifischen Daten angepasst
werden könnte. Die absehbare Etablierung von (differenzierbaren) probabilistischen Si-
mulatoren wird den direkten Zugriff auf die Wahrscheinlichkeitsfunktion des Simulators
ermöglichen und damit die Anwendbarkeit von Bayes’schen Methoden drastisch erhö-
hen. Infolgedessen wird die Popularität der Forschung an hochgradig dateneffizienten
simulationsbasierten Inferenzmethoden zunehmen, was zu neuen Algorithmen führt, die
komplexe Schlussfolgerungen in Echtzeit durchführen können. Diese Ansätze haben das
Potenzial der nächste Megatrend in der Roboterforschung nach der Ära des deep learning
zu werden.
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1. Introduction

A single simulation makes a prediction, multiple express a belief.

What is a simulation? The Encyclopedia Britannica defines a (computer) simulation as
“the use of a computer to represent the dynamic responses of one system by the behavior
of another system modeled after it” [1]. In this thesis, we narrow the focus to physics
simulations of robotic systems, modeling rigid body dynamics, external forces and torques,
as well as basic friction phenomena. These simulations iteratively compute the change of
a system’s state and numerically integrate it forward in time. The simulators we employ
are parametric models, and we assume to have access to their parameters, i.e., we are able
to get and set them. Common examples are masses, lengths, friction coefficients, action
delays, or visual parameters such as colors or the camera position. In robotics, simulations
have become an invaluable tool for developing and testing new ideas safely.

How can simulations be randomized? In most cases, a simulation is a deterministic
process. Every initial configuration, i.e., the start state of the simulator, maps an evolution
of states over time which stays the same no matter how often the simulation is run. This
property does not hold for simulations with stochastic state transitions. By interpreting the
parameters of a simulator as random variables, we can draw samples and create various
simulation instances, which may themselves be deterministic or stochastic. For example,
imagine a cylinder rolling down one side of a U-shape. Depending on the inertia, fiction,
initial velocity, etc. the cylinder’s trajectory would be different for every parameterization
of the experiment.

What does it mean for a robot to learn? We consider robots to be mechatronic
devices, equipped with computational processing capabilities, and actuated by motors.
This actuation is controlled by a policy that typically depends on the current state or
time, but could also (additionally) depend on other quantities. We further assume policies
to be parametric models, in which adapting the parameter values is one way to change
the resulting behavior. Learning means to update these parameters according to some
objective, e.g., being close to a desired state. In this thesis, the robots are predominantly
trained using the reinforcement learning paradigm, which updates the policy parameters
based on a reward signal computed from observed data.
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Figure 1.1.: Examples of sim-to-real robot learning research using domain randomization:
(left) Multiple simulation instances of robotic in-hand manipulation [2], (middle top)
transformation to a canonical simulation [3], (middle bottom) synthetic 3D hallways
generated for indoor drone flight [4], (right top) ball-in-a-cup task solved with adaptive
dynamics randomization (Chapter 4), (right bottom) quadruped locomotion [5].

1.1. Motivation

Given that machine learning has achieved super-human performance in image classifica-
tion [6], [7] and games [8], [9], the question arises why don’t we see similar results in
robotics. There are several reasons for this. First, learning to act in the physical world is
orders of magnitude more difficult. While the data required by modern (deep) learning
algorithms could be acquired directly on a real robot [10], this solution is too expensive
in terms of time and resources to scale up. Alternatively, the data can be generated in
simulation faster, cheaper, safer, and with unmatched diversity. In doing so, we have to
cope with unavoidable approximation errors that we make when modeling reality. These
errors, often referred to as the ‘reality gap’, originate from omitting physical phenomena,
inaccurate parameter estimation, or the discretized numerical integration in typical solvers.
Compounding this issue, state-of-the-art (deep) learning methods are known to be brittle
[11]–[13], that is, sensitive to shifts in their input domains. Additionally, the learner is
free to exploit the simulator, overfitting to features which do not occur in the real world.
For example, Baker et al. [14] noticed that the agents learned to exploit the physics engine
to gain an unexpected advantage. While this exploitation is an interesting observation for
studies made entirely in simulation, it is highly undesirable in sim-to-real scenarios. In the
best case, the reality gap manifests itself as a performance drop, giving a lower success
rate or reduced tracking accuracy. More likely, the learned policy is not transferable to
the robot because of unknown physical effects. One effect that is difficult to model is
friction, often leading to an underestimation thereof in simulation, which can result in
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motor commands that are not strong enough to get the robot moving. Another reason
for failure are parameter estimation errors, which can quickly lead to unstable system
dynamics. This case is particularly dangerous for the human and the robot. For these
reasons, bridging the reality gap is the essential step to endow robots with the ability to
learn from simulated experience.

There is a consensus that further increasing the simulator’s accuracy alone will not
bridge this gap [15]. Looking at breakthroughs in machine learning, we see that deep
models in combination with large and diverse data sets lead to better generalization [16],
[17]. In a similar spirit, a technique called domain randomization has recently gained
momentum (Figure 1.1). The common characteristic of such approaches is the perturba-
tion of simulator parameters, state observations, or applied actions. Typical quantities
to randomize include the bodies’ inertia and geometry, the parameters of the friction
and contact models, possible delays in the actuation, efficiency coefficients of motors,
levels of sensor noise, as well as visual properties such as colors, illumination, position
and orientation of a camera, or additional artifacts to the image (e.g., glare). Domain
randomization can be seen as a regularization method that prevents the learner from
overfitting to individual simulation instances. From the Bayesian perspective, we can
interpret the distribution over simulators as a representation of uncertainty. Although pre-
vious work empirically indicated that domain randomization is conducive to transferring
robot control policies from simulation to reality [2]–[5], [18]–[29], it left a number of
theoretical and methodological questions unanswered.

1.2. Contributions

This thesis advances the field of robot learning by introducing novel concepts along with
their algorithmic implementations and empirical validations in sim-to-real scenarios. We
contribute by (i) providing a thorough theoretical understanding of domain randomization
in the control context, (ii) deriving a method to quantify the reality gap, (iii) adapting the
randomization scheme based on limited real-world data, and (iv) devising an approach
that minimizes the necessary assumptions while maximizing flexibility. The contributions
are grouped into four main chapters. Each of these chapters focuses on a different aspect
of the sim-to-real transfer.

To facilitate the reproduction of our findings, the implementations of all our simulation
environments, algorithms, and baselines have been made publicly available in a common
open-source software framework tailored to reinforcement learning from randomized
physics simulations [30]. Complementarily, we report the hyper-parameters of all our
experiments in the appendix.
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1.2.1. Foundations and Related Work

We provide a concise but comprehensive overview of the current state of the art in
robot learning from randomized simulations [31]. This overview involves highlighting
the connections and differences to related fields, framing domain randomization as an
augmented reinforcement learning problem, and introducing a categorization for domain
randomization methods. Moreover, we discuss the requirements and challenges that occur
when implementing a randomization-based sim-to-real algorithm.

1.2.2. Estimating the Simulation Optimization Bias

Sample-based optimization, i.e., learning from data, is optimistically biased under mild
assumptions which hold when learning from simulations [32]. In a similar context, the
convex optimization community studied the assessment of the quality of solutions by
estimating the optimality gap [33]. Building upon this prior work, we formulate the
simulation optimization bias, and propose a Monte Carlo estimator thereof tailored to
reinforcement learning settings [34], [35]. With this estimator, we introduce a measure
for the transferability of a control policy from a set of source domains to a different target
domain originating from the same distribution. Based on this measure, we design an
algorithm which can transfer learned control policies from simulation to reality without
any real-world data. The obtained policy has a probabilistic guarantee on the loss in terms
of performance when transferring the solution from one domain to another, assuming that
both obey the same domain parameter distribution. One notable feature of the proposed
method is that it does not impose any constraints on the subroutine used to solve the
instances of the task which are required to assess the transferability. We experimentally
evaluate the proposed approach on two continuous control problems, showing the direct
sim-to-real transferability of the resulting policies.

1.2.3. Adapting the Distribution over Simulators Based on Limited Data

Control policies become more robust when learning from a randomized source domain [2],
[18], [35]–[37]. However, employing a static distribution over domains indirectly assumes
that we know the true parameters of the distribution, especially the true mean. To break
free from this assumption, we devise a method which is able to efficiently close the reality
gap by adapting the distribution over simulator parameters based only on real-world
returns [38], [39]. By using Bayesian optimization, the underlying Gaussian process
learns the relation between the domain distribution parameters and the policy’s return
value on the real system. Thus, the proposed concept is a way to automate the finding
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of a source domain distribution in sim-to-real settings, which is typically done by trial
and error. As demonstrated in a sim-to-sim example the algorithm indirectly, i.e., without
explicitly stating it as an objective, performs a kind of system identification. Instead of
seeking the most likely parameter values, our approach optimizes a distribution over
simulators such that the performance on the physical device is maximized. Additionally,
we show in sim-to-real experiments on a ball-in-a-cup and a nonlinear underactuated
swing-up task that the proposed method learns transferable policies.

1.2.4. Inferring the Posterior over Simulators with Minimal Assumptions

Although various adaptive domain randomization approaches have demonstrated to suc-
cessfully close the reality gap [28], [29], [38], [40], state-of-the-art methods make
limiting assumptions about the posterior distribution over domain parameters. For exam-
ple, related work commonly assumes that the parameters are uncorrelated and each one
follows a normal or uniform distribution. In order to use the full power of a randomized
simulator, we propose an algorithm which intertwines likelihood-free inference, domain
randomization, and reinforcement learning [41]. The presented method sequentially
infers a distribution over simulators which is subsequently used to train a transferable
policy. It benefits from the usage of a cutting edge sequential posterior approximation
algorithm [42] leveraging masked autoregressive flows for the density estimation [43].
Most notably, we do not make any assumptions apart from the ability to sample from
a parameterized simulator as well as to record a trajectory of observations. Moreover,
this approach works with coarse priors, detects correlations among the domain parame-
ters, and can be configured to strictly yield physically plausible samples. Our sim-to-real
evaluations demonstrate the advantages of flexible posterior inference for a contact-rich
problem and a challenging continuous control task.

1.3. Outline

This section briefly summarizes the chapters, complemented with an illustration showing
their relationship (Figure 1.2).

Chapter 1 outlines this thesis. We introduce the sim-to-real problem setting, explain its
particular challenges, and state the contributions of this thesis.

Chapter 2 reviews the current state of the art in robot learning from randomized
simulations and introduces the concept of domain randomization.

Chapter 3 defines the simulation optimization bias as well as an estimator thereof.
Considering static domain parameter distributions, we discuss the key properties of the
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Chapter 2
Foundations and
Related Work

Chapter 3
Simulation

Optimization Bias

Chapter 4
Efficient Domain
Randomization

Chapter 5
Inferring Domain

Parameter Distributions

Chapter 6
Conclusion

Figure 1.2.: Structure of this thesis: the Chapters 3 to 5 are self-contained and can be
read independently (dashed). However, it is recommended to read them in order (solid).

estimator and show that the simulation optimization bias is always optimistic. Moreover,
we devise a method to train policies in simulation such that they provide a probabilistic
guarantee on their transferability.

Chapter 4 breaks with the assumption of static domain parameter distributions. We
formulate a bilevel optimization problem and propose an algorithm that adapts the
distribution over simulator parameters according to limited real-world data using Bayesian
optimization. Furthermore, we motivate the chosen objective function and discuss the
connection to system identification.

Chapter 5 combines likelihood-free inference with domain randomization and rein-
forcement learning. Thereby, we close the sim-to-real loop of iteratively estimating a
posterior over the domain parameters which is used for training a policy that solves
the task and simultaneously generates data for the next inference step. The presented
approach benefits from flexible neural posterior models which, in combination with the
chosen inference method, allow for (theoretically) arbitrarily shaped posteriors.

Chapter 6 concludes this thesis, and gives an overview of open problems as well as
promising future research directions. We additionally sketch the bigger picture of sim-to-
real transfer in the near future.
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2. Foundations and Related Work

The rise of deep learning has caused a paradigm shift in robotics research, favoring
methods that require giant amounts of data. It is prohibitively expensive to generate
such data sets on a physical platform. Therefore, state-of-the-art approaches learn in
simulation where data generation is fast as well as inexpensive, and subsequently transfer
the knowledge to the real robot (sim-to-real). Despite becoming more and more realistic,
all simulators are by construction based on models, hence inevitably flawed. This raises
the question how simulators can be modified to facilitate learning robot policies which
overcomes the mismatch between simulation and reality, often called ‘reality gap’.

In this chapter, we provide a comprehensive review on sim-to-real research for robotics,
focusing on a technique called domain randomization which comprises ways to learn from
randomized simulations.

2.1. Problem Formulation and Nomenclature

Consider a discrete-time dynamical system

st+1 ∼ Pξ(st+1|st,at) , s0 ∼ µξ(s0) , at ∼ πθ(at|st) , ξ ∼ p(ξ) , (2.1)

with the continuous state st ∈ Sξ ⊆ Rns and continuous action at ∈ Aξ ⊆ Rna at time step
t. The environment, also called domain, is characterized by its parameters ξ ∈ Rnξ (e.g.,
masses, friction coefficients, time delays, or surface appearance properties) which are in
general assumed to be random variables distributed according to an unknown probability
distribution p(ξ) : Rnξ → R+. A special case of this is the common assumption that the
domain parameters obey a parametric distribution pφ(ξ) with unknown parameters φ
(e.g., mean and variance). The domain parameters determine the transition probability
density function Pξ : Sξ ×Aξ × Sξ → R+ that describes the system’s stochastic dynamics.
The initial state s0 is drawn from the start state distribution µξ : Sξ → R+. In general,
the instantaneous reward is a random variable depending on the current state and action
as well as the next state. Here we make the common simplification that the reward is a
deterministic function of the the current state and action rξ : Sξ ×Aξ → R. Together with
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the temporal discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1], the system forms a Markov Decision Process (MDP)
described by the tupleMξ = ⟨Sξ,Aξ,Pξ, µξ, rξ, γ⟩.

The goal of an Reinforcement Learning (RL) agent is to maximize the expected (dis-
counted) return, a numeric scoring function which measures the policy’s performance.
The expected discounted return of a policy πθ(at|st) with the parameters θ ∈ Θ ⊆ Rnθ is
defined as

J (θ, ξ) = Es0∼µξ(s0)

[︃
Est+1∼Pξ(st,at), at∼πθ(at|st)

[︃∑︂T−1

t=0
γtrξ(st,at)

⃓⃓⃓
θ, ξ, s0

]︃]︃
. (2.2)

While learning from experience, the agent adapts its policy parameters. The resulting state-
action-reward tuples are collected in trajectories, a.k.a. rollouts, τ = {st,at, rt}T−1

t=0 ∈
T with rt = rξ(st,at). In a partially observable MDP, the policy’s input would not
be the state but observations there of ot ∈ Oξ ⊆ Rno , which are obtained through an
environment-specific mapping ot = fobs(st). When augmenting the RL setting with
domain randomization, the goal becomes to maximize the expected (discounted) return
for a distribution of domain parameters

J (θ) = Eξ∼p(ξ)[J (θ, ξ)] = Eξ∼p(ξ)

[︃
Eτ∼p(τ )

[︃∑︂T−1

t=0
γtrξ(st,at)

⃓⃓⃓
θ, ξ, s0

]︃]︃
. (2.3)

The outer expectation with respect to the domain parameter distribution p(ξ) is the key
difference compared to the standard MDP formulation. It enables the learning of robust
policies, in the sense that these policies work for a whole set of environments instead of
overfitting to a particular problem instance.

2.2. Relation of Sim-to-Real to other Fields

There are several research areas that overlap with sim-to-real in robot learning, more
specifically domain randomization (Figure 2.1). In the following, we describe those that
either share the same goal, or employ conceptually similar methods.

2.2.1. Curriculum Learning

The key idea behind curriculum learning is to increase the sample efficiency by scheduling
the training process such that the agent first encounters ‘easier’ tasks and gradually
progresses to ‘harder’ ones. Hence, the agent can bootstrap from the knowledge it gained
at the beginning, before learning to solve more difficult task instances. Widely known in
supervised learning [44], [45], curriculum learning has been applied to RL [46]–[49]. The
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Sim-to-Real

Meta Learning

Distributional Robustness

Sytem Identification

Transfer LearningCurriculum Learning

Knowledge Distillation

Simulation-Based InferenceAdaptive Control

Figure 2.1.: Overview of the sim-to-real research and a selection of related fields.

connection between curriculum learning and domain randomization can be highlighted
by viewing the task as a part of the domain, i.e., the MDP, rendering the task parameters
a subspace of the domain parameters. From this point of view, the curriculum learning
schedule describes how the domain parameter distribution is updated. There are several
challenges to using a curriculum learning approach for sim-to-real transfer. Three such
challenges are: (i) we can not always assume to have an assessment of the difficulty level
of individual domain parameter configurations, (ii) curriculum learning does not aim at
finding solutions robust to model uncertainty, and (iii) curriculum learning methods may
require a target distribution which is not defined in the domain randomization setting.
However, adjustments can be made to circumvent these problems. OpenAI et al. [29]
suggested a heuristic for the domain randomization schedule that increases the boundaries
of each domain parameter individually until the return drops more than a predefined
threshold. Executing this approach on a computing cluster, the authors managed to train a
policy and a vision system which in combination solve a Rubik’s cube with a tendon-driven
robotic hand. Another intersection point of curriculum learning and sim-to-real transfer is
the work by Morere et al. [50], where a hierarchical planning method for discrete domains
with unknown dynamics is proposed. Learning abstract skills based on a curriculum
enables the algorithm to outperform planning and RL baselines, even in domains with a
very large number of possible states.

2.2.2. Meta Learning

Inspired by the human ability to quickly master new tasks by leveraging the knowledge
extracted from solving other tasks, meta learning [51], [52] seeks to make use of prior
experiences gained from conceptually similar tasks. The field of meta learning currently
enjoys high popularity, leading to abundant follow-up work. Grant et al. [53] for ex-
ample casts meta learning as hierarchical Bayesian inference. Furthermore, the meta
learning framework has been adapted to the RL setting [54], [55]. The optimization
over an ensemble of tasks can be translated to the optimization over an ensemble of
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domain instances, modeled by different MDPs (Section 2.1). Via this duality one can
view domain randomization as a special form of meta learning where the robot’s task
remains qualitatively unchanged but the environment varies. Thus, the tasks seen during
the meta training phase are analogous to domain instances experienced earlier in the
training process. However, when looking at the complete procedure, meta learning and
domain randomization are fundamentally different. The goal of meta learning, i.e., Finn
et al. [52], is to find a suitable set of initial weights, which when updated generalizes well
to a new task. Domain randomization on the other hand strives to directly solve a single
task, generalizing over domain instances.

2.2.3. Transfer Learning

The term transfer learning covers a wide range of machine learning research, aiming
at using knowledge learned in the source domain to solve a task in the target domain.
Rooted in classification, transfer learning is categorized in several subfields by for example
differentiating (i) if labeled data is available in the source or target domain, and (ii) if the
tasks in both domains are the same [56], [57]. Domain adaptation is one of the resulting
subfields, specifying the case where ground truth information is only available in the
target domain which is not equal to the source domain while the task remains the same.
Thus, domain adaptation methods are in general suitable to tackle sim-to-real problems.
However, the research fields evolved at different times in different communities, with
different goals in mind. The keyword ‘sim-to-real’ specifically concerns regression and
control problems where the focus lies on overcoming the mismatch between simulation and
reality. In contrast, most domain adaptation techniques are not designed for a dynamical
system as the target domain.

2.2.4. Knowledge Distillation

When executing a controller on a physical device operating at high frequencies, it is of
utmost importance that the forward pass finishes with the given time frame. With deep
Neural Network (NN) policies, and especially with ensembles of these, this requirement
can become challenging tomeet. Distilling the knowledge of a larger network into a smaller
one reduces the evaluation time. Knowledge distillation [58] has been successfully applied
to several machine learning applications such as natural language processing [59], and
object detection [60]. In the context of RL, knowledge distillation techniques can be used to
compress the learned behavior of one or more teachers into a single student [61]. Based on
samples generated by the teachers, the student is trained in a supervised manner to imitate
them. This idea can be applied to sim-to-real robot learning in a straightforward manner,
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where the teachers can be policies optimal for specific domain instances. Complementarily,
knowledge distillation has been applied to multitask learning [62], [63], promising to
improve sample efficiency when learning a new task. A technical comparison of policy
distillation methods for RL is provided by Czarnecki et al. [64].

2.2.5. Distributional Robustness

The term robustness is overloaded with different meanings, such as the ability to (quickly)
counteract external disturbances, or the resilience against uncertainties in the underlying
model’s parameters. The field of robust control aims at designing controllers that explicitly
deal with these uncertainties [65]. Within this field, distributional robust optimization is
a framework to find the worst-case probabilistic model from a so-called ambiguity set,
and subsequently set a policy which acts optimally in this worst case. Mathematically, the
problem is formulated as bilevel optimization, which is solved iteratively in practice. By
restricting the model selection to the ambiguity set, distributional robust optimization
regularizes the adversary to prevent the process from yielding solutions that are overly
conservative policies. Under the lens of domain randomization, the ambiguity set closely
relates to the distribution over domain parameters. Abdulsamad et al. [66] for example
define the ambiguity set as a Kullback-Leibler (KL) ball the nominal distribution. Other
approaches use a moment-based ambiguity set [67] or introduce chance constrains [68].
For a review of distributional robust optimization, see Zhen et al. [69].

2.2.6. System Identification

The goal of system identification is to find the set of model parameters which fit the
observed data best, typically byminimizing the prediction-dependent loss such as themean-
squared error. Since the simulator is the pivotal element in every domain randomization
method, the accessible parameters and their nominal values are of critical importance.
When a manufacturer does not provide data for all model parameters, or when an engineer
wants to deploy a new model, system identification is typically the first measure to
obtain an estimate of the domain parameters. In principle, a number of approaches
can be applied depending on the assumptions on the internal structure of the simulator.
The earliest approaches in robotics recognized the linearity of the rigid body dynamics
with respect to combinations of physics parameters such as masses, moments of inertia,
and link lengths, thus proposed to use linear regression [70], and later Bayesian linear
regression [71]. However, it was quickly observed that the inferred parameters may
be physically implausible, leading to the development of methods that can account for
this [72]. With the advent of deep learning, such structured physics-based approaches have
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been enhanced with NNs, yielding nonlinear system identification methods such as the
ones based on the Newton-Euler forward dynamics [73], [74]. Alternatively, the simulator
can be augmented with a NN to learn the domain parameter residuals, minimizing the
one step prediction error [75]. On another front, system identification based on the
classification loss between simulated and real samples has been investigated [76], [77].
System identification can also be interpreted as an episodic RL problem by treating the
trajectory mismatch as the cost function and iteratively updating a distribution over
models [28]. Recent simulation-based inference methods yield highly expressive posterior
distributions that capture multi-modality as well as correlations between the domain
parameters (Section 2.2.8).

2.2.7. Adaptive Control

The well-established field of adaptive control is concerned with the problem of adapting a
controller’s parameters at runtime to operate initially uncertain or varying systems (e.g.,
aircraft reaching supersonic speed). A prominent method is model reference adaptive con-
trol, which tracks a reference model’s output specifying the desired closed-loop behavior.
Model Identification Adaptive Control (MIAC) is a different variant, which includes an
online system identification component that continuously estimates the system’s parame-
ters based on the prediction error of the output signal [78], [79]. Given the identified
system, the controller is updated subsequently. Similarly, there exists a line of sim-to-real
reinforcement learning approaches that condition the policy on the estimated domain
parameters [80]–[82] or a latent representation thereof [83]–[85]. The main difference
to MIAC lies in the adaption mechanism. Adaptive control techniques typically define the
parameters’ gradient proportional to the prediction error, while the approaches referenced
above make the domain parameters an input to the policy.

2.2.8. Simulation-Based Inference

Simulators are predominantly used as forward models, i.e., to make predictions. However,
with the increasing fidelity and expressiveness of simulators, there is a growing interest to
also use them for probabilistic inference [86]. In the case of simulation-based inference,
the simulator and its parameters define the statistical model. Inference tasks differ
by the quantity to be inferred. Regarding sim-to-real transfer, the most frequent task
is to infer the simulation parameters from real-world time series data. Similarly to
system identification (Section 2.2.6), the result can be a point estimate, or a posterior
distribution. Likelihood-Free Inference (LFI) methods are a type of simulation-based
inference approaches which are particularly well-suited when we can make very little
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assumptions about the underlying generative model, treating it as an implicit function.
These approaches only require samples from the model (e.g., a non-differentiable black-box
simulator) and a measure of how likely real observations could have been generated from
the simulator. Approximate Bayesian computation is well-known class of LFI methods that
applies Monte Carlo sampling to infer the parameters by comparing summary statistics of
synthetically generated and observed data. There exist plenty of variants for approximate
Bayesian computation [87]–[89] as well as studies on the design of low-dimensional
summary statistics [90]. In order to increase the efficiency and thereby scale LFI higher-
dimensional problems, researchers investigated amortized approaches, which conduct
the inference over multiple sequential rounds. Sequential neural posterior estimation
approaches [42], [91], [92] approximate the conditional posterior, allowing for direct
sampling from the posterior. Learning the likelihood [93] can be useful in the context
for hypothesis testing. Alternatively, posterior samples can be generated from likelihood-
ratios [94], [95]. However, simulation-based inference does not explicitly consider policy
optimization or domain randomization. Recent approaches connected all three techniques,
and closed the reality gap by inferring a distribution over simulators while training policies
in simulation [41], [96], [97].

2.3. Foundations of Sim-to-Real Transfer

Modern research on learning from (randomized) physics simulations is based on solid
foundation of prior work (Section 2.3.1). Parametric simulators are the core component of
every sim-to-real method (Section 2.3.2). Even though the details of their randomization
are crucial, they are rarely discussed (Section 2.3.3). Estimating the sim-to-real transfer-
ability during or after learning allows one to assess or predict the policy’s performance in
the target domain (Section 2.3.4).

2.3.1. Early Methods

The roots of randomized simulations trace back to the invention of the Monte Carlo
method [98], which computes its results based on repeated random sampling and sub-
sequent statistical analysis. Later, the concept of common random numbers, also called
correlated sampling, was developed as a variance reduction technique [99], [100]. The
idea is to synchronize the random numbers for all stochastic events across the simulation
runs to achieve a (desirably positive) correlation between random variables reducing
the variance of an estimator based on a combination of them. Many of the sim-to-real
challenges which are currently tackled have already been identified by Brooks [101]. In
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particular, Brooks addresses the overfitting to effects which only occur in simulation as well
as the idealized modeling on sensing and actuation. To avoid overfitting, he advocated
for reactive behavior-based programming which is deeply rooted in, hence tailored to,
the embodiment. Focusing on RL, Sutton [102] introduced the Dyna architecture which
revolves around predicting from a learned world model and updating the policy from
this hypothetical experience. Viewing the data generated from randomized simulators
as ‘imaginary’, emphasizes the parallels of domain randomization to Dyna. As stated by
Sutton, the usage of ‘mental rehearsal’ to predict and reason about the effect of actions
dates back even further in other fields of research such as psychology [103], [104]. Instead
of querying a learned internal model, Jakobi et al. [105] added random noise the sensors
and actuators while learning, achieving the arguably first sim-to-real transfer in robotics.
In follow-up work, Jakobi [106] formulated the radical envelope of noise hypothesis
which states that “it does not matter how inaccurate or incomplete [the simulations] are:
controllers that have evolved to be reliably fit in simulation will still transfer into reality.”
Picking up on the idea of common random numbers, Ng and Jordan [107] suggested to
explicitly control the randomness of a simulator, i.e., the random number generator’s state,
rendering the simulator deterministic. This way the same initial configurations can be
(re-)used for Monte Carlo estimations of different policies’ value functions, allowing one
to conduct policy search in partially observable problems. Bongard et al. [108] bridged
the sim-to-real gap through iterating model generation and selection depending on the
short-term state-action history. This process is repeated for a given number of iterations,
and then yields the self-model, i.e., a simulator, which best explains the observed data.

Inspired by these early approaches, the systematic analysis of randomized simulations
for robot learning has become a highly active research direction. Moreover, the prior work
above also falsifies the common belief that domain randomization originated recently with
the rise of deep learning. Nevertheless, the current popularity of domain randomization
can be explained by its widespread use in the computer vision and locomotion communities
as well as its synergies with deep learning methods. The key difference between the early
and the recent domain randomization methods (Section 2.4) is that the latter (directly)
manipulate the simulators’ parameters.

2.3.2. Constructing Stochastic Simulators

Simulators can be obtained by implementing a set of physical laws for a particular system.
Given the challenges in implementing an efficient simulator for complex systems, it is
common to use general purpose physics engines such as ODE, DART, Bullet, Newton,
SimBody, Vortex, MuJoCo, Havok, Chrono, RaiSim, PhysX, FleX, or Brax. These simulators
are parameterized generative models, which describe how multiple bodies or particles
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evolve over time by interacting with each other. The associated physics parameters can
be estimated by system identification (Section 2.2.6), which generally involves executing
experiments on the physical platform and recording associated measurement. Additionally,
using the Gauss-Markov theorem one could also compute the parameters’ covariance and
hence construct a normal distribution for each domain parameter. Differentiable simulators
facilitate deep learning for robotics [109]–[111] by propagating the gradients though
the dynamics. Current research extends the differentiability to soft body dynamics [112].
Alternatively, the system dynamics can be captured using nonparametric methods like
Gaussian processes [113] as for example demonstrated by Calandra et al. [114]. It is
important to keep in mind that even if the domain parameters have been identified very
accurately, simulators are nevertheless just approximations of the real world and are thus
always imperfect.

Several comparisons between various physics engines were made [115]–[119]. However,
note that these results become outdated quickly due to the rapid development in the
field, or are often limited to very few scenarios and partially introduce custom metrics to
measure their performance or accuracy.

Apart from the physics engines listed above, there is an orthogonal research direction
investigating human-inspired learning of the physics laws from visual input [120], [121]
as well as physical reasoning given a configuration of bodies [122], which is out of the
scope of this review.

2.3.3. Randomizing a Simulator

Learning from randomized simulations entails significant design decisions:

Which parameters should be randomized? Depending on the problem, some domain
parameters have no influence (e.g., the mass of an idealized rolling ball) while others
are pivotal (e.g., the pendulum length for a stabilization task). It is recommended to
first identify the essential parameters [123]. For example, most robot locomotion papers
highlight the importance of varying the terrain and contact models, while applications
such as drone control benefit from adding perturbations, e.g., to simulate a gust of
wind. Injecting random latency and noise to the actuation is another frequent modeling
choice. Starting from a small set of randomized domain parameters, identified from prior
knowledge, has the additional benefit of shortening the evaluation time which involves
approximating an expectation over domains, which scales exponentially with the number
of parameters. Moreover, including at least one visually observable parameter (e.g., an
extent of a body) helps to verify if the values are set as expected.
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When should the parameters be randomized? Episodic dynamics randomization, with-
out a rigorous theoretical justification, is the most common approach. Randomizing the
domain parameters at every time step instead would drastically increase the variance,
and pose a challenge to the implementations since this typically implies recreating the
simulation at every step. Imagine a stack of cubes standing on the ground. If we now
vary the cubes’ side lengths individually while keeping their absolute positions fixed, they
will either lose contact or intersect with their neighboring cube(s). In order to keep the
stack intact, we need to randomize the cubes with respect to their neighbors, additionally
moving them in space. Executing this once at the beginning is fine, but doing this at
every step creates artificial “movement” which would almost certainly be detrimental.
Orthogonal to the argumentation above, alternative approaches apply random disturbance
forces and torques at every time step. In these cases, the distribution over disturbance
magnitudes is chosen to be constant until the randomization scheme is updated. To the
best of our knowledge, event-triggered randomization has not been explored yet.

How should the parameters be randomized? Answering this question is what char-
acterizes a domain randomization method (Section 2.4). There are a few aspects that
needs to be considered in practice when designing a domain randomization scheme, such
as the numerical stability of the simulation instances. Low masses for example quickly
lead to stiff differential equations which might require a different (implicit) integrator.
Furthermore, the noise level of the introduced randomness needs to match the precision
of the state estimation. If the noise is too low, the randomization is pointless. On the
other side, if the noise level is too high, the learning procedure will fail. To find the right
balance between these considerations, we can start by statistically analyzing the incoming
measurement signals.

What about physical plausibility? The application of pseudo-random color patterns,
e.g., Perlin noise [124], has become a frequent choice for computer vision applications.
Despite that these patterns do not occur on real-world objects, this technique has improved
the robustness of object detectors [20], [21]. Regarding the randomization of dynamics
parameters, no research has so far hinted that physically implausible simulations (e.g.,
containing bodies with negative masses) are useful. On the other hand, it is safe to say that
these can cause numerical instabilities. Thus, ensuring feasibility of the resulting simulator
is highly desirable. One solution is to project the domain parameters into a different space,
guaranteeing physical plausibility via the inverse projection. For example, a body’s mass
could be learned in the log-space such that the subsequent exp-transformation, applied
before setting the new parameter value, yields strictly positive numbers. However, most of
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the existing domain randomization approaches can not guarantee physical plausibility.
Even in the case of rigid body dynamics there are notable differences between physics

engines when transferring a robot control policy trained using Vortex to Bullet and vice
versa. Typical sources for deviations are different coordinate representations, numerical
solvers, friction and contact models. Especially the latter two are decisive for robot ma-
nipulation. For vision-based tasks, Alghonaim and Johns [125] found a strong correlation
between the renderer’s quality and sim-to-real transferability. Additionally, the authors
emphasize the importance of randomizing both distractor objects and background textures
for generalizing to unseen environments.

2.3.4. Measuring and Predicting the Reality Gap

Coining the term ‘reality gap’, Koos et al. [126] hypothesize that the fittest solutions in
simulation often rely on poorly simulated phenomena. From this, they derive a multi-
objective formulation for sim-to-real transfer where performance and transferability need
to be balanced. In subsequent work, Koos et al. [127] defined a transferability function that
maps controller parameters to their estimated target domain performance. A surrogate
model of this function is regressed from the real-world fitness values that are obtained by
executing the controllers found in simulation.

Collins et al. [118] quantify the accuracy of ODE, (Py)Bullet, Newton, Vortex, and
MuJoCo in a real-world robotic setup. The accuracy is defined as the accumulated
mean-squared error between the Cartesian ground truth position, tracked by a motion
capture system, and the simulators’ prediction. Based on this measure, they conclude
that simulators are able to model the control and kinematics accurately, but show deficits
during dynamic robot-object interactions.

To obtain a quantitative estimate of the transferability, Zhang et al. [128] suggest to
learn a probabilistic dynamics model which is evaluated on a static set of target domain
trajectories. This dynamics model is trained jointly with the policy in the same randomized
simulator. The transferability score is chosen to be the average negative log-likelihood
of the model’s output given temporal state differences from the real-world trajectories.
Thus, the proposed method requires a set of pre-recorded target domain trajectories, and
makes the assumption that for a given domain the model’s prediction accuracy correlates
with the policy performance.

With robot navigation in mind, Kadian et al. [129] define the Sim-vs-Real Correlation
Coefficient (SRCC) to be the Pearson correlation coefficient on data pairs of scalar perfor-
mance metrics. The data pairs consist of the policy performance achieved in a simulator
instance as well as in the real counterpart. Therefore, in contrast to the Simulation
Optimization Bias (SOB) (Chapter 3), the SRCC requires real-world rollouts. A high
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Figure 2.2.: Topological overview of domain randomization methods.

SRCC value, i.e. close to 1, predicts good transferability, while low values, i.e. close to 0,
indicates that the agent is exploited the simulation during learning. Kadian et al. [129]
also report tuning the domain parameters with grid search to increase the SRCC. By using
the Pearson correlation, the SRCC is restricted to linear correlation, which might not be a
notable restriction in practice.

2.4. Domain Randomization for Sim-to-Real Transfer

We distinguish between static (Section 2.4.1), adaptive (Section 2.4.2), and adversarial
(Section 2.4.3) domain randomization. Static, as well as adaptive, methods are char-
acterized by randomly sampling a set of domain parameters ξ ∼ p(ξ) at the beginning
of each simulated rollout. A randomization scheme is categorized as adaptive if the
domain parameter distribution is updated during learning, otherwise the scheme is called
static. The main advantage of adaptive schemes is that they alleviate the need for hand-
tuning the distributions of the domain parameters, which is currently a decisive part
of the hyper-parameter search in a static scheme. Nonetheless, the prior distributions
still demand design decisions. On the downside, every form of adaptation requires data
from the target domain, typically the real robot, which is significantly more expensive to
obtain. Another approach for learning robust policies in simulation is to apply adversarial
disturbances during the training process. We classify these perturbations as a form of
domain randomization, since they either depend on a highly stochastic adversary learned
jointly with the policy, or directly contain a random process controlling the application of
the perturbation. Adversarial approaches may yield exceptionally robust control strategies.
However, without any further restrictions, it is always possible to create scenarios in which
the protagonist agent can never win, i.e., the policy can not learn the task. Balancing the
adversary’s power is pivotal to an adversarial domain randomization method, adding a
sensitive hyper-parameter.

Another way to distinguish domain randomization concepts is the representation of
the domain parameter distribution. The vast majority of algorithms assume a specific
probability distribution (e.g., normal or uniform) independently for every parameter.
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Figure 2.3.: Conceptual illustration of static domain randomization.

This modeling decision has the benefit of greatly reducing the complexity, but at the
same time severely limits the expressiveness. Novel LFI methods (Section 2.4.2) estimate
the complete posterior, hence allow the recognition of correlations between the domain
parameters, multi-modality, and skewness.

2.4.1. Static Domain Randomization

Approaches that sample from a fixed domain parameter distribution typically aim at
performing sim-to-real transfer without using any real-world data. Since running the
policy on a physical device is generally the most difficult and time-consuming part, static
approaches promise quick and relatively easy to obtain results. In terms of final policy
performance in the target domain, these methods are usually inferior to those that adapt
the domain parameter distribution. Nevertheless, static domain randomization has bridged
the reality gap in several cases.

Randomizing Dynamics without Using Real-World Data at Runtime. More than a decade
ago, Wang et al. [36] proposed to randomize the simulator in which the training data
is generated. The authors examined the randomization of initial states, external distur-
bances, goals, and actuator noise, clearly showing an improved robustness of the learned
locomotion controllers in simulated experiments (sim-to-sim). Mordatch et al. [18] used a
finite model ensembles to run (offline) trajectory optimization on a small-scale humanoid
robot, achieving one of the first sim-to-real transfers in robotics powered by domain ran-
domization. Similarly, Lowrey et al. [24] employed the Natural Policy Gradient [130] to
learn a continuous controller for a three-finger positioning task, after carefully identifying
the system’s parameters. Conforming with Mordatch et al. [18], their results showed that
the policy learned from the identified model was able to perform the sim-to-real transfer,
but the policies learned from an ensemble of models was more robust to modeling errors.
In contrast, Peng et al. [25] combined model-free RL with recurrent NN policies that were
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trained using hindsight experience replay [131] in order to push an object by controlling
a robotic arm. Tan et al. [5] presented an example for learning quadruped gaits from
randomized simulations, where particular efforts were made to conduct a prior system
identification. They empirically found that sampling domain parameters from a uniform
distribution together with applying random forces and regularizing the observation space
can be enough to cross the reality gap. For quadrotor control, Molchanov et al. [26]
trained feedforward NN policies which generalize over different physical drones. The
suggested randomization includes a custom model for motor lag and noise based on an
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Rajeswaran et al. [37] explored the use of a risk-averse objec-
tive function, optimizing a lower quantile of the return. The method was only evaluated on
simulated MuJoCo tasks, however it was also one of the first methods that draws upon the
Bayesian perspective. Moreover, this approach was employed as a baseline in Chapter 3,
where we introduce a measure for the inter-domain transferability of controllers together
with a risk-neutral randomization scheme. The resulting policies have the unique feature
of providing a (probabilistic) guarantee on the estimated transferability and managed to
directly transfer to the real platform in two different experiments. [132] achieved the
sim-to-real transfer of a recurrent NN policy for bipedal walking. The policy was trained
using model-free RL in simulation with uniformly distributed dynamics parameters as well
as randomized task-specific terrain. According to the authors, the recurrent architecture
and the terrain randomization were pivotal.

Randomizing Dynamics Using Real-World Data at Runtime. The work by Cully et al.
[133] used both static and adaptive domain randomization, where a large set of hexapod
locomotion policies is learned before execution on the physical robot, and subsequently
evaluated in simulation. Every policy is associated with one configuration of the so-called
behavioral descriptors, which are related but not identical to domain parameters. Instead
of retraining or fine-tuning, the proposed algorithm reacts to performance drops, e.g.,
due to damage, by querying Bayesian Optimization (BO) to sequentially select one of the
pretrained policies and measure its performance on the robot. Antonova et al. [27] propose
a sequential Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) to embed trajectories into a compressed latent
space which is used with BO to search for controllers. The VAE and the domain-specific
high-level controllers are learned jointly, while the randomization scheme is left unchanged.
Leveraging a custom kernel which measures the KL divergence between trajectories and
the data efficiency of BO, the authors report successful sim-to-real transfers after 10 target
domain trials for a hexapod locomotion task as well as 20 trials for a manipulation task.
Kumar et al. [85] learned a quadruped locomotion policy that passed joint positions to a
lower level PD controller without using any real-wold data. The essential components
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of this approach are the encoder that projects the domain parameters to a latent space
and the adaption module which is trained to regress the latent state from the recent
history of measured states and actions. The policy is conditioned on the current state, the
previous actions, and the latent state which needs to be reconstructed during deployment
in the physical world. Emphasizing the importance of the carefully engineered reward
function, the authors demonstrate the method’s ability to transfer from simulation to
various outdoor terrains.

Randomizing Visual Appearance and Configurations. Tobin et al. [19] learned an object
detector for robot grasping using a fixed domain parameter distribution, and bridged
the gap with a deep NN policy trained exclusively on simulated RGB images. Similarly,
James et al. [20] added various distracting shapes as well as structured noise [124]
when learning a robot manipulation task with an end-to-end controller that mapped
pixels to motor velocities. The approach presented by Pinto et al. [21] combines the
concepts of static domain randomization and actor-critic training [134], enabling the
direct sim-to-real transfer of the abilities to pick, push, or move objects. While the critic
has access to the simulator’s full state, the policy only receives images of the environment,
creating an information asymmetry. Matas et al. [22] used the asymmetric actor-critic
idea from Pinto et al. [21] as well as several other improvements to train a deep NN policy
end-to-end, seeded with prior demonstrations. Solving three variations of a tissue folding
task, this work scales sim-to-real visuomotor manipulation to deformable objects. Purely
visual domain randomization has also been applied to aerial robotics, where Sadeghi
and Levine [4] achieved sim-to-real transfer for learning to fly a drone through indoor
environments. The resulting deep NN policy was able to map from monocular images to
normalized 3D drone velocities. Similarly, Polvara et al. [135] demonstrated landing of a
quadrotor trained in end-to-end fashion using randomized environments. Dai et al. [136]
investigated the effect of domain randomization on visuomotor policies, and observed that
this leads to more redundant and entangled representations accompanied with significant
statistical changes in the weights.

Randomizing Dynamics, Randomizing Visual Appearance, and Configurations. Com-
bining Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and domain randomization, Bousmalis et
al. [23] greatly reduced the number of necessary real-world samples for learning a robotic
grasping task. The essence of their method is to transform simulated monocular RGB
images in a way that is closely matched to the real counterpart. Extensive evaluation on
the physical robot showed that domain randomization as well as the suggested pixel-level
domain adaptation technique were important to successfully transfer. Despite the pixel-
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Figure 2.4.: Conceptual illustration of adaptive domain randomization.

level domain adaptation technique being learned, the policy optimization in simulation is
done with a fixed randomization scheme. In related work James et al. [3] train a GAN to
transform randomized images to so-called canonical images, such that a corresponding
real image would be transformed to the same one. This approach allowed them to train
purely from simulated images, and optionally fine-tune the policy on target domain data.
Notably, the robotic in-hand manipulation conducted by OpenAI et al. [2] demonstrated
that domain randomization in combination with careful model engineering and the usage
of recurrent NNs enables sim-to-real transfer on an unprecedentedly difficulty level.

2.4.2. Adaptive Domain Randomization

Static domain randomization (Section 2.4.1) is inherently limited and implicitly assumes
knowledge of the true mean of the domain parameters or accepts biased samples. Adapting
the randomization scheme allows the training to narrow or widen the search distribution
in order to fulfill one or multiple criteria which can be chosen freely. The mechanism
devised for updating the domain parameter distribution as well as the procedure to collect
meaningful target domain data are typically the center piece of adaptive randomization
algorithms. In this process the execution of intermediate policies on the physical device is
the most likely point of failure. However, approaches that update the distribution solely
based on data from the source domain are less flexible and generally less effective.

Conditioning Policies on the Estimated Domain Parameters. Yu et al. [80] suggested
the use of a NN policy that is conditioned on the state and the domain parameters. Since
these parameters are not assumed to be known, they have to be estimated, e.g., with
online system identification. For this purpose, a second NN is trained to regress the
domain parameters from the observed rollouts. By applying this approach to simulated
continuous control tasks, the authors showed that adding the online system identification
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module can enable an adaption to sudden changes in the environment. In subsequent
research, Yu et al. [83] intertwined policy optimization, system identification, and domain
randomization. The proposed method first identifies bounds on the domain parameters
which are later used for learning from the randomized simulator. In a departure from their
previous approach, the policy is conditioned on a latent space projection of the domain
parameters. After training in simulation, a second system identification step runs BO for
a fixed number of iterations to find the most promising projected domain parameters.
The algorithm was evaluated on sim-to-real bipedal robot walking. Mozifian et al. [82]
also introduce a dependence of the policy w.r.t. to the domain parameters. These are
updated by gradient ascent on the average return over domains, regularized by a penalty
proportional to the KL divergence. Similar to Ruiz et al. [137], the authors update the
domain parameter distribution using the score function gradient estimator. Mozifian et
al. [82] tested their method on sim-to-sim robot locomotion tasks. It remains unclear
whether this approach scales to sim-to-real scenarios since the adaptation is done based
on the return obtained in simulation, thus is not physically grounded. Bootstrapping
from pre-recorded motion capture data of animals, Peng et al. [84] learned quadruped
locomotion skills with a synthesis of imitation learning, domain randomization, and
domain adaptation (Section 2.2.3). The introduced method is conceptually related to the
approach of Yu et al. [81], but adds an information bottleneck. According to the authors,
this bottleneck is necessary because without it, the policy has access to the underlying
dynamics parameters and becomes overly dependent on them, which leads to brittle
behavior. To avoid this overfitting, Peng et al. [84] limit the mutual information between
the domain parameters and their encoding, realized as penalty on the KL divergence from
a zero-mean Gaussian prior on the latent variable.

The Bilevel Optimization Perspective. In Chapter 4, we formulate adaptive domain
randomization as a bilevel optimization that consists of an upper and a lower level problem.
In this framework, the upper level is concerned with finding the domain parameter
distribution, which when used for training in simulation leads to a policy with maximal
real-world return. The lower level problem seeks to find a policy in the current randomized
source domain. Using BO for the upper level and model-free RL for the lower level, we
compare their method in two underactuated sim-to-real robotic tasks against two baselines.
Picturing the real-world return analogous to the probability for optimality, this approach
reveals parallels to control as inference [138]–[140], where the control variates are the
parameters of the domain distribution. BO has also been employed by Paul et al. [141]
to adapt the distribution of domain parameters such that using these for the subsequent
training maximizes the policy’s return. Their method models the relation between the
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current domain parameters, the current policy and the return of the updated policy with
a Gaussian Process (GP). Choosing the domain parameters that maximize the return in
simulation is critical, since this creates the possibility to adapt the environment such that
it is easier for the agent to solve. This design decision requires the policy parameters to
be fed into the GP which is prohibitively expensive if the full set of parameters are used.
Therefore, abstractions of the policy, so-called fingerprints, are created. These handcrafted
features, e.g., a Gaussian approximation of the stationary state distribution, replace the
policy to reduce the input dimension. Paul et al. [141] tested the suggested algorithm
on three sim-to-sim tasks, focusing on the handling of so-called significant rare events.
Ruiz et al. [137] proposed a meta-algorithm which is based on a bilevel optimization
problem and updates the domain parameter distribution using REINFORCE [142]. The
approach has been evaluated in simulation on synthetic data, except for a semantic
segmentation task. Thus, there was no dynamics-dependent interaction of the learned
policy with the real world. Mehta et al. [40] also formulated the adaption of the domain
parameter distribution as an RL problem where different simulation instances are sampled
and compared against a reference environment based on the resulting trajectories. This
comparison is done by a discriminator which yields rewards proportional to the difficulty
of distinguishing the simulated and real environments, hence providing an incentive
to generate distinct domains. Using this reward signal, the domain parameters of the
simulation instances are updated via Stein Variational Policy Gradient [143]. Mehta et al.
[40] evaluated their method in a sim-to-real experiment where a robotic arm had to reach a
desired point. In contrast, Chebotar et al. [28] presented a trajectory-based framework for
closing the reality gap, and validated it on two sim-to-real robotic manipulation tasks. The
proposed procedure adapts the domain parameter distribution’s parameters by minimizing
discrepancy between observations from the real-world system and the simulation. To
measure the discrepancy, Chebotar et al. [28] use a linear combination of the L1 and L2

norm between simulated and real trajectories. These values are then plugged in as costs for
Relative Entropy Policy Search (REPS) [144] to update the simulator’s parameters, hence
turning the simulator identification into an episodic RL problem. The policy optimization
was done using Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [145], a step-based model-free RL
algorithm.

Removing Restrictions on the Domain Parameter Distribution. Ramos et al. [96] per-
form a fully Bayesian treatment of the simulator’s parameters by employing Likelihood-
Free Inference (LFI) with a Mixture Density Network (MDN) as model for the density
estimator. Analyzing the obtained posterior over domain parameters, they showed that
the proposed method is, in a sim-to-sim scenario, able to simultaneously infer different
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parameter configurations which can explain the observed trajectories. An evaluation over
a gird of domain parameters confirms that the policies trained with the inferred posterior
are more robust model uncertainties. The key benefit over previous approaches is that the
domain parameter distribution is not restricted to belong to a specific family, e.g., normal
or uniform. Instead, the true posterior is approximated by the density estimator, fitted
using LFI [91]. In follow-up work, Possas et al. [146] addressed the problem of learning
the behavioral policies which are required for the collection of target domain data. By
describing the integration policy optimization via model-free RL, the authors created
an online variant of the original method. The sim-to-real experiments were carried out
using Model Predictive Control (MPC) where (only) the model parameters are updated
based on the result from the LFI routine. Matl et al. [147] scaled the Bayesian inference
procedure of Ramos et al. [96] to the simulation of granular media, estimating parameters
such as friction and restitution coefficients. Barcelos et al. [97] presented a method
that interleaves domain randomization, LFI, and policy optimization. The controller is
updated via nonlinear MPC while using the unscented transform to simulate different
domain instances for the control horizon. Hence, this algorithm allows one to calibrate
the uncertainty as the system evolves with the passage of time, attributing higher costs to
more uncertain paths. For performing the essential LFI, the authors build upon the work
of Ramos et al. [96] to identify the posterior domain parameters, which are modeled by
a mixture of Gaussians. The approach was validated on a simulated inverted pendulum
swing-up task as well as a real trajectory following task using a wheeled robot. Since the
density estimation problem is the center piece of LFI-based domain randomization, im-
proving the estimator’s flexibility is of great interest. In Chapter 5, we employ a sequential
neural posterior estimation algorithm [42] which uses normalizing flows to estimate the
(conditional) posterior over simulators. In combination with a segment-wise synchroniza-
tion between the simulations and the recorded real-world trajectories, we demonstrate the
neural inference method’s ability to learn the posterior belief over contact-rich black-box
simulations. Moreover, the proposed approach was evaluated with policy optimization in
the loop on an underactuated swing-up and balancing task, showing improved results
compared to BayesSim [96] as well as Bayesian linear regression.

2.4.3. Adversarial Domain Randomization

Extensive prior studies have shown that deep NN classifiers are vulnerable to imperceptible
perturbations their inputs, obtained via adversarial optimization, leading to significant
drops in accuracy [11], [12], [148]–[150]. This line of research has been extended to
reinforcement learning, showing that small (adversarial) perturbations are enough to
significantly degrade the policy performance [13]. To defend against such attacks, the
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source domain
(rand. simulator)

target domain
(real robot)

train policy

train adversary

execute policy

Figure 2.5.: Conceptual illustration of adversarial domain randomization.

training data can be augmented with adversarially-perturbed examples, or the adversarial
inputs can be detected and neutralized at test-time. However, studies of existing defenses
have shown that adversarial examples are harder to detect than originally believed [151].
It is safe to assume that this insight gained from computer vision problems transfers to
the RL setting, on which we focus here.

Adversary Available Analytically. Mandlekar et al. [152] proposed physically plausible
perturbations by randomly deciding when to add a scaled gradient of the expected return
w.r.t. the state. Their sim-to-sim evaluation on four MuJoCo tasks showed that agents
trained with the suggested adversarial randomization generalize slightly better to domain
parameter configurations than agents trained with a static randomization scheme. Lutter
et al. [153] derived the optimal policy together with different optimal disturbances from
the value function in a continuous state, action, and time RL setting. Despite outstanding
sim-to-real transferability of the resulting policies, the presented approach is conceptually
restricted by assuming access to a compact representation of the state domain, typically
obtained through exhaustive sampling, which hinders the scalability to high-dimensional
tasks.

Adversary Learned via Two-Player Games. Pinto et al. [154] introduced the idea of a
second agent whose goal it is to hinder the first agent from fulfilling its task. This adversary
has the ability to apply force disturbances at predefined locations of the robot’s body,
while the domain parameters remain unchanged. Both agents are trained in alternation
using RL make this a zero-sum game. Similarly, Zhang et al. [155] aim to train an agent
using adversarial examples such that it becomes robust against test-time attacks. As
in the approach presented by Pinto et al. [154], the adversary and the protagonist are
trained alternately until convergence at every meta-iteration. Unlike prior work, Zhang
et al. [155] build on state-adversarial MDPs manipulating the observations but not the
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simulation state. Another key property of their approach is that the perturbations are
applied after a projection to a bounded set. The proposed observation-based attack
as well as training algorithm is supported by four sim-to-sim validations in MuJoCo
environments. Jiang et al. [76] employed GANs to distinguish between source and target
domain dynamics, sharing the concept of a learned domain discriminator with Mehta et
al. [40]. Moreover, the authors proposed to augment an analytical physics simulator with
a NN that is trained to maximize the similarity between simulated and real trajectories,
turning the identification of the hybrid simulator into an RL problem. The comparison
on a sim-to-real quadruped locomotion task showed an advantage over static domain
randomization baselines. On the other hand, this method added noise to the behavioral
policy in order to obtain diverse target domain trajectories for the simulator identification,
which can be considered dangerous.

Summary Table

Table 2.1 provides a chronologically sorted summary of the state-of-the-art in robot learning
from randomized simulations. The goal of this table is not to capture the complete body
of work, but rather to provide a structured representation for comparing selected entries.
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2.5. Discussion

To conclude this review, we discuss practical aspects of choosing among the existing
domain randomization approaches (Section 2.5.1), emphasizing that sim-to-real transfer
can also be achieved without randomizing (Section 2.5.2).

2.5.1. Choosing a Suitable Domain Randomization Approach

Every publication on sim-to-real robot learning presents an approach that surpasses its
baselines. So, how should we select the right algorithm given a task? Up to now, there is no
benchmark for sim-to-real methods based on the policy’s target domain performance, and
it is highly questionable if such a comparison could be fair, given that these algorithms have
substantially different requirements and goals. The absence of one common benchmark is
not necessarily bad, since bundling a set of environments to define a metric would bias
research to pursue methods which optimize solely for that metric. A prominent example
for this mechanism is the OpenAI Gym [156], which became the de facto standard for
RL. Contrarily, a similar development for sim-to-real research is not desirable since the
overfitting to a small set of scenarios would be detrimental to the desired transferability
and the vast amount of other scenarios.

When choosing from the published algorithms, the practitioner is advised to check if the
approach has been tested on at least two different sim-to-real tasks, and if the (sometimes
implicit) assumptions can be met. Adaptive domain randomization methods, for example,
will require operating the physical device in order to collect real-world data. After all, we
can expect that approaches with randomization will be more robust than the ones only
trained on a nominal model. This has been shown consistently (Sections 2.4). However,
we can not expect that these approaches work out of the box on novel problems without
adjusting the hyper-parameters. Another starting point could be the set of sim-to-sim
benchmarks released by Mehta et al. [165], targeting the problem of system identification
for state-of-the-art domain randomization algorithms.

2.5.2. Sim-to-Real Transfer without Domain Randomization

Domain randomization is one way to successfully transfer control policies learned in
simulation to the physical device, but by no means the only way.

Action Transformation. In order to cope with the inaccuracies of a simulator, Christiano
et al. [166] propose to train a deep inverse dynamics model to map the action commanded
by policy to a transformed action. When applying the original action to the real system
and the transformed action to the simulated system, they would lead to the same next
robot state, thus bridging the reality gap. To generate the data for training the inverse
dynamics model, preliminary policies are augmented with hand-tuned exploration noise
and executed in the target domain. Their approach is based on the observation that a
policy’s high-level strategy remains valid after sim-to-real transfer, and assumes that the
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simulator provides a reasonable estimate of the next state. With the same goal in mind,
Hanna and Stone [167] suggest an action transformation that is learned such that applying
the transformed actions in simulation has the same effects as applying the original actions
had on the real system. At the core approach is the estimation of neural forward and
inverse models based on rollouts executed with the real robot.

Novel Neural Policy Architectures. Rusu et al. [168] employ a progressively growing
NN architecture [169] to learn an end-to-end approach mapping from pixels to discretized
joint velocities. This NN framework enables the reuse of previously gained knowledge as
well as the adaptation to new input modalities. The first part of the NN policy is trained in
simulation, while the part added when transferring needs to be trained using real-world
data. For a relatively simple reaching task, the authors reported requiring approximately
four hours of runtime on the physical robot.

Identifying and Improving the Simulator. Xie et al. [170] describe an iterative process
including motion tracking, system identification, RL, and knowledge distillation, to learn
control policies for humanoid walking on the physical system. This way, the authors can
rely on known building blocks resulting in initial and intermediate policies which are
reasonably safe to execute. To run a policy on the real robot while learning without the risk
of damaging or stopping the device, Kaspar et al. [171] propose to combine operational
space control and RL. After carefully identifying the simulator’s parameters, the RL agent
learns to control the end-effector via forces on a unit mass-spring-damper system. The
constrains and nullspace behavior are abstracted away from the agent, making the RL
problem easier and the policy more transferable.
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3. Estimating the Simulation Optimization
Bias

Learning robot control policies from physics simulations is of great interest to the robotics
community as it may render the learning process faster, cheaper, and safer by alleviating
the need for expensive real-world experiments. However, the direct transfer of learned
behavior from simulation to reality is a major challenge. Optimizing a policy on a slightly
faulty simulator can easily lead to the maximization of the ‘Simulation Optimization
Bias’ (SOB). In this case, the optimizer exploits modeling errors of the simulator such
that the resulting behavior can potentially damage the robot. We tackle this challenge
by applying domain randomization, i.e., randomizing the parameters of the physics
simulations during learning. We propose an algorithm called Simulation-based Policy
Optimization with Transferability Assessment (SPOTA) which uses an estimator of the
SOB to formulate a stopping criterion for training. The introduced estimator quantifies
the over-fitting to the set of domains experienced while training. Our experimental results
on two different second order nonlinear systems show that the new simulation-based
policy search algorithm is able to learn a control policy exclusively from a randomized
simulator, which can be applied directly to real systems without any additional training.

3.1. Introduction

Exploration-based learning of control policies on physical systems is expensive in two
ways. For one thing, real-world experiments are time-consuming and need to be executed
by experts. Additionally, these experiments require expensive equipment which is subject
to wear and tear. In comparison, training in simulation provides the possibility to speed
up the process and save resources. A major drawback of robot learning from simulations
is that a simulation-based learning algorithm is free to exploit any infeasibility during
training and will utilize the flawed physics model if it yields an improvement during
simulation. This exploitation capability can lead to policies that damage the robot when
later deployed in the real world. The described problem is exemplary of the difficulties
that occur when transferring robot control policies from simulation to reality, which have
been the subject of study for the last two decades under the term ‘reality gap’.

Early approaches in robotics suggest using minimal simulation models and adding
artificial i.i.d. noise to the system’s sensors and actuators while training in simulation
[105]. The aim was to prevent the learner from focusing on small details, which would
lead to policies with only marginal applicability. This over-fitting can be described by
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Figure 3.1.: Evaluation platforms: (left) the Ball-Balancer, (right) the linear inverted pen-
dulum, called Cart-Pole. Both systems are under-actuated nonlinear balancing problems
with continuous state and action spaces.

the SOB, which is similar to the bias of an estimator. The SOB is closely related to the
Optimality Gap (OG), which has been used by the optimization community since the
1990s [32], [33], but has not been transferred to robotics or RL, yet.

Deep RL algorithms recently demonstrated super-human performance in playing games
[8], [9] and promising results in (simulated) robotic control tasks [134], [145]. However,
when transferred to real-world robotic systems, most of these methods become less
attractive due to high sample complexity and a lack of explainability of state-of-the-art
deep RL algorithms. As a consequence, the research field of domain randomization has
recently been gaining interest [18], [21], [25], [28], [37], [39], [80], [152], [154]. This
class of approaches promises to transfer control policies learned in simulation (source
domain) to the real world (target domain) by randomizing the simulator’s parameters
(e.g., masses, extents, or friction coefficients) and hence train from a set of models instead
of just one nominal model. Further motivation to investigate domain randomization
is given by the recent successes in robotic sim-to-real scenarios, such as the in-hand
manipulation of a cube [2], swinging a peg in a hole, or opening a drawer [28]. The idea
of randomizing the simulator’s parameters is driven by the fact that the corresponding
true parameters of the target domain are unknown. However, instead of relying on an
accurate estimation of one fixed parameter set, we take a Bayesian point of view and
assume that each parameter is drawn from an unknown underlying distribution. Thereby,
the expected effect is an increase in robustness of the learned policy when applied to a
different domain. Throughout this thesis, we use the term robustness to describe a policy’s
ability to maintain its performance under model uncertainties. In that sense, a robust
control policy is more likely to overcome the reality gap.

Looking at the bigger picture, model-based control only considers a system’s nominal
dynamics parameter values, while robust control minimizes a system’s sensitivity with
respect to bounded model uncertainties, thus focuses the worst-case. In contrast to these
methods, domain randomization takes the whole range of parameter values into account.

Contributions. We advance the state-of-the-art by
1. introducing a measure for the transferability of a solution, i.e., a control policy, from

a set of source distributions to a different target domain from the same distribution,
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2. designing an algorithm which, based on this measure, is able to transfer control
policies from simulation to reality without any real-world data, and

3. validating the approach by conducting two sim-to-real experiments on under-
actuated nonlinear systems.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: we explain the necessary funda-
mentals (Section 3.2) for the proposed algorithm (Section 3.3). In particular, we derive
the Simulation Optimization Bias (SOB) and the Optimality Gap (OG). After validating
the proposed method in simulation, we evaluate it experimentally (Section 3.4). Finally,
we conclude and discuss possible future research directions (Section 3.6).

For an overview of the current state-of-the-art as well as a discussion of the connections
between SPOTA and the related work, we refer to Chapter 2.

3.2. Problem Statement and Notation

Optimizing control policies for MDPs with unknown dynamics is generally a hard problem
(Section 3.2.1). Specifically, this problem is hard due to the simulation optimization bias
(Section 3.2.2), which is related to the optimality gap (Section 3.2.3). We derive an upper
bound on the optimality gap, show its monotonic decrease with increasing number of
samples from the random variable. Moreover, we clarify the relationship between the
simulation optimization bias and the optimality gap (Section 3.2.4). In what follows, we
build upon the results of Hobbs and Hepenstal [32] as well as Mak et al. [33].

3.2.1. Markov Decision Processes

The necessary theoretical background on MDPs in the context of domain randomization
is presented in Section 2.1.

3.2.2. Simulation Optimization Bias (SOB)

Augmenting the standard RL setting with the concept of domain randomization, i.e.,
maximizing the expectation of the expected return over all (feasible) realizations of the
source domain, leads to the score

J (θ) = Eξ∼p(ξ)[J (θ, ξ)] (3.1)

that quantifies how well the policy is expected to perform over an infinite set of variations
of the nominal domainMξ̄. When training exclusively in simulation, the true physics
model is unknown and the true J (θ, ξ) is thus inaccessible. Instead, we maximize the
estimated expected return using a randomized physics simulator. Thereby, we update the
policy parameters θ with a policy optimization algorithm based on samples.

The inevitable imperfections of physics simulations will automatically be exploited by
any optimization method to achieve a ‘virtual’ improvement, i.e., an increase of J (θ), in
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parameter θθ⋆ θ⋆n

J(θ)

Ĵn(θ)

return J

SOB

Figure 3.2.: Simulation Optimization Bias (SOB) between the true optimum θ⋆ and the
sample-based optimum θ⋆n. The shaded regions visualize the variation around J (θ), and
Ĵn(θ) is determined by a particular set of n sampled domain parameters.

simulation. To formulate this undesirable behavior, we frame the standard RL problem as
a Stochastic Program (SP)

J (θ⋆) = max
θ∈Θ

Eξ[J (θ, ξ)] = max
θ∈Θ

J (θ) , (3.2)

with the optimal solution θ⋆ = argmaxθ∈Θ J (θ). The SP above can be approximated
using n domains

Ĵn(θ
⋆
n) = max

θ∈Θ
Ĵn(θ) = max

θ∈Θ

1

n

n∑︂
i=1

J (θ, ξi) , (3.3)

where the expectation is replaced by the Monte Carlo estimator over the samples ξ1:n, and
θ⋆n = argmaxθ∈Θ Ĵn(θ) is the solution to the approximated SP. Note that the expectations
in (3.2, 3.3) both jointly depend on ξ and s0, i.e., both random variables are integrated
out, but the dependency on s0 is omitted as stated before.

Sample-based optimization is guaranteed to be optimistically biased if there are errors
in the domain parameter estimate, even if these errors are unbiased [32]. Since the
proposed method randomizes the domain parameters ξ, this assumption is guaranteed to
hold. Using Jensen’s inequality, we can show that the Simulation Optimization Bias (SOB)

b
[︂
Ĵn(θ

⋆
n)
]︂
= Eξ

[︂
max
θ̂∈Θ

Ĵn(θ̂)
]︂

⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
sample optimum

−max
θ∈Θ

Eξ
[︂
J (θ, ξ)

]︂
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞

true optimum

≥ 0. (3.4)

is always positive, i.e., the policy’s performance in the target domain is systematically
overestimated. A visualization of the SOB is depicted in Figure 3.2.
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3.2.3. Optimality Gap (OG)

Intuitively, we want to minimize the SOB in order to achieve the highest transferability of
the policy. Since computing the SOB (3.4) is intractable, the approach presented in this
chapter is to approximate the Optimality Gap (OG), which relates to the SOB as explained
in the Section 3.2.4. The OG at the solution candidate θc is defined as

G(θc) = J (θ⋆)− J (θc) ≥ 0, (3.5)

where J (θ⋆) = maxθ∈Θ Eξ[J (θ, ξ)] is the SP’s optimal objective function value and
J (θc) = Eξ[J (θc, ξ)] is the SP’s objective function evaluated at the candidate solution
[33]. Thus, G(θc) expresses the difference in performance between the optimal policy and
the candidate solution at hand. Unfortunately, computing the expectation over infinitely
many domains in (3.5) is intractable. However, we can estimate G(θc) from samples.

Estimation of the Optimality Gap

For an unbiased estimator Ĵn(θ), e.g., a sample average with i.i.d. samples, he have

Eξ
[︁
Ĵn(θ)

]︁
= Eξ[J (θ, ξ)] = J (θ) . (3.6)

Inserting (3.6) into the first term of (3.5) yields

G(θc) = max
θ∈Θ

Eξ
[︂
Ĵn(θ)

]︂
− Eξ[J (θc, ξ)] ≤ Eξ

[︃
max
θ∈Θ

Ĵn(θ)

]︃
− Eξ[J (θc, ξ)] (3.7)

as an upper bound on the OG. To compute this upper bound, we use the law of large
numbers for the first term and replace the second expectation in (3.7) with the sample
average

G(θc) ≤ max
θ∈Θ

Ĵn(θ)− Ĵn(θ
c) = Ĝn(θ

c) , (3.8)

where Ĝn(θ
c) ≥ 0 holds.1 Averaging over a finite set of domains allows for the utilization

of an estimated upper bound of the OG as the convergence criterion for the policy search
meta-algorithm introduced in Section 3.3.

1This result is consistent with Theorem 1 and Equation (9) in [33] as well as the “type A error” in [32].
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Decrease of the Estimated Optimality Gap

The OG decreases in expectation with increasing sample size of the domain parameters ξ.
The expectation over ξ of the minuend in (3.8) estimated from n+ 1 i.i.d. samples is

Eξ
[︂
Ĵn+1

(︁
θ⋆n+1

)︁]︂
= Eξ

[︄
max
θ∈Θ

1

n+ 1

n+1∑︂
i=1

J (θ, ξi)

]︄
(3.9)

= Eξ

⎡⎣max
θ∈Θ

1

n+ 1

n+1∑︂
i=1

1

n

n+1∑︂
j=1,j ̸=i

J (θ, ξj)

⎤⎦ (3.10)

≤ Eξ

⎡⎣ 1

n+ 1

n+1∑︂
i=1

max
θ∈Θ

1

n

n+1∑︂
j=1,j ̸=i

J (θ, ξj)

⎤⎦ (3.11)

=
1

n+ 1

n+1∑︂
i=1

Eξ
[︃
max
θ∈Θ

Ĵn(θ)

]︃
= Eξ

[︂
Ĵn(θ

⋆
n)
]︂
. (3.12)

Taking the expectation of the OG estimated from n+1 samples Ĝn+1(θ
c) and then plugging

in the upper bound from (3.12), we obtain the upper bound

Eξ
[︂
Ĝn+1(θ

c)
]︂
= Eξ

[︃
max
θ∈Θ

Ĵn+1(θ)− Ĵn(θ
c)

]︃
(3.13)

≤ Eξ
[︃
max
θ∈Θ

Ĵn(θ)− Ĵn(θ
c)

]︃
= Eξ

[︂
Ĝn(θ

c)
]︂
, (3.14)

which shows that the estimator of the OG in expectation monotonically decreases with
increasing sample size.2

3.2.4. Connection Between the SOB and the OG

The SOB can be expressed as the expectation of the difference between the approximated
OG and the true OG. Starting from the formulation of the approximated OG in (3.8), we
can take the expectation over the domains on both sides of the inequality and rearrange
to

Eξ
[︂
Ĝn(θ

c)
]︂
−G(θc) ≥ 0. (3.15)

Using the definitions of Ĝn(θ
c) and G(θc) from Table 3.1, the equation above can be

rewritten as

Eξ
[︃
max
θ∈Θ

Ĵn(θ)− Ĵn(θ
c)

]︃
−
(︃
max
θ∈Θ

Eξ[J (θ, ξ)]− Eξ[J (θc, ξ)]
)︃
≥ 0, (3.16)

which simplifies to

Eξ
[︃
max
θ∈Θ

Ĵn(θ)

]︃
− Eξ

[︂
Ĵn(θ

c)
]︂
−max
θ∈Θ

Eξ[J (θ, ξ)] + Eξ[J (θc, ξ)] ≥ 0. (3.17)

2This result is consistent with Theorem 2 in [33].
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Table 3.1.: Definition of the expectation of the expected (discounted) return Ĵn(θ), the
Simulation Optimization Bias (SOB) b[Ĵn(θ

⋆
n)], the Optimality Gap (OG) G(θc), and its

estimation Ĝn(θ
c). All approximations are based on n domains.

Definition Property

Ĵn(θ) =
1
n

n∑︁
i=1

J (θ, ξi) Eξ∼p(ξ)

[︂
Ĵn(θ)

]︂
= J (θ)

b
[︂
Ĵn(θ

⋆
n)
]︂
= Eξ∼p(ξ)

[︂
max
θ̂∈Θ

Ĵn(θ̂)
]︂
−max
θ∈Θ

Eξ∼p(ξ)

[︂
J (θ, ξ)

]︂
b
[︂
Ĵn(θ

⋆
n)
]︂
≥ 0

G(θc) = max
θ∈Θ

Eξ∼p(ξ)[J (θ, ξ)]− Eξ∼p(ξ)[J (θ
c, ξ)] G(θc) ≥ 0

Ĝn(θ
c) = max

θ∈Θ
Ĵn(θ)− Ĵn(θ

c) Ĝn(θ
c) ≥ G(θc)

Since Ĵn(θ) is an unbiased estimator of J (θ), we have

Eξ
[︂
Ĵn(θ

c)
]︂
= Eξ[J (θc, ξ)] = J (θc) . (3.18)

Hence, the left hand side of (3.17) becomes

Eξ
[︃
max
θ∈Θ

Ĵn(θ)

]︃
−max
θ∈Θ

Eξ[J (θ, ξ)] = b
[︂
Ĵn(θ

⋆
n)
]︂
, (3.19)

which is equal to the SOB defined in (3.4). Thus, the SOB is the difference between the
expectation over all domains of the estimated OG Ĝn(θ

c) and the true OG G(θc) at the
solution candidate. Therefore, reducing the estimated OG leads to reducing the SOB.

3.2.5. An Illustrative Example

Imagine we were placed randomly in an environment either on Mars ξM or on Venus ξV ,
governed by the distribution ξ ∼ pφ(ξ). On both planets we are in a catapult about to be
shot into the sky exactly vertical. The only thing we can do is to manipulate the catapult,
modeled as a linear spring, according to the policy πθ, i.e., changing the springs extension.
Our goal is to minimize the maximum height of the expected flight trajectory Eξ[h(θ, ξ)]
derived from the conservation of energy

1

2
ki(θ − xi)

2 = Ekin = Epot = h(θ, ξi)mgi (3.20)

h(θ, ξi) =
ki(θ − xi)

2

2mgi
, (3.21)

with mass m, and domain parameters ξi = {gi, ki, xi} consisting of the gravity accelera-
tion constant, the catapult’s spring stiffness, and the catapult’s spring pre-extension. The
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domain parameters are the only quantities specific to Mars and Venus. In this simplified
example, we assume that the domain parameters are not drawn from individual distribu-
tions, but that there are two sets of domain parameters ξM and ξV which are drawn from a
Bernoulli distribution B

(︁
ξ
⃓⃓
φ
)︁
where φ is the probability of drawing ξV . Since minimizing

Eξ[h(θ, ξ)] is identical to maximizing its negative value J (θ, ξ) := −Eξ[h(θ, ξ)], we rewrite
the problem as

J (θ⋆) = max
θ∈Θ

Eξ[J (θ, ξ)] . (3.22)

Assume we experienced this situation n times and want to find the policy parameter
maximizing the objective above without knowing on which planet we are (ı.e., independent
of ξ). Thus, we approximate J (θ⋆) by

Ĵn(θ
⋆
n) = max

θ∈Θ

1

n

n∑︂
i=1

J (θ, ξi) . (3.23)

In this Bernoulli experiment, the return of a policy π(θ) determined by θ estimates to

Ĵn(θ) =
nM

n
J (θ, ξM )⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞

proportion Mars

+
nV

n
J (θ, ξV )⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞

proportion Venus

= −nM

n

kM (θ − xM )2

2mgM
− nV

n

kV (θ − xV )
2

2mgV
. (3.24)

The optimal policy given the n domains fulfills the necessary condition

0 = ∇θĴn(θ
⋆
n) = −

nM

n

kM (θ⋆n − xM )

mgM
− nV

n

kV (θ
⋆
n − xV )

mgV
. (3.25)

Solving for the optimal policy parameter yields

θ⋆n =
xMnMkMgV + xV nV kV gM

nMkMgV + nV kV gM
=

xMcM + xV cV
cM + cV

, (3.26)

with the (mixed-domain) constants cM = nMkMgV and cV = nV kV gM . Inserting (3.26)
into (3.24) gives the optimal return value for n samples

Ĵn(θ
⋆) = −

nM
n kM

2mgM

(︃
xMcM + xV cV

cM + cV
− xM

)︃2

−
nV
n kV

2mgV

(︃
xMcM + xV cV

cM + cV
− xV

)︃2

(3.27)

= − nMkM
2nmgM

(︃
xV cV − xMcV

cM + cV

)︃2

− nV kV
2nmgV

(︃
xMcM − xV cM

cM + cV

)︃2

. (3.28)

Given the domain parameters in Table 3.2, we optimize our catapult manipulation policy.
This optimization is done in simulation, since real-world trials (being shot with a catapult)
would be very costly. Finding the optimal policy in simulation means solving the approxi-
mated SP (3.3), whose optimal solution is denoted by θ⋆n. We assume that the (stochastic)
optimization algorithm outputs a suboptimal solution θc. In order to model this prop-
erty, a policy parameter is sampled in the vicinity of the optimum θc ∼ N

(︁
θ
⃓⃓
θ⋆n;σ

2
θ

)︁
with

σθ = 0.15. During the entire process, the true optimal policy parameter θ⋆ will remain
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Figure 3.3.: The estimated expected return evaluated using the optimal solution for a set
of n domains Ĵn(θ

⋆
n), the candidate solution Ĵn(θ

c), as well as the true optimal solution
Ĵn(θ

⋆). Note that Ĵn(θ
⋆
n) > Ĵn(θ

c) holds for every instance of the 100 random seeds, even
if the standard deviation areas overlap. The shaded areas show ±1 standard deviation.

unknown. However, since this simplified example models the domain parameters to be
one of two fixed sets (ξM or ξV ), θ⋆ can be computed analogously to (3.26).

The Figures 3.3 and 3.4 visualize the evolution of the approximated SP with increasing
number of domains n. Key observations are that the objective function value at the
candidate solution Ĵn(θ

c) is less than at the sample-based optimum Ĵn(θ
⋆
n) (Figure 3.3),

and that with increasing number of domains the SOB b[Ĵ (θ⋆n)] decreases monotonically
while the estimated OG Ĝn(θ

c) only decreases in expectation (Figure 3.4).

When optimizing over n = 30 random domains in simulation, we yield a policy which
leads to a Gn(θ

c) ≈ 4.23m higher (worse) shot compared to the best policy computed
from an infinite set of domains and evaluated on this infinite set of domains, and a
Ĝn(θ

c) ≈ 4.97m higher (worse) shot compared to the best policy computed from a set of
n = 30 domains and evaluated on the same finite set of domains. Furthermore, we can
say that executing the best policy computed from a set of n = 30 domains will in reality
result in a b[Ĵ (θ⋆n)] ≈ 0.911m higher (worse) shot.

Table 3.2.: The domain parameter values for the illustrative example. The additional
(domain-independent) parameters are m = 1 kg and φ = 0.7.

Domain gi[m/ sec2] ki[N/m] xi[m]
Mars 3.71 1000 0.5
Venus 8.87 3000 1.5
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⋆
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c) ≥ G(θc) does not hold for
every instance of the 100 random seeds, but is true in expectation. The variance in G(θc)
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3.3. Simulation-Based Policy Optimization with Transferability
Assessment

We introduce Simulation-based Policy Optimization with Transferability Assessment
(SPOTA) [34], a policy search meta-algorithm which yields a policy that is able to directly
transfer from a set of source domains to an unseen target domain. The goal of SPOTA is
not only to maximize the expected discounted return under the influence of randomized
physics simulations J (θ), but also to provide an approximate probabilistic guarantee on
the suboptimality in terms of expected discounted return when applying the obtained
policy to a different domain. The key novelty in SPOTA is the utilization of an Upper
Confidence Bound on the Optimality Gap (UCBOG) as a stopping criterion for the training
procedure of the RL agent.

One interpretation of (source) domain randomization is to see it as a form of uncertainty
representation. If a control policy is trained successfully on multiple variations of the
scenario, i.e., a set of models, it is legitimate to assume that this policy will be able to
handle modeling errors better than policies that have only been trained on the nominal
model ξ̄ = Eξ∼p(ξ)[ξ]. With this rationale in mind, we propose the SPOTA procedure,
summarized in Algorithm 1.

SPOTA performs a repetitive comparison of solution candidates against reference solu-
tions in domains that are in the references’ training set but unknown to the candidates. As
inputs, we assume a probability distribution over the domain parameters pφ(ξ), a policy
optimization sub-routine PolOpt, the number of candidate and reference domains nc and
nr in conjunction with a nondecreasing sequence NonDecrSeq (e.g., nk+1 = 2nk), the
number of reference solutions nG, the number of rollouts used for each OG estimate nJ ,
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the number of bootstrap samples nb, the confidence level (1−α) used for bootstrapping,
and the threshold of trust β determining the stopping condition. SPOTA consists of four
blocks: finding a candidate solution, finding multiple reference solutions, comparing the
candidate against the reference solutions, and assessing the candidate solution quality.

Candidate Solutions. The candidate solution is randomly initialized and optimized
based on a set of nc source domains (Lines 3–4). Practically, the locally optimal policy
parameters are optimized on the approximated SP (3.3).

Reference Solutions. Every iteration, nG reference solutions are gathered by solving the
same approximated SP as for the candidate but with different realizations of the random
variable ξ (Lines 6–8). These nG non-convex optimization processes all use the same
candidate solution θ⋆nc

as initial guess (Line 7). This initialization is theoretically not
necessary, but leads to a faster convergence in practice.

Solution Comparison. A comparison of the solutions is done by evaluating each reference
solution θk:nG⋆

nr
against the candidate solution θ⋆nc

for each realization of the random vari-
able ξk1:nr

on which the reference solution has been trained. In this step, the performances
per domain ĴnJ

(︁
θ⋆nc

, ξki
)︁
and ĴnJ

(︁
θk⋆nr

, ξki
)︁
are estimated in Monte Carlo fashion from nJ

simulations with synchronized random seeds (Lines 10–15). Thereby, both solutions are
evaluated using the same random initial states and observation noise. Due to the potential
suboptimality of the reference solutions, the resulting difference in performance

Ĝ
k

nr ,i

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
= ĴnJ

(︁
θk⋆nr

, ξki
)︁
− ĴnJ

(︁
θ⋆nc

, ξki
)︁

(3.29)

may become negative (Line 16). This issue did not appear in previous work on assessing
solution qualities of SPs [33], [172], because they only covered convex problems, where
all reference solutions are guaranteed to be global optima. Utilizing the definition of
the OG in (3.8) for SPOTA demands for globally optimal reference solutions. Due to the
non-convexity of the introduced RL problem the obtained solutions by the optimizer only
are locally optimal. In order to alleviate this dilemma, we perform an outlier rejection
routine (Lines 19–25). As a first attempt, all other reference solutions are evaluated for
the current domain i. If a solution with higher performance was found, it replaces the
current reference solution k for this domain. If all reference solutions are worse than the
candidate, the value is clipped to the theoretical minimum (zero).

Solution Quality. is assessed quantitatively by constructing a (1−α)-level confidence
interval

[︁
0, Ḡ

U
nr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁ ]︁
for the estimated OG at θ⋆nc

. While the lower bound is fixed to
the theoretical minimum, the Upper Confidence Bound on the Optimality Gap (UCBOG)
is computed using the statistical bootstrap method [173]. We denote bootstrapped
quantities with the superscript B instead of the common asterisk, to avoid a notation
conflict with the optimal solutions. There are multiple ways to yield a confidence interval
by applying the bootstrap [174]. Here, the ’basic’ nonparametric method was chosen,
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since the aforementioned potential clipping changes the distribution of the samples and
hence a method relying on the estimation of population parameters such as the standard
error is inappropriate. The solution comparison yields a set of nGnr samples of the
approximated OG G = {Ĝ1

nr ,1

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
, . . . , Ĝ

nG

nr ,nr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
} = Ĝ

1:nG

nr ,1:nr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
. Through uniform

random sampling with replacement from G , we generate nb bootstrap samples GB1:nb
. Thus,

for our statistic of interest, the mean estimated OG Ḡnr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
, the UCBOG becomes

Ḡ
U
nr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
= 2Ḡnr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
−Qα

[︂
Ḡ

B
nr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁]︂
, (3.30)

where Ḡnr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
is the mean over all (nonnegative) samples from the empirical distribution,

andQα

[︂
Ḡ

B
nr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁]︂
is the α-th quantile of the means calculated for each of the nb bootstrap

samples (Lines 27–29).
Consequently, the true OG is lower than the obtained one-sided confidence interval

with the approximate probability of (1−α), i.e.,

P
(︂
G
(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
≤ Ḡ

U
nr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁)︂
≈ 1− α, (3.31)

which is analogous to (4) in [172]. Finally, the sample sizes nr and nc of the next epoch
are set according to the nondecreasing sequence. The procedure stops if the UCBOG at
θ⋆nc

is less than or equal to the specified threshold of trust β. Fulfilling this condition,
the candidate solution at hand does not lose more than β in terms of performance with
approximate probability (1−α), when it is applied to a different domain sampled from
the same distribution.

Intuitively, the question arises why we do not use all samples for training a single policy
and thus most likely yield a more robust result. To answer this question we want to
point out that the key difference of SPOTA to the related methods is the assessment of
the solution’s transferability to different domains. While the approaches reviewed in
Chapter 2 train one policy until convergence (e.g., for a fixed number of steps, or until
the change of the expected return is below some threshold), SPOTA repeats this process
and suggests new policies as long as the UCBOG is above a specified threshold. Thereby,
SPOTA only uses 1/(1 + nGn/nc) of the total samples to learn the candidate solution, i.e.,
the policy which will be deployed. If we would use all samples for training, hence not
learn any reference solutions, we would not be able to estimate the OG and therefore lose
the main feature of SPOTA.
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Algorithm 1: Simulation-based Policy Optimization with Transferability Assessment
input :probability distribution pφ(ξ), algorithm PolOpt, sequence

NonDecrSeq, hyper-parameters nc, nr, nG, nJ , nb, α, β
output :policy πθ⋆nc

with a (1− α)-level confidence level on the average OG
Ḡnr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
upper bounded by β

1 Initialize the policy parameters θnc
randomly

2 do
▷ Obtain candidate solution

3 Sample nc i.i.d. physics simulators described by ξ1:nc from pφ(ξ)

4 Solve the approx. SP using ξ1:nc and PolOpt to obtain θ⋆nc

5 for k = 1:nG do
▷ Obtain reference solutions

6 Sample nr i.i.d. physics simulators described by ξk1:nr
from pφ(ξ)

7 Initialize θknr
with θ⋆nc

and reset the exploration strategy
8 Solve the approx. SP using ξk1:nr

and PolOpt to obtain θk⋆nr

9 for i = 1:nr do
10 with synchronized random seeds
11 Estimate the candidate solution’s return
12 ĴnJ

(︁
θ⋆nc

, ξki
)︁
← 1/nJ

∑︁nJ
j=1 Ĵ

(︁
θ⋆nc

, ξki
)︁

13 Estimate the i-th reference solution’s return
14 ĴnJ

(︁
θk⋆nr

, ξki
)︁
← 1/nJ

∑︁nJ
j=1 Ĵ

(︁
θk⋆nr

, ξki
)︁

15 end
16 Compute the difference in return

Ĝ
k

nr ,i

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
← ĴnJ

(︁
θk⋆nr

, ξki
)︁
− ĴnJ

(︁
θ⋆nc

, ξki
)︁

17 end
18 end
19 for k = 1:nG and i = 1:nr do ▷ outlier rejection
20 if Ĝ

k

nr ,i

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
< 0 then

21 for k′ = 1:nG, k′ ̸= k do ▷ loop over other reference sololutions
22 if Ĝ

k′

nr ,i

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
> Ĝ

k

nr ,i

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
then Ĝ

k

nr ,i

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
← Ĝ

k′

nr ,i

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
; break

23 end
24 end
25 end

▷ Compute confidence bound
26 Bootstrap nb times from G = Ĝ

1:nG

nr ,1:nr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
to yield GB1:nb

27 Compute the sample mean Ḡnr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
for the original set G

28 Compute the sample means ḠB
nr ,1:nb

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
for the sets GB1:nb

29 Select the α-th quantile of the bootstrap samples’ means and obtain the upper
bound for the one-sided (1− α)-level confidence interval
Ḡ

U
nr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
← 2Ḡnr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
−Qα

[︂
Ḡ

B
nr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁]︂
30 Set the new sample sizes nc ← NonDecrSeq(nc) and nr ← NonDecrSeq(nr)

31 while Ḡ
U
nr

(︁
θ⋆nc

)︁
> β
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3.4. Experiments

We evaluate SPOTA on two sim-to-real tasks pictured in Figure 3.1, the Ball-Balancer and
the Cart-Pole. The policies obtained by SPOTA are compared against Ensemble Policy
Optimization (EPOpt), and (plain) PPO policies. The goal of the conducted experiments
is twofold. First, we want to investigate the applicability of the UCBOG as a quantitative
measure of a policy’s transferability. Second, we aim to show that domain randomization
enables the sim-to-real transfer of control policies learned by RL algorithms, while methods
which only learn from the nominal domain fail to transfer. Our implementation of SPOTA
as well as the baselines can be found at [30].

3.4.1. Modeling and Setup Description

Both platforms can be classified as nonlinear under-actuated balancing problems with
continuous state and action spaces. The Ball-Balancer’s task is to stabilize the randomly
initialized ball at the plate’s center. Given measurements and their first derivatives
(obtained by temporal filtering) of the motor shaft angles as well as the ball’s position
relative to the plate’s center, the agent controls two servo motors via voltage commands.
The rotation of the motor shafts leads, through a kinematic chain, to a change in the
plate angles. Finally, the plate’s deflection gets the ball rolling. The Ball-Balancer has
an 8D state and a 2D action space. Similarly, the Cart-Pole’s task is to stabilize a pole
in the upright position by controlling the cart. Based on measurements and their first
derivatives (obtained by temporal filtering) of the pole’s rotation angle as well as the cart
position relative to the rail’s center, the agent controls the servo motor driving the cart
by sending voltage commands. Accelerating the cart makes the pole rotate around an
axis perpendicular to the cart’s direction. The Cart-Pole has a 4D state and a 1D action
space. Details on the dynamics of both systems, the reward functions, as well as listings
of the domain parameters is given in Appendix A.2. The nominal models are based on the
domain parameter values provided by the manufacturer.

In this chapter, both systems have been modeled using the Lagrange formalism and the
resulting differential equations are integrated forward in time to simulate the systems.
The associated domain parameters are drawn from a probability distribution ξ ∼ pφ(ξ),
parameterized by φ (e.g., mean, variance). Since randomizing a simulator’s physics
parameters is not possible right away, so we developed custom a framework to combine
RL and domain randomization. Essentially, the base environment is modified by wrappers
which, e.g., vary the mass or delay the actions.

3.4.2. Experiments Description

The experiments are split into two parts. At first, we examine the evolution of the UCBOG
during training (Section 3.4.3). Next, we compare the transferability of the obtained
policies across different realizations of the domain, i.e., simulator (Section 3.4.3). Finally,
we evaluate the policies on the real-world platforms (Section 3.4.4).
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Figure 3.5.: Upper Confidence Bound on the Optimality Gap (UCBOG) and number of
candidate solution domains over the iteration count of SPOTA. Every iteration, the number
and domains (dashed line) and hence the sample size is increased. The shaded area
visualize ±1 standard deviation across 9 training runs on the simulated Ball-Balancer.

For the experiments on the real Ball-Balancer, we choose 8 initial ball positions equidis-
tant from the plate’s center and place the ball at these points using a PD controller. As
soon as a specified accuracy is reached, the evaluated policy is activated for 2000 time
steps, i.e., 4 seconds. All experiments on the real Carl-pole start with the cart centered
on the rail and the pendulum pole hanging down. After calibration, the pendulum is
swung up using an energy-based controller. When the system’s state is within a specified
threshold, evaluated policy is executed for 4000 time steps, i.e., 8 seconds.

All policies have been trained in simulation with observation noise to mimic the noisy
sensors. To focus on the domain parameters’ influence, we executed the sim-to-sim
experiments without observation noise. The policy update at the core of SPOTA, EPOpt,
and PPO is done by the Adam optimizer [175]. In the sim-to-sim experiments, the
rewards are computed from the ideal states coming from the simulator, while for the
sim-to-real experiments the rewards are calculated from the sensor measurements and
their time derivatives. The hyper-parameters chosen for the experiments can be found in
the Appendix A.5.

3.4.3. Sim-to-Sim Results

The UCBOG value (3.30) at each SPOTA iteration depends on several hyper-parameters
such as the current number of domains and reference solutions, or the quality of the
current iteration’s solution candidate. Figure 3.5 displays the descent of the UCBOG as
well as the growth of the number of domains with the increasing iteration count of SPOTA.
As described in Section 3.2.3, the OG and thus the UCBOG only decreases in expectation.
Therefore, it can happen that for a specific training run the UCBOG increases from one
iteration to the next. Moreover, we observed that the proportion of negative OG estimates
(3.29) increases with progressing iteration count. This observation can be explained by
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the fact that SPOTA increases the number of domains used during training. Hence the
set’s empirical mean approximates the domain parameter distribution pφ(ξ) progressively
better, i.e., the candidate and reference solution become more similar. Note, that due to
the computational complexity of SPOTA we decided to combine results from experiments
with different hyper-parameters in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.6.: Evaluation of the learned control policies on the simulated Ball-Balancer
(top row) as well as the simulated Cart-Pole (bottom row), (a) varying the ball mass mb,
(b) the viscous friction coefficient, (c) the action delay ∆ta, and (d) the motor pinion
radius rmp. Every domain parameter configuration has been evaluated on 360 rollouts
with different initial states, synchronized across all policies. The dashed lines mark the
nominal parameter values. The solid lines represent the means, and shaded areas show
±1 standard deviation

To estimate the robustness w.r.t. model parameter uncertainties, we evaluate policies
trained by SPOTA, EPOpt, and PPO under on multiple simulator instances, varying only
one domain parameter. The policies’ sensitivity to different parameter values is displayed
in the Figure 3.6. From the Figures 3.6a to 3.6c we can see that the policies learned
using (plain) PPO are less robust to changes in the domain parameter values. In contrast,
SPOTA and EPOpt are able to maintain their level of performance across a wider range
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Figure 3.7.: Evaluation of the learned control policies on (a) the real Ball Balancer and
(b) the real Cart-Pole. The results were obtained from 24 rollouts per policy on the Ball
Balancer (3 repetitions for 8 different initial ball positions) as well as 15 rollouts (1 initial
state) on the Cart-Pole. The dashed lines approximately mark the threshold where the
tasks are solved, i.e., the ball is centered in the middle (a), or the pendulum is stabilized
upright (b) at the end of the episode. The medians are displayed by white circles, and the
horizontal lines represent the individual samples.

of parameter values. The Figure 3.6d shows the case of a domain parameter to which
all policies are equally insensitive. We can also see that EPOpt trades off performance in
the nominal domains for performance in more challenging domains (e.g., low friction).
This behavior is a consequence of its CVaR-based objective function [37]. Moreover, the
results show a higher variance for the PPO policy than for the others. From this, we
conclude that domain randomization also acts as regularization mechanism. The final
UCBOG value of the evaluated SPOTA policies was 46.42 for the Ball-Balancer and 55.14
for the Cart-Pole. Note, that the UCBOG can not be directly observed from the curves in
Figure 3.6, since the UCBOG reflects the gap in performance between the best policy for
a specific simulator instance and the candidate policy, whereas the Figure 3.6 only shows
the candidates’ performances.

3.4.4. Sim-to-Real Results

When transferring the policies from simulation to reality without any fine-tuning, we
obtain the results reported in Figure 3.7. The approaches using domain randomization
are in most cases able to directly transfer from simulation to reality. In contrast, the
policies trained on a singular nominal model using failed to transfer in all but 2 trials on
the Ball-Balancer as well as in all trials on the Cart-Pole, even though these policies solved
the simulated environments.

Regarding the Ball-Balancer, one explanation why the reported PPO policy did not trans-
fer to the real platform could be the value of the viscous friction coefficient (Figure 3.6b).
A possible test for this hypothesis would be to train multiple policies on a range of nominal
models with altered viscous friction parameter value, and if these policies still do not trans-
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fer, examine the next domain parameter. However, this procedure is redundant and can
quickly become prohibitively time-intensive. Concerning the experiments on the Cart-Pole,
we observe a larger reality-gap for all policies. We believe that this discrepancy is caused by
unmodeled effects between the rack and the cart’s pinion (e.g., the heavy wear and tear of
the pinon made out of plastic). Moreover, the variance of the returns is significantly higher.
This increase can be largely explained by the variance in the initial states caused by the
pre-defined swing-up controller. A video of the SPOTA policy’s sim-to-real transfer on both
platforms can be found at www.ias.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/Team/FabioMuratore.

3.4.5. Limitations of the Presented Method

The computation of the UCBOG (3.30), and hence the estimation of the SOB, relies on
the relative quality of the candidate and the reference solutions. Therefore, the most
notable limitation of the presented method is the optimizer’s ability to reliably solve the
SP (3.3). Since we are interested in the general setting of learning a control policy from
a black-box simulator, we chose a model-free RL algorithm. These kind of algorithms
can not guarantee to find the globally optimal, or loosely speaking a very good, solution.
One way to alleviate this problem is to compute the reference policies from a single
domain using methods from control engineering, e.g., a LQR. However, this solution
would require an analytic model of the system and a specific type of reward function to
preserve comparability between the solutions, e.g., quadratic functions in case of the LQR.

Another limitation of SPOTA is the increased hyper-parameter space which is a direct
consequence from the employed (static) domain randomization. In combination with
the fact that SPOTA is solving the underlying RL task (1 + nG)niter times, the procedure
becomes computationally expensive. One can counter this problem by parallelizing the
computation of the reference policies as well as the hyper-parameter search. Both are
embarrassingly parallel.

Moreover, SPOTA does not considers uncertainty in the parametrization of the domain
parameter distribution pφ(ξ). One possibility to tackle this potential deficiency is to adapt
these distributions, as for example done in [28]. Moving from parametric to nonparametric
models of the domain parameter distribution is easily possible since SPOTA only requires
to sample from them.

Finally, to estimate the SOB, SPOTA assumes that the target domain is covered by the
source domain distribution, which can not be guaranteed if the target is a real-world
system. However, in the current state-of-the-art there is no way to estimate a policy’s
transferability to a domain from an unknown distribution. Due to mentioned assumption,
SPOTA’s transferability assessment strongly depends on the simulator’s ability to model
the real world.

3.5. Related Work

In the following, we review excerpts of the literature regarding the optimality gap in
Stochastic Programs (SPs), and refer to Chapter 2 for an overview on learning from
randomized physics simulations for sim-to-real transfer.
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Hobbs and Hepenstal [32] proved for linear programs that optimization is optimistically
biased, given that there are errors in estimating the objective function coefficients. Fur-
thermore, they demonstrated the ‘optimistic bias’ of a nonlinear program, and mentioned
the effect of errors on the parameters of linear constraints. The optimization problem
introduced in Section 3.3 belongs to the class of SPs for which the assumption required in
[32] are guaranteed to hold. The most common approaches to solve convex SPs are sample
average approximation methods, including: (i) the Multiple Replications Procedure and
its derivatives [33], [172] which assess a solution’s quality by comparing with sampled
alternative solutions, and (ii) Retrospective Approximation [176], [177] which iteratively
improved the solution by lowering the error tolerance. Bastin et al. [178] extended the
existing convergence guarantees from convex to non-convex SPs, showing almost sure
convergence of the minimizers under mild assumptions.

3.6. Conclusion

We proposed a novel measure of the Simulation Optimization Bias (SOB) for quantifying
the transferability of an arbitrary policy learned from a randomized source domain to an
unknown target domain from the same domain parameter distribution. Based on this
measure of the SOB, we developed a policy search meta-algorithm called Simulation-based
Policy Optimization with Transferability Assessment (SPOTA). This gist of SPOTA is to
iteratively increase the number of domains and thereby the sample size per iteration
until an approximate probabilistic guarantee on the optimality gap holds. The required
approximation of the optimality gap is obtained by comparing the current candidate policy
against multiple reference policies evaluated in the associated reference domains. After
training, we can make an approximation of the resulting policy’s suboptimality when
transferring to a different domain from the same (source) distribution. To verify our
approach we conducted two sim-to-real experiments on second order nonlinear continuous
control systems. The results showed that SPOTA policies were able to directly transfer
from simulation to reality while the baseline without domain randomization failed.

In the future we will investigate different strategies for sampling the domain parameters
to replace the i.i.d. sampling from hand-crafted distributions. One idea is to employ
Bayesian optimization for selecting the next set of domain parameters. Thus, the domain
randomization could be executed according to an objective, and potentially increase
sample-efficiency. Furthermore, we plan to devise a formulation which frames domain
randomization and policy search in one optimization problem. This would allow for an
joint treatment of finding a policy and matching the simulator to the real world.
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4. Adapting the Distribution over Simulators
Based on Limited Data

When learning policies for robot control, the required real-world data is typically pro-
hibitively expensive to acquire, so learning in simulation is a popular strategy. Unfor-
tunately, such polices are often not transferable to the real world due to a mismatch
between the simulation and reality, called ‘reality gap’. Domain randomization meth-
ods tackle this problem by randomizing the physics simulator (source domain) during
training according to a distribution over domain parameters in order to obtain more
robust policies that are able to overcome the reality gap. Most domain randomization
approaches sample the domain parameters from a fixed distribution. This solution is
suboptimal in the context of sim-to-real transferability, since it yields policies that have
been trained without explicitly optimizing for the reward on the real system (target
domain). Additionally, a fixed distribution assumes there is prior knowledge about the
uncertainty over the domain parameters. In this chapter, we propose Bayesian Domain
Randomization (BayRn), a black-box sim-to-real algorithm that solves tasks efficiently
by adapting the domain parameter distribution during learning given limited data from
the real-world target domain. BayRn uses Bayesian optimization to search the space of
source domain distribution parameters such that this leads to a policy which maximizes
the real-word objective, allowing for adaptive distributions during policy optimization.
We experimentally validate the proposed approach in sim-to-sim as well as in sim-to-real
experiments, comparing against three baseline methods on two robotic tasks. Our results
show that BayRn is able to perform sim-to-real transfer, while significantly reducing the
required prior knowledge.

4.1. Introduction

Physics simulations provide a possibility of generating vast amounts of diverse data at
a low cost. However, sample-based optimization has been known to be optimistically
biased [32], which means that the found solution appears to be better than it actually
is. The problem is worsened when the data used for optimization does not originate
from the same environment, also called domain. In this case, we observe a simulation
optimization bias, which leads to an overestimation of the policy’s performance [34],
[35]. Generally, there are two ways to overcome the gap between simulation and reality.
One can improve the generative model to closely match the reality, e.g., by using system
identification. Increasing the model’s accuracy has the advantage of leading to controllers
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Figure 4.1.: Evaluation platforms: (left) underactuated swing-up and balance task on the
Quanser Furuta pendulum, (right) ball-in-a-cup task on the Barrett WAM robotic arm.

with potentially higher performance, since the learner can focus on a single domain. On
the downside, this goes in line with a reduced transferability of the found policy, which
is caused by the previously mentioned optimistic bias, and aggravated if the model does
not include all physical phenomena. Moreover, we might face a situation where it is not
affordable to improve the model. Alternatively, one can add variability to the generative
model, e.g., by turning the physics simulator’s parameters into random variables. Learning
from randomized simulations poses a harder problem for the learner due to the additional
variability of the observed data. But the recent successes in the field of sim-to-real transfer
argue for domain randomization being a promising method [2], [28].

State-of-the-art approaches commonly randomize the simulator according to a static
handcrafted distribution [18], [24], [25], [179]. Even though static randomization is in
many cases sufficient to cross the reality gap, it is desirable to automate the process as
far as possible. Moreover, using a fixed distribution does not allow to update the prior
knowledge or incorporate the uncertainty over domain parameters. Most importantly,
closing the feedback loop over the real system will lead to policies with higher performance
on the target domain since the feedback enables the optimization of the domain parameter
distribution. However, approaches which adapt an distribution over simulators, yield
to additional challenges. For example algorithms that intertwine system identification
and policy optimization, e.g., [28], [83], introduce a circular dependency since both
subroutines depend on the sensible outputs of the other. One possible failure case is
a policy which does not excite the system well enough, resulting in bad updates the
simulator’s parameters. The sim-to-real algorithm presented in this chapter does not
require any system identification.

Contributions. We advance the state-of-the-art by introducing Bayesian Domain Ran-
domization (BayRn), a method which is able to close the reality gap by learning from
randomized simulations and adapting the distribution over simulator parameters based
solely on real-world returns. The use usage of BO for sampling the next training en-
vironment (source domain) makes BayRn sample efficient w.r.t. real-world data. The
proposed algorithm can be seen as a way to vastly automate the finding of a source domain
distribution in sim-to-real settings, which is typically done by trial and error. We validate
our approach by conducting a sim-to-sim as well as two sim-to-real experiments on an
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underactuated nonlinear swing-up task, and on a ball-in-a-cup task (Figure 4.1). The
sim-to-sim setup examines the domain parameter adaptation mechanism of BayRn, and
shows that the belief about the domain distribution parameters converges to a specified
ground truth parameter set. In the sim-to-real experiments, we compare the performance
of policies trained with BayRn against multiple baselines based on a total number of 700
real-world rollouts. Moreover, we demonstrate that BayRn is able to work with step-based
as well as episodic RL algorithms as policy optimization subroutines.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: first, we introduce the necessary
fundamentals (Section 4.2) for BayRn (Section 4.3). Next, we evaluate the devised
method experimentally (Section 4.4). Finally, we conclude and mention possible future
research directions (Section 4.6).

For an overview of the current state-of-the-art as well as a discussion of the connections
between BayRn and the related work, we refer to Chapter 2.

4.2. Background and Notation

Finding control policies for Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) with unknown dynamics
is generally a hard problem (Section 4.2.1). It is specifically hard due to the simulation
optimization bias (Chapter 3), which occurs when transferring the polices learned in one
domain to another. Adapting the source domain based on real-world data requires a
method suited for expensive objective function evaluations. BO is a prominent choice for
these kind of problems (Section 4.2.2).

4.2.1. Markov Decision Process

The necessary theoretical background on MDPs in the context of domain randomization
is presented in Section 2.1.

4.2.2. Bayesian Optimization with Gaussian Processes

Bayesian Optimization (BO) is a sequential derivative-free global optimization strategy,
which tries to optimize an unknown function f : X → R on a compact setX [180]. In order
to do so, BO constructs a probabilistic model, typically a GP, for f . GPs are distributions
over functions f ∼ GP(m, k) defined by a prior mean m : X → R and positive definite
covariance function k : X × X → R called kernel. This probabilistic model is used to
make decisions about where to evaluate the unknown function next. A distinctive feature
of BO is to use the complete history of noisy function evaluations D = {xi, yi}ni=0 with
xi ∈ X and yi ∼ N

(︁
y
⃓⃓
f(xi), ε

)︁
where ε is the variance of the observation noise. The

next evaluation candidate is then chosen by maximizing a so-called acquisition function
a : X → R, which typically balances exploration and exploitation. Prominent acquisition
functions are Expected Improvement and Upper Confidence Bound [180].

Through the use of priors over functions, BO has become a popular choice for sample-
efficient optimization of black-box functions that are expensive to evaluate. Its sample
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efficiency plays well with the algorithm introduced in this chapter where a GP models
the relation between domain distribution’s parameters and the resulting policy’s return
estimated from real-world rollouts, i.e., x ≡ φ and y ≡ Ĵ

real
(θ⋆). For further information

on BO and GPs, we refer the reader to [180] as well as [113].

4.3. Bayesian Domain Randomization (BayRn)

The problem of source domain adaptation based on returns from the target domain can
be expressed in a bilevel formulation

φ⋆ = argmax
φ∈Φ

J real(θ⋆(φ)) with (4.1)

θ⋆(φ) = argmax
θ∈Θ

Eξ∼pφ(ξ)[J (θ, ξ)] , (4.2)

where we refer to (4.1) and (4.2) as the upper and lower level optimization problem
respectively. Thus, the two equations state the goal of finding the set of domain distribution
parameters φ⋆ that maximizes the return on the real-world target system J real(θ⋆(φ)),
when used to specify the distribution pφ(ξ) during training in the source domain. The space
of domain parameter distributions is represented by Φ. In the following, we abbreviate
θ⋆(φ) with θ⋆.

At the core of BayRn, first a policy optimizer, e.g., an RL algorithm, is employed to solve
the lower level problem (4.2) by finding a (locally) optimal policy πθ⋆ for the current
distribution of stochastic environments. This policy is evaluated on the real system for
nτ rollouts, providing an estimate of the return Ĵ

real
(θ⋆). Next, the upper level problem

(4.1) is solved using BO, yielding a new domain parameter distribution which is used to
randomize the simulator. In this process the relation between the domain distribution’s
parameters φ and the resulting policy’s return on the real system Ĵ

real
(θ⋆) is modeled

by a GP. The GP’s mean and covariance is updated using all recorded inputs φ and
the corresponding observations Ĵ

real
(θ⋆). Finally, BayRn terminates when the estimated

performance on the target system exceeds J succ which is the task-specific success threshold.
Since the GP requires at least a few (about 5 to 10) samples to provide a meaningful
posterior, BayRn has an initialization phase before the loop. In this phase, ninit source
domains are randomly sampled from Φ, and subsequently for each of these domains a
policy is trained. After evaluating the ninit initial policies, the GP is fed with the inputs
φ1:ninit and the corresponding observations Ĵ

real(︁
θ⋆1:ninit

)︁
.

The complete BayRn procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2. In principle, there are
no restrictions to the choice of algorithms for solving the two stages (4.1) and (4.2). For
training the GP, we used the BO implementation from BoTorch [181] which expects
normalized inputs and standardized outputs. Notably, we decided for the expected
improvement acquisition function and a zero-mean GP prior with a Matérn 5/2 Kernel.
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Algorithm 2: Bayesian Domain Randomization
input :domain parameter distribution pφ(ξ), parameter space Φ = [φmin,φmax],

algorithm PolOpt, Gaussian Process GP, acquisition function a,
hyper-parameters ninit, nτ , J succ

output :parameters of the maximum a posteriori domain distribution φ⋆ as well as
of the accordingly optimized policy πθ⋆

▷ Initialization phase
1 Initialize empty data set and ninit policies randomly
2 D ← {} ; πθ1:ninit

← θ1:ninit
∼ p(θ)

3 Sample ninit source domain distribution parameter sets randomly and (separately)
train a policy in each randomized simulator

4 φ1:ninit ← φ1:ninit ∼ p(φ) ▷ initial samples for the GP
5 θ⋆1:ninit

← PolOpt
[︂
πθ1:ninit

, pφ1:ninit
(ξ)

]︂
6 Evaluate the ninit trained policies on the target domain for nτ rollouts and estimate

the return
7 Ĵ

real(︁
θ⋆1:ninit

)︁
← 1/nτ

∑︁nτ
j=1 J

real
j

(︁
θ⋆1:ninit

)︁
8 Augment the data set and update the GP’s posterior distribution
9 D ∪ {φi, Ĵ

real
(θ⋆i )}

ninit
i=1

10 GP(m, k)← GP
(︁
m, k

⃓⃓
D
)︁

11 do ▷ Sim-to-real loop
12 Optimize the GP’s acquisition function
13 φ⋆ ← argmaxφ∈Φ a(φ,D)
14 Train a policy using the obtained domain distribution parameter set
15 θ⋆ ← PolOpt

[︂
πθ , pφ⋆(ξ)

]︂
16 Evaluate the policy on the target domain for nτ rollouts and estimate the return
17 Ĵ

real
(θ⋆)← 1/nτ

∑︁nτ
j=1 J

real
j (θ⋆)

18 Augment the data set and update the GP’s posterior distribution
19 D ∪ {φ⋆, Ĵ

real
(θ⋆)}

20 GP(m, k)← GP
(︁
m, k

⃓⃓
D
)︁

21 while Ĵ
real

(θ⋆) < J succ and niter ≤ niter,max
22 Train the maximum a posteriori policy (repeat the Lines 13 and 15 once)

Connection to System Identification. Unlike related methods described in Chapter 2,
BayRn does not include a term in the objective function that drives the system parameters
to match the observed dynamics. Instead, the BO component in BayRn is free to adapt the
domain distribution parametersφ (e.g., mean or standard deviation of a body’s mass) while
learning in simulation such that the resulting policies perform well in the target domain.
This can be seen as an indirect system identification, since with increasing iteration count
the BO process will converge to sampling from regions with high real-world return.
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Figure 4.2.: Evaluation platforms with annotated domain parameters: for the experiments,
we randomized the link lengths and masses on the Quanser Furuta pendulum (left),
as well as the string length and damping, the ball mass, the joint damping and stiction
coefficient on the Barrett WAM robotic arm (right).

There is a connection to control as inference approaches which interpret the cost as
a log-likelihood function under an optimality criterion using a Boltzmann distribution
construct [138], [182]. Regarding BayRn, the sequence of sampled domain distribution
parameter sets strongly depends on the acquisition function and the complexity of the given
problem. We argue that excluding system identification from the upper level objective
(4.1) is sensible for the presented sim-to-real algorithm, since it learns from a randomized
physics simulator, hence attenuates the benefit of a well-fitted model.

4.4. Experiments

We study Bayesian Domain Randomization (BayRn) on two different platforms: 1) an
underactuated rotary inverted pendulum, also known as Furuta pendulum, with the task
of swinging up the pendulum pole into an upright position, and 2) the tendon-driven
4-DoF robot arm WAM from Barrett, where the agent has to swing a ball into a cup
mounted as the end-effector. First, we set up a simplified sim-to-sim experiment on the
Furuta pendulum to check if the proposed algorithm’s belief about the domain distribution
parameters converges to a specified set of ground truth values. Next, we evaluate BayRn
as well as the baseline methods SimOpt [28], Uniform Domain Randomization (UDR), and
Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [145] or Policy learning by Weighting Exploration
with the Returns (PoWER) [164] in two sim-to-real experiments. Additional details on the
system description can be found in Appendix A.2. Furthermore, an extensive list of the
chosen hyper-parameters can be found in Appendix A.5. A video demonstrating the sim-
to-real transfer of the policies learned with BayRn can be found at www.ias.informatik.tu-
darmstadt.de/Team/FabioMuratore. Moreover, the source code of BayRn and the baselines
is available at [30].
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4.4.1. Experimental Setup

All rollouts on the Furuta pendulum ran for 6 s at 100Hz, collecting 600 time steps with
a reward rt ∈]0, 1]. We decided to use a Feedforward Neural Network (FNN) policy in
combination with PPO as policy optimization (sub)routine (Table A.5a). Before each
rollout, the platform was reset automatically. On the physical system, this procedure
includes estimating the sensors’ offsets as well as running a controller which drives the
device to its initial position with the rotary pole centered and the pendulum hanging
down. In simulation, the reset function causes the simulator to sample a new set of
domain parameters ξ (Figure 4.2). Due to the underactuated nature of the dynamics, the
pendulum has to be swung back and forth to put energy into the system before being able
to swing the pendulum up.

The Barrett WAM was operated at 500Hz with an episode length of 3.5 s, i.e., 1750 time
steps. For the ball-in-cup task, we chose a RBF-policy commanding desired deltas to the
current joint angles and angular velocities, which are passed to the robots feed-forward
controller. Hence, the only input to the policy is the normalized time. At the beginning of
each rollout, the robot is driven to an initial position. When evaluating on the physical
platform, the ball needs to be manually stabilized in a resting position. Once the rollout
has finished, the operator enters a return value (Appendix A.2.4).

In the sim-to-real experiments, we compare BayRn to SimOpt, UDR, and PPO or PoWER.
For every algorithm, we train 20 polices and execute 5 evaluation rollouts per policy. PPO
as well as PoWER are set up to learn from simulations where the domain parameters are
given by the platforms’ data sheets or CAD models. These sets of domain parameters are
called nominal. Hence, PPO and PoWER serve as a baseline representing step-based and
episodic RL algorithms without domain randomization or any real-world data.

UDR augments an RL algorithm, here PPO or PoWER, and can be seen as the straight-
forward way of randomizing a simulator, as done in [25]. Each domain parameter ξ is
assigned to an independent probability distribution, specified by its parameters φ, i.e.,
mean and variance, (Table 4.1). Thus, we include UDR as a baseline method for static
domain randomization. Note that UDR can, in contrast to BayRn and SimOpt, be easily
parallelized which reduces the time to train a policy significantly.

With SimOpt, Chebotar et al. [28] presented a trajectory-based framework for closing the
reality gap, and validated it on two state-of-the-art sim-to-real robotic manipulation tasks.
SimOpt iteratively adapts the domain parameter distribution’s parameters by minimizing
discrepancy between observations from the real-world system and the simulation. While
BayRn formulates the upper level problem (4.1) solely based on the real-world returns,
SimOpt minimizes a linear combination of the L1 and L2 norm between simulated and real
trajectories. Moreover, SimOpt employs REPS [144] to update the simulator’s parameters,
hence turning (4.1) into an RL problem. The necessity of real-world trajectories renders
SimOpt unusable for the ball-in-a-cup task since the feed-forward policy is executed
without recording any observations. Thus, there are no real-world trajectories with which
to update the simulator.

BayRn (Section 4.3), SimOpt and UDR randomize the same domain parameters with
identical nominal values. At the beginning of each sim-to-real experiment (Section 4.4.3),
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Table 4.1.: Range of domain distribution parameter values φ used during the experiments.
All domain parameters were randomized such that they stayed physically plausible.

(a) swing-up and balance
Parameter Range Unit
pendulum pole mass mean E[mp] ∈ [0.0192, 0.0288] kg
pendulum pole mass variance V[mp] ∈ [5.76e−10, 5.76e−6] kg2
rotary pole mass mean E[mr] ∈ [0.076, 0.114] kg
rotary pole mass variance V[mr] ∈ [9.03e−9, 9.03e−5] kg2
pendulum pole length mean E[lp] ∈ [0.1032, 0.1548] m
pendulum pole length variance V[lp] ∈ [1.66e−8, 1.66e−4] m2

rotary pole length mean E[lr] ∈ [0.068, 0.102] m
rotary pole length variance V[lr] ∈ [7.23e−9, 7.23e−5] m2

(b) ball-in-a-cup
Parameter Range Unit
string length mean E[ls] ∈ [0.285, 0.315] m
string length variance V[ls] ∈ [9e−8, 2.25e−4] m2

string damping mean E[ds] ∈ [0, 2e−4] N/s
string damping variance V[ds] ∈ [3.33e−13, 8.33e−10] N2/s2
ball mass mean E[mb] ∈ [0.0179, 0.0242] kg
ball mass variance V[mb] ∈ [4.41e−10, 4.41e−6] kg2
joint damping mean E[dj ] ∈ [0.0, 0.1] N/s
joint damping variance V[dj ] ∈ [3.33e−8, 2.08e−4] N2/s2
joint stiction mean E[µs] ∈ [0, 0.4] −
joint stiction variance V[µs] ∈ [1.33e−6, 3.33e−3] −

the domain distribution parameters φ are sampled randomly from their ranges (Table 4.1).
The main difference is that BayRn and SimOpt adapt the domain distribution parameters,
while UDR does not. We chose normal distributions for masses and lengths as well as
uniform distributions for parameters related to friction and damping.

4.4.2. Sim-to-Sim Results

Before applying BayRn to a physical system, we examine the domain distribution pa-
rameter sampling process of the BO component in simulation. In order to provide a
(qualitative) visualization, we chose to only randomize the means of the poles’ masses,
i.e., φ = [E[mr] ,E[mp]]

T. Thus, for this sim-to-sim experiment the domain distribution
parameters φ are synonymous to the domain parameters ξ. Apart from that, the hyper-
parameters used for executing BayRn are identical to the ones used in the sim-to-real
experiments (Appendix A.5).

As stated in Section 4.3, BayRn was designed without an (explicit) system identi-
fication objective. However, we can see from Figure 4.3a that the maximizer of the
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Figure 4.3.: Target domain returns (a) and the associated standard deviation (b) modeled
by the GP learned with BayRn in a sim-to-sim setting (brighter is higher). The ground truth
domain parameters as well as the maximum a posteriori domain distribution parameters
found by BayRn are displayed as a red and orange star, respectively. The circles mark the
sequence of domain parameter configurations (darker is later).

GP’s mean function φ⋆ = [0.0266, 0.1084]T closely match the ground truth parameters
φGT = [0.0264, 0.1045]T. Moreover, Figure 4.3b displays how the uncertainty about the
target domain return is reduced in the vicinity of the sampled parameter configurations.
There are two decisive factors for the domain distribution parameter sampling process:
the acquisition function (Algorithm 2 Line 13), and the quality of the found policy (Al-
gorithm 2 Line 15). Concerning the latter, a failed training run is indistinguishable to a
successful one which fails to transfer to the target domain, since the GP only observes the
estimated real-world return Ĵ

real
(θ⋆).

4.4.3. Sim-to-Real Results

Figure 4.4 visualizes the results of the sim-to-real experiment described in Section 4.4.1.
The discrepancy between the performance of PPO and PoWER and the other algorithms
reveals that domain randomization was the decisive part for sim-to-real transferability.
To verify that the PPO and PoWER learned meaningful policies, we checked them in the
nominal simulation environments (not reported) and observed that they solve the tasks
excellently. In Figure 4.4a, we see that each median performance of BayRn, SimOpt, and
UDR are above the success threshold. However, UDR has a significantly higher variance.
SimOpt solves the swing-up and balance task in most cases. However, we noticed that the
system identification subroutine can converge to extreme domain distribution parameters,
rendering the next policy useless, which then yields a collection of poor trajectories
for the next system identification, resulting in a downward spiral. BayRn on the other
side relies on the policy optimizer’s ability to robustly solve the simulated environment
(Section 4.4.2). This problem can be mediated by re-running the policy optimization in
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Figure 4.4.: Performance of the different algorithms across both sim-to-real tasks. For each
algorithm 20 policies have been trained, varying the random seed, and evaluated 5 times
to estimate the mean return per policy (700 rollouts in total). The median performance
per algorithm is displayed by white circles, and the inner quartiles are represented by
thick vertical bars. A dashed line in (a) marks an approximate threshold where the task is
solved, i.e., the rotary pole is stabilized on top in the center. SimOpt was not applicable to
our open-loop ball-in-a-cup task (b) because of its requirement for recorded observations.

case a certain return threshold in simulation has not been exceeded. For the ball-in-a-cup
task, Figure 4.4b shows an improvement of sim-to-real transfer for BayRn, especially since
the tasks open-loop design amplifies domain mismatch. During the experiments, we
noticed that UDR sometimes failed unexpectedly. We suspect the a high dependency on
the initial state to be the reason for that.

Comparing the Furuta pendulum’s nominal domain parameters

φnom = [mp,mr, lp, lr]
T = [0.024, 0.095, 0.129, 0.085]T (4.3)

to the means among BayRn’s final estimate

φ⋆
mean = [0.023, 0.098, 0.123, 0.087]T, (4.4)

we see that the domain parameters’ means changed by less than 10% each. Complemen-
tary the variances among BayRn’s final estimate are

φ⋆
var = [6.29e−8, 5.67e−6, 4.10e−5, 1.19e−5]T, (4.5)

indicating a higher uncertainty on the link lengths (relative to the means). Thus, the final
domain parameters are well within the boundaries of the BO search space (Table 4.1). In
combination, these small differences result in significantly different system dynamics. We
believe this to be the reason why the baselines without domain randomization completely
failed to transfer.

4.5. Related Work

We divide the related research on robot reinforcement learning from randomized sim-
ulations into approaches which use static (Section 2.4.1) or adaptive (Section 2.4.2)
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distributions for sampling the physics parameters. In the following, we recapitulate the
essential parts of the related work on adaptive domain randomization emphasizing the
connections to BayRn.

Ruiz et al. [137] proposed the meta-algorithm which is based on a bilevel optimization
problem highly similar to the one of BayRn (4.1, 4.2). However, there are two major
differences. First, BayRn uses Bayesian optimization on the acquired real-wold data to
adapt the domain parameter distribution, whereas “learning to simulate” updates the
domain parameter distribution using REINFORCE [142]. Second, the approach in [137]
has been evaluated in simulation on synthetic data, except for a semantic segmentation
task. Thus, there was no dynamics-dependent interaction of the learned policy with the
real world.

With SPRL, Klink et al. [48] derived a relative entropy RL algorithm that endows the
agent to adapt the domain parameter distribution, typically from easy to hard instances.
Hence, the overall training procedure can be interpreted as a curriculum learning problem.
The authors were able to solve sim-to-sim goal reaching problems as well as a robotic
sim-to-real ball-in-a-cup task, similar to the one in this chapter. One decisive difference to
BayRn is that the target domain parameter distribution has to be known beforehand.

The approach called Active Domain Randomization (ADR) [165] also formulates the
adaption of the domain parameter distribution as an RL problemwhere different simulation
instances are sampled and compared against a reference environment based on the
resulting trajectories. This comparison is done by a discriminator which yields rewards
proportional to the difficulty of distinguishing the simulated and real environments,
hence providing an incentive to generate distinct domains. Using this reward signal, the
domain parameters of the simulation instances are updated via Stein Variational Policy
Gradient [143]. Mehta et al. [165] evaluated their method in a sim-to-real experiment
where a robotic arm had to reach a desired point. The strongest contrast between BayRn
and ADR is they way in which new simulation environments are explored. While BayRn
can rely on well-studied BO with an adjustable exploration-exploitation behavior, ADR can
be fragile since it couples discriminator training and policy optimization, which results in
a non-stationary process where distribution of the domains depends on the discriminator’s
performance.

Paul et al. [141] introduce Fingerprint Policy Optimization (FPO) which, like BayRn,
employs BO to adapt the distribution of domain parameters such that using these for the
subsequent training maximizes the policy’s return. At first glance the approaches look
similar, but there is a major difference in how the upper level problem (4.1) is solved.
FPO models the relation between the current domain parameters, the current policy and
the return of the updated policy with a GP. This design decision requires to feed the
policy parameters into the GP which is prohibitively expensive if done straightforwardly.
Therefore, abstractions of the policy, so-called fingerprints, are created. These handcrafted
features, e.g., the Gaussian approximation of the stationary state distribution, replace
the policy to reduce the input dimension. The authors tested FPO on three sim-to-sim
tasks. Contrarily, BayRn has been designed without the need to approximate the policy.
Moreover, we validated the presented method in sim-to-real settings. However, choosing
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the domain parameters which maximize the return in simulation, as done by FPO, has to
be seen very critical, since this creates the possibility to adapt the environment such that
it is easier for the agent to solve. In the worst case, it could render the learning problem
trivial. Furthermore, in [141] the focus lies on handling so called significant rare events,
not on sim-to-real transferability.

Yu et al. [83] intertwine policy optimization, system identification, and domain ran-
domization. The proposed method first identifies bounds on the domain parameters
which are later used for learning from the randomized simulator. The suggested policy
is conditioned on a latent space projection of the domain parameters. After training in
simulation, a second system identification step is executed to find the projected domain
parameters which maximize the return on the physical robot. This step runs BO for a
fixed number of iterations and is similar to solving the upper level problem in (4.1). The
algorithm was evaluated on the bipedal walking robot Darwin OP2.

In Ramos et al. [96], likelihood-free inference in combination with mixture density
random Fourier networks is employed to perform a fully Bayesian treatment of the
simulator’s parameters. Analyzing the obtained posterior over domain parameters, Ramos
et al. showed that BayesSim is, in a sim-to-sim setting, able to simultaneously infer
different parameter configurations which can explain the observed trajectories. The
key difference between BayRn and BayesSim is the objective for updating the domain
parameters. While BayesSim maximizes the model’s posterior likelihood, BayRn updates
the domain parameters such that the policy’s return on the physical system is maximized.
The biggest advantage of BayRn over BayesSim is its ability to work with very limited
real-world data, i.e., only the scalar return values.

4.6. Conclusion

We have introduced Bayesian Domain Randomization (BayRn), a policy search algorithm
tailored to crossing the reality gap. At its core, BayRn learns from a randomized simulator
while using Bayesian optimization for adapting the source domain distribution during
learning. In contrast to previous work, the presented algorithm constructs a probabilistic
model of the connection between domain distribution parameters and the policy’s return
after training with these parameters in simulation. Hence, BayRn only requires little
interaction with the real-world system. We experimentally validated that the presented
approach is able to solve two nonlinear robotic sim-to-real tasks. Comparing the results
against baseline methods showed that adapting the domain parameter distribution lead
to policies with higher median performance and less variance. In order to improve
the scalability of the Bayesian optimization subroutine to higher numbers of domain
distribution parameters, future work could for example incorporate quantile Gaussian
processes [183], which have shown to scales up to problems with 60-dimensional input.
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5. Inferring the Posterior over Simulators
with Minimal Assumptions

Combining domain randomization and reinforcement learning is a widely used approach
to obtain control policies that can bridge the gap between simulation and reality. However,
existing methods make limiting assumptions on the form of the domain parameter distribu-
tion which prevents them from utilizing the full power of domain randomization. Typically,
a restricted family of probability distributions (e.g., normal or uniform) is chosen a priori
for every parameter. Furthermore, straightforward approaches based on deep learning
require differentiable simulators, which are either not available or can only simulate a
limited class of systems. Such rigid assumptions diminish the applicability of domain ran-
domization in robotics. Building upon recently proposed neural likelihood-free inference
methods, we introduce Neural Posterior Domain Randomization (NPDR), an algorithm
that alternates between learning a policy from a randomized simulator and adapting
the posterior distribution over the simulator’s parameters in a Bayesian fashion. Our
approach only requires a parameterized simulator, coarse prior ranges, a policy (optionally
with optimization routine), and a small set of real-world observations. Most importantly,
the domain parameter distribution is not restricted to a specific family, parameters can
be correlated, and the simulator does not have to be differentiable. We show that the
presented method is able to efficiently adapt the posterior over the domain parameters
to closer match the observed dynamics. Moreover, we demonstrate that NPDR can learn
transferable policies using fewer real-world rollouts than comparable algorithms.

5.1. Introduction

Learning control policies on a physical robot is time- and resource-intensive. Crucially, RL
relies on random exploration, which in most cases can not be executed directly on the
device. Training in simulation promises to alleviate these problems by generating vast
amounts of diverse data faster and cheaper. However, all simulators are only models of
reality and therefore guaranteed to be flawed. Thus, using data from a single simulation
instance is often not sufficient to learn a control policy which transfers to the real-world
counterpart, and might even lead to dangerous overfitting since the optimization process
is optimistically biased [34], [35].

The sim-to-real robot learning community suggested numerous approaches to bridge the
‘reality gap’ within the last few years. Motivated by superior results and flexibility, there is
a clear trend towards methods that automatically tune a randomized physics simulator’s
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Figure 5.1.: The evaluation tasks: robot mini golf (left) and underactuated swing-up and
balance (right).

parameter distribution to closer match the reality [28], [39], [84], [137], [165], [184],
also called guided domain randomization. Such approaches generally involve a metric to
quantify how well the simulated data is matching the observed data, combined with a
mechanism to update the domain parameters or their distribution. LFI methods measure
the closeness between two observations by comparing their (logarithmic) probabilities,
and provide various ways to update the density estimator which is either connected to
the posterior [42], [91], [92] or the likelihood [93]–[95].

Contributions. We contribute to the state-of-the-art in robot learning by proposing
Neural Posterior Domain Randomization (NPDR), an algorithm which intertwines LFI,
domain randomization, and RL to infer a distribution over simulators which is subsequently
used to train transferable policies. Most notably, NPDR does not make any assumptions
on the simulator apart from requiring the ability to sample from it, works with coarse
priors, and can be configured to strictly yield physically plausible domain parameters.
Our approach allows to seamlessly integrate any (parameterizable) physics engine, hence
benefits from the rapid progress in the simulation community. Moreover, we synchronize
the simulator segmentwise with the trajectories recorded in the target domain. This
technique facilitates domain parameter inference for highly dynamical systems. We
evaluate NPDR in one sim-to-sim and two sim-to-real experiments, and compare it with
(online) BayesSim [96], [146] as well as Bayesian linear regression [72]. Our experiments
demonstrate the generality of the proposed approach and show the advantages of flexible
posterior inference in challenging continuous control problems.

5.2. Background and Notation

Inferring the dynamics of an environment while solving a task is at the core of model-
based RL [185]. We describe this problem using the framework of MDPs in which the
domain parameters are modeled as random variables with an unknown distribution.
This framework is described in Section 5.2.1. To infer the distribution over the domain
parameters without making any additional assumptions on the structure of the model of
the MDP, we rely on the LFI methods described in Section 5.2.2, which only require the
ability to sample trajectories from the model.
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5.2.1. Markov Decision Processes with Randomized Dynamics

The necessary theoretical background on MDPs in the context of domain randomization
is presented in Section 2.1.

5.2.2. Sequential Neural Posterior Estimation (SNPE)

A simulator is a generative model g : Ξ → X mapping a set of domain parameters
ξ ∈ Ξ to observations x ∈ X . Generating data from the simulator can be interpreted as
sampling from an intractable likelihood x ∼ p(x|ξ). Given a prior belief p(ξ) over the
domain parameters and an observation xobs, LFI provides a way to learn an approximation
p̂φ(ξ|x) of the underlying true domain parameter distribution p

(︁
ξ|x = xobs)︁, where φ ∈ Φ

are the parameters of the density estimator, e.g., a neural network or a mixture model.
When operating on time series data, LFI requires an embedding to construct features
of constant size. This function f : T → X computes features, also called observations,
from the rollouts τ ∈ T . It may depend on parameters ψ ∈ Ψ which state-of-the-art
implementations optimize jointly with the parameters φ of the density estimator.

Neural Posterior Domain Randomization (NPDR), as introduced in Section 5.3, is
agnostic to the inference subroutine. In this chapter, a neural LFI algorithm SNPE-C [42]
is used for its superior performance compared to the alternative approaches described
in Section 5.5.3. SNPE-C approximates the true posterior using normalizing flows, a
generative model which produces tractable distributions where both sampling and density
evaluation can be efficient and exact [186]. To overcome the intractability of the likelihood,
the posterior is trained to minimize the following objective function

L(φ) =
R∑︂

r=1

N∑︂
n=1

−log
(︃

1

Z(x,φ)

p̃(ξr,n)

p(ξr,n)
qφ(ξr,n|xr,n)

)︃
with xr,n ∼ p(x|ξr,n) , ξr,n ∼ p̃(ξ)

(5.1)

where R is the number of inference rounds N is the number of samples per round, and
Z is the normalization constant. Note that the domain parameters are sampled from
a proposal prior distribution p̃(ξ), which is initialized with the prior p(ξ), and requires
importance reweighting of the posterior except for the first round. Sampling from the
proposal prior has the advantage that the domain parameters could be sampled in more
narrow regions where the actual support of the domain parameter distribution lies. In a
multi-round setup, the proposal prior p̃(ξ) is set to be the posterior of the previous round
conditioned on the previously observed data p̂φ

(︁
ξ|x = xobs)︁.

5.3. Neural Posterior Domain Randomization (NPDR)

The goal of NPDR is to learn a control policy in simulation such that it transfers to the
real device, making as few assumptions as possible about the properties of the simulator,
e.g., not assuming differentiability or use of rigid-body dynamics. To achieve this, NPDR
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Algorithm 3: Neural Posterior Domain Randomization (NPDR)
input : initial policy πθ(a|s), generative model gsim(ξ), physical device greal, prior

p(ξ), initial density estimator qφ(ξ|x), summary statistics fψ(τ ), LFI
subroutine Infer, policy optimization subroutine PolOpt,

output :approximate (conditional) posterior over the domain parameters
p̂φ

(︁
ξ|x = xreal)︁, policy πθ⋆(a|s) trained using the approximate

(conditional) posterior
1 Initialize the parameters θ, φ, ψ randomly
2 Train an initial policy θ⋆ ← PolOpt[θ, p(ξ)] with samples from the prior ξ ∼ p(ξ)
3 Initialize the approximate posterior with the prior p̂φ(ξ|x)← p(ξ)

4 for each iteration i = 1:I do
5 Execute H target domain rollouts τ real ← greal(θ⋆)

6 Compute the observations from the rollouts xreal ← fψ
(︁
τ real)︁

7 for each round r = 1:R do ▷ multi-round LFI, first round is amortized
8 Sample N domain parameters ξ ∼ p̂φ

(︁
ξ|x=xreal)︁

9 Sample N associated rollouts τ sim ← gsim(θ⋆, ξ)

10 Compute the observations from the rollouts xsim ← fψ
(︁
τ sim)︁

11 Optimize the density estimator and the embedding
φ⋆,ψ⋆ ← Infer

[︁
xreal,xsim,φ,ψ

]︁
12 Obtain the conditional posterior from the density estimator

p̂φ
(︁
ξ|x=xreal)︁← qφ

(︁
ξ|x=xreal)︁

13 end
14 Train the policy using the latest conditional posterior

θ⋆ ← PolOpt
[︁
θ⋆, p̂φ

(︁
ξ|x=xreal)︁]︁

15 end

augments the nominal RL task with domain randomization and leverages LFI methods
powered by normalizing flows to approximate the posterior over the domain parameters.
The complete procedure is described in Algorithm 3. First, an initial policy is trained with
domain instances sampled from the prior (Line 2). Next, this policy is executed on the
real system to obtain N trajectories which are then transformed into features by an time
series embedding (Lines 6 and 10). The result is also called observation and used as for
inferring the conditional posterior over simulators (Line 11). This inference procedure may
have multiple rounds R, refining the posterior by iterating the over the same observation.
After a new posterior is obtained, it is used for randomizing the environment from which
the next policy is trained (Line 14). The overall process repeats for a given number of
iterations I, but can be stopped if the policy achieved a desired performance.

NPDR does not impose any restrictions on the inference subroutine (Line 11) or on
the policy optimization subroutine (Lines 2 and 14). A key feature of NPDR is the ability
to use the current belief over the simulation parameters at every iteration. This belief is
inferred such that it explains the data observed from the real system best. Furthermore,
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the algorithm was implemented in a way that it is possible to jointly condition on multiple
real-world rollouts (Lines 6 and 10). To execute the inference (Line 11), we integrated the
sbi toolbox [187], which enables us to easily switch between LFI methods. The sbi package
expects all observations used to condition the posterior to have the same size. Satisfying
this constrain for arbitrary time series embeddings, requires the rollouts to be of equal
length. Thus, if a policy causes an emergency stop, e.g., by exceeding the state boundaries,
we pad the remainder of the rollout with zeros. During our experiments, we did not
observe any negative effect of this measure on the inference routine. Complementarily,
the rollouts are simulated segmentwise, i.e., the states are synchronized with the real
trajectory every K time steps. This repeated synchronization is especially beneficial for
systems with a fast dynamics like the Furuta pendulum (Figure 5.1), since the trajectories
diverge quickly even for well-fit parameters. Finally, if the policy has an internal model,
e.g., true for MPC or the energy-based control law used in Section 5.4.3, NPDR allows
to set the parameters of the internal model to the most likely sample from the current
posterior (Line 14). Updating the controller’s model was also done in [146], however not
in combination with updating the policy parameters.

5.4. Experiments and Evaluations

We conduct three experiments to analyze the properties of the proposed NPDR algorithm.
First, the correctness of the algorithm is evaluated on a simulated environment for which
a ground truth solution is available. Namely, a sim-to-sim experiment on the pendulum
is conducted to allow for visual inspection of the complete posterior distribution over
the domain parameters (Section 5.4.1). Next, we conduct an experiment in a contact-
rich mini golf environment, inferring a 10-dimensional posterior using a state-of-the-art
physics engine (Section 5.4.2). Finally, we integrate policy optimization and solve an
underactuated swing-up and balancing task on the Furuta pendulum (Section 5.4.3). The
configurations of all experiments are provided in the appendix.

Baselines. Depending on the experiment, we chose BayesSim [96] or its online vari-
ant [146] as baseline, because they are the only other approaches that work on the same
assumptions and yield a flexible estimator of the domain parameter distribution as well
as a trained policy (see Section 5.5.1 for a detailed description of BayesSim). To obtain
comparable results, it was necessary to adapt online BayesSim such that the policy opti-
mization is done until convergence (lines 13–14 of Algorithm 1 in [146]), i.e., we made
this part identical to NPDR. For the Furuta pendulum experiment (Section 5.4.3), we
additionally validated the system identification module against Bayesian linear regression.

Metrics. In order to assess the quality of the domain parameter posteriors found by the
LFI subroutines in NPDR and BayesSim, we compare the state trajectories generated by
domain instances sampled from the approximate posterior against the ground truth data
that was recorded on the physical system. Before computing the performance metrics,
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Figure 5.2.: Learned (full) posterior distributions over the two domain parameters of the
pendulum. The LFI rounds are chronologically sorted from left to right. Warmer colors
represent higher probabilities. Both algorithms managed to find the manifold of domain
parameter configurations which yields observations highly similar ones of the ground
truth environment (white circle). Comparing the two sub-figures, we can see benefits
of using SNPE-C with a MAF (b) instead of SNPE-A with a MoG (a) to fit the domain
parameter posterior.

all trajectories are normalized by the state bounds to equalize the importance of the
different state dimensions. We decided to use two metrics: the Root-Mean-Squared
Error (RMSE) and the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) similarity computed by the python-
dtw package [188]. Both metrics are desired to be small. DTW is a dynamic programming
algorithm that calculates an optimal match between two temporal sequences [189].
Different DTW methods vary in the cost function and in the assignment of points to each
other. We configured DTW to be symmetric, with the beginning and end of the assignment
being chosen by the optimizer.

Code. The implementations of NPDR as well as the baselines are building on the SimuRL-
acra framework [30], the sbi toolbox [187], and on the scikit-learn package [190]. All of
them are open source.

5.4.1. Sim-to-Sim Validation with a Fully Observable Posterior

The first experiment is set up such that there is a manifold of domain parameters Ξid ⊂ Ξ
producing almost identical trajectories τ id which are highly similar to the nominal ones.
Thus, the observations xid = fψ

(︁
τ id)︁ are close to indistinguishable, independent of the

summary statistic f . The rationale is that the mass mp and the length lp always appear
coupled in the pendulum’s Equations of Motion (EoMs), and are dominated by the term
mpl

2
p. Thus, if we only randomize these two domain parameters, then configurations where

the product mpl
2
p has a value similar to the one of the ground truth environment should

be inferred as more likely than others. Figure 5.2 confirms this hypothesis empirically,
by clearly capturing the manifold Ξid. To generate the rollouts, the pendulum has been
excited by applying a feed-forward sinusoidal action signal. Both algorithms used the
summary statistic function proposed in [96] and the same prior.
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Figure 5.3.: The robot mini golf simulation used for inference and policy optimization.
During both processes, the position and orientation of the rectangular rails as well as
material properties of the ball are varied.

5.4.2. Sim-to-Real Bayesian System Identification in a Contact-Rich
Environment

One of the main benefits that NPDR and BayesSim inherit from their LFI subroutines is the
ability to incorporate state-of-the-art physics engine which expose their parameters. To
showcase this advantage, we chose mini golf (Figure 5.1 and 5.3) since it requires correct
contact modeling to align simulation and reality. We employed the Bullet physics engine to
randomize the ball’s radius rb, massmb, restitution coefficient eb, rolling friction coefficient
µb, the two rails’ Cartesian offsets ∆x1, ∆x2, ∆y1, ∆y2, as well as their angular offsets
around the vertical axis ∆γ1, ∆γ2. The goal location was a circular piece of double-sided
tape, modeled as a material with very high rolling friction, that stops the ball quickly. To
hit the ball reliably, the robot was driven by a hand-tuned, time-dependent policy. For
the inference, we used the ball positions, recorded by a Vicon system, and the robot’s
joint angles. Note that Bayesian linear regression can not be applied here since the EoMs
modeled by the physics engines are not linearly separable.

Figure 5.4 displays a slice through the 10-dimensional domain parameter posteriors
learned with NPDR and BayesSim on the same data. As expected, the mass of an ideally
rolling object has no influence on the dynamics, thus the marginal ofmb should be uniform.
The prior for the angular offsets were chosen informatively, i.e., the object can be rotated
by ±π at the beginning of the simulation. Therefore, the posterior should have two modes
for γi. Both algorithms were able to recognize this multi-modality as well as the coupling
between eb and rb. However, the correlation between ∆xi and ∆yi was only inferred by
NPDR. A quantitative assessment of the modeling accuracy is given in Table 5.1, which
reports the best experiment for every method.

Table 5.1.: Performances of the Bayesian system identification on the real mini golf
environment. The metrics quantify how well each approach fits a common ground truth
data set. The best values, are marked with bold numbers.

Metric NPDR BayesSim Nominal

DTW dist. [3.30 ± 0.16]e+1 [9.21± 0.64]e+1 1.51e+2
RMSE [7.19 ± 0.65]e−3 [2.19± 0.51]e−2 8.60e−2
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Figure 5.4.: A 7-dimensional slice from the 10-dimensional posteriors learned with NPDR
(blue) and BayesSim (orange) in the mini golf experiment. The nominal values (green),
were either determined by prior measurements or by coarse estimates. Every domain
off-diagonal plot shows the same 200 samples for 2 dimensions, whereas the diagonal
plots show the marginal distributions. The omitted domain parameters of the first obstacle
∆x1, ∆y1, γ1 are similar to ∆x2, ∆y2, γ2. As described in Section 5.4.2, the mini golf
experiment is set up such that multiple parameter configurations can result in the same
trajectory. This arises naturally from broad or non-minimal choices. Details on the domain
parameters ranges can be found in the appendix.
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Table 5.2.: Performances of the Bayesian system identification and of the final policies on
the real Furuta pendulum. The first two metrics quantify how well each approach fits
a common ground truth data set. To quantify the return of a methods, we evaluated 5
(final) policies, generating 10 rollouts per policy. A policy can be considered successful if
its return exceeds approximately 1400. The best values, and those overlapping within
one standard deviation, are marked with bold numbers.

Metric NPDR BayesSim Bayes. Lin. Reg. Nominal

DTW dist. [1.07 ± 0.03]e+3 [1.24± 0.06]e+3 [2.24± 0.04]e+3 [1.43± 0.03]e+3
RMSE [2.63 ± 0.04]e−1 [2.95± 0.02]e−1 [4.46± 0.07]e−1 [3.84± 0.03]e−1

Return sim [9.34± 9.35]e+2 [1.31± 3.57]e+2 [2.05 ± 0.30]e+3 [2.13 ± 0.05]e+3
Return real [2.02 ± 0.18]e+3 [1.11± 0.76]e+3 [3.28± 1.44]e+2 [1.10± 0.33]e+2

5.4.3. Sim-to-Real Transfer with Policy Optimization in the Loop

The final experiment is aimed at evaluating NPDR on the challenging continuous control
task of swinging up and stabilizing a rotary inverted pendulum (Figure 5.1). This system,
known as the Furuta pendulum [191], is particularly hard to control due to its underactu-
ated nature and fast oscillatory movements. To capture a wide range of dynamics, we
chose to randomize the link massesmr, mp, the link lengths, lr, lp, the motor constant and
resistance km, Rm, the gravitational constant g, as well as the viscous friction parameters
dp, dr of both joints. As derived in Appendix A.2.6, it is not possible to linearly separate all
of these domain parameters and obtain a unique solution. Therefore, we excluded g, km,
and Rm for the Bayesian linear regression, which makes the results baseline comparable
to the others. The policy is given as a parameterized hybrid controller consisting of two
components: an energy-shaping swing-up controller that brings the pendulum close to
the upright position and a stabilizing PD controller that switches on in the vicinity of the
upright position [192]. We used PoWER [164] to optimize the policy parameters for all
experiments reported in Table 5.2. During policy execution on the physical device, the
parameters of the energy-shaping controller’s internal model were set to the most likely
domain parameter set, sampled from the posterior during training.

The results show that our LFI-based domain randomization approach outperforms
Bayesian linear regression and the nominal baseline, both in terms of the real-world return
and the RMSE error. We believe that the advantage of NPDR over BayesSim is due to its
superior neural LFI subroutine as well as the fact that our method, in contrast to online
BayesSim, trains the policy until convergence before executing the next target domain
rollout. This hypothesis is supported by the better metrics for the trajectory differences
(Table 5.2). See Section 5.5.1 for a more in-depth discussion of the differences between
the two algorithms. Comparing the trajectories resulting from the nominal simulation
with the ones resulting from the learned distribution (Figure 5.5), we observe that all
approaches improved over the nominal simulator. Moreover, NPDR and BayesSim learned
a predictive distribution that includes the ground truth trajectory, except for the segment
between 3 s and 4 s. Since all simulator configurations fail to reproduce the recorded
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Figure 5.5.: Distributions over trajectories generated from 200 domain parameter sets
sampled by the learned posteriors. The simulations were synchronized with the ground
truth (black) data every 200 time steps, hence show the feed-forward predictions 200
time steps. The nominal system (dashed green) uses a singe domain parameter set, taken
from the manufacturer’s data sheet.

trajectories, we conclude that the modeled EoMs are missing effects which are decisive of
the last part of the swing-up.

5.5. Related Work

The topic of sim-to-real transfer in robot learning has grown in prominence in the last
few years (Chapter 2). In the following, we focus on the methods directly related to the
proposed NPDR algorithm.

5.5.1. Adapting the Source Domain Distribution

The domain parameter distribution can be updated in multiple ways (Section 2.4.2).
Most approaches assume independent domain parameters, i.e., they cannot represent the
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correlations between them. In contrast, NPDR, BayesSim [96], and DISCO [97] model the
whole posterior, and thus capture the correlations between the parameters. As observed
in the experiments in Section 5.4, these kinds of correlations are abundant in models of
robotic systems. BayesSim [96], especially its online variant [146], share the concepts
such as the combination of LFI and domain randomization with NPDR. However, the
approaches differ in three important ways: (i) NPDR approximates the posterior using a
normalizing flow instead of a mixture model, which is coupled with using SNPE-C instead
of SNPE-A as inference algorithm. The results in Section 5.4 highlight the importance
of the LFI subroutine and clearly favour the neural density estimator. This finding is
consistent with [193]. (ii) The policy optimization and domain parameter inference
in NPDR are not alternated at every (time) step, but trained until convergence, which
stabilizes the training. (iii) We demonstrated that NPDR is able to not only update the
policy’s internal model, as done with MPC in [146], but also to train the policy parameters
directly based on the latest posterior.

5.5.2. Bayesian System Identification for Robotics

A crucial step in NPDR is the approximate inference of the domain parameter distribution.
While NPDR makes no assumptions on the simulator properties, other methods provide
more domain-specific solutions by assuming more structure in the model. For example,
identification of rigid-body dynamics can be framed as a (Bayesian) linear regression
problem [70], [71]. However, the identified parameters commonly turn out to be physically
implausible [72]. Nonlinear system identification of rigid-body dynamics with neural
networks [73], [74] allows for greater flexibility and physical plausibility, but it is not
straightforward to obtain confidence estimates based on these methods. For more general
dynamical systems, approaches utilizing the classification loss between simulated and real
samples have been considered [76], [77]. If the simulator model is non-differentiable,
episodic RL has been proposed to optimize the posterior using trajectory similarity as the
reward signal [28]. Our NPDR method is the closest to the latter family of algorithms,
but instead of episodic RL, it utilizes neural LFI methods, which enable the use of more
expressive posteriors, such as normalizing flows, and are more sample efficient, requiring
only a few rollouts to be trained.

5.5.3. Likelihood-Free Inference

LFI is a collective term for Bayesian inference methods which are able to learn a posterior
distribution in scenarios where the likelihood is either not available or too expensive to
evaluate. Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) applies Monte Carlo sampling to infer
the parameters by comparing summary statistics of synthetically generated and observed
data [89]. Although MCMC-ABC [87] and SMC-ABC [88] enhance the sample efficiency
of the classical rejection-ABC by employing more sophisticated sampling schemes, the
ABC approach does not scale well because of the inherent problems of sampling in high-
dimensional spaces. Thus, a significant amount of attention has been devoted to the
design of low-dimensional summary statistics to improve the quality of inference [90].
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Table 5.3.: List of (neural) LFI approaches. Here, p(ξ|x) denotes the true posterior,
d(x,xobs) a distance measure between the query data x and the observed data xobs,
p̃(ξ|x) the proposal posterior, q(ξ|x) the approximate posterior, and p(x|ξ) the likelihood.
The approach presented in this chapter employs SNPE-C, but could have used any of the
other inference methods, too.
Algorithm Estimated Density Model
ABC p(ξ|(d(x,xobs)) < ε) empirical (e.g. MCMC)
SNPE-A [91] p̃(ξ|x) MDN (e.g. MoG)
SNPE-B [92] q(ξ|x) MDN (e.g. MoG)
SNPE-C / APT [42] q(ξ|x) MAF
SNLE [93] p(x|ξ) MAF
SNRE-A / AALR-MCMC [94] p(ξ|x)/p(ξ) = p(x|ξ)/p(x) classifier (e.g. ResNet)
SNRE-B / SRE [95] p(ξ|x)/p(ξ) = p(x|ξ)/p(x) classifier (e.g. ResNet)

Nevertheless, ABC is limited to relatively low-dimensional problems due to the inherent
problems of sampling in high-dimensional spaces. Amortized methods have been more
successful in scaling LFI to more challenging problems by utilizing flexible neural density
models [43]. Such models can be used both to generate samples from the posterior and
to evaluate the likelihood of parameter configurations. SNPE approaches [42], [91], [92]
approximate the conditional posterior, allowing for direct sampling from the posterior,
foregoing MCMC. Learning the likelihood [93] can be useful in the context for hypothesis
testing. Alternatively, posterior samples can be generated from likelihood-ratios [94]
which can be trained using contrastive learning [95]. Table 5.3 summarizes state-of-the-art
LFI approaches with focus on novel methods which use neural density estimators. For a
comprehensive survey on LFI from simulations, we refer to [86].

5.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced and empirically studied a new adaptive domain randomiza-
tion algorithm Neural Posterior Domain Randomization (NPDR) that employs normalizing
flows for representing the posterior distribution over the domain parameters. Our ap-
proach makes no assumptions on the simulator except the ability to sample from it, and
it is guaranteed to identify physically plausible parameters. NPDR interleaves approx-
imate posterior inference with policy optimization, leading to an iterative refining of
the posterior distribution from which more transferable policies are trained. Our results
showed that NPDR improves the flexibility and precision of the existing methods and
requires only a few real-world rollouts to train robust policies in a randomized simulation
environment. We believe that the proposed method, powered by likelihood-free inference
with normalizing flows as density estimators, is a valuable addition to the toolbox of
domain randomization algorithms, enabling rapid domain adaptation and training of
effective control policies.
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Future work will investigate alternative likelihood-free inference approaches, such as
sequential neural ratio estimation. Additionally, we plan to apply NPDR to problems
involving more challenging dynamical systems such as soft body simulation and fluid
dynamics. It is furthermore of interest to consider other modalities of domain parameters,
such as parameters of a vision system.
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6. Conclusion

During the time of this Ph.D. thesis, the research on learning from randomized physics
simulations has gained great momentum. While generative models have been a widely
used tool for many decades, the recent advances in modeling capacity of physics engines
and computing power boosted this field of research tremendously. The (direct) transfer
robot behavior from simulation to reality, short sim-to-real transfer, grew from a niche to
main stream research direction. As a result, domain randomization (Section 2.4) is being
applied to almost every aspect of simulation-based learning. Examples arch from finding
more robust control policies [5], [18], [24], [25], [35], [37], [39], [194], over improving
the posterior belief over models while training [28], [41], [96], [97], [146], to learning
visual servoing from images [2]–[4], [19]–[23], [29], [179], [195].

We forecast that the popularity of domain randomization methods will continue to rise
in the foreseeable future, concentrating on adaptive and adversarial approaches. The
central reason to believe in the continuation of this trend is the fact that the concept of
domain randomization becomes more appealing with increasing modeling capacity of the
physics engines as well as with increasing computational power. Both are expected to
grow, as they have done over the last decades. We further claim that at the pinnacle of
interest, the empirical nature of current sim-to-real robotics research will lead to a trend
reversal, causing all publications without a clear and distinct contribution to sink into
oblivion. Therefore, we put emphasis on the positioning of our contributions among the
state of the art, highlighting strengths and weaknesses. By creating a solid foundation to
understand and solve sim-to-real problems, we enable the reader to assess which of the
proposed methods is suited given a concrete task.

In this chapter we briefly summarize the contributions (Section 6.1), and conclude
with an outlook on promising future research directions as well as unsolved challenges
(Section 6.2). A list of publications originating from the work presented in this thesis can
be found in Appendix A.1.

The Thesis in a Sentence. Learning from randomized simulations is a promising and
scalable approach for bringing (deep) learning methods to robotics, especially if the
randomization scheme is adaptive and physically grounded.
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6.1. Summary of the Contributions

The contributions of this thesis advance the state-of-the-art in learning from randomized
physics simulations by exploring novel concepts designed to bridge the reality gap. They
facilitate the estimation of the simulation optimization bias, adapt the simulator to limited
real-world data, and infer arbitrary distributions over simulation parameters.

6.1.1. Foundations and Related Work

To get a grasp on the related work, we reviewed existing approaches for robot learning
from randomized simulations [31], starting with the Monte Carlo method, and finishing
with the latest sim-to-real papers. Emphasizing the relations to other research fields, we
constructed the first topology for domain randomization encompassing all aspects of the
current state of the art. We used the well-known Markov decision process framework to
formulate domain randomization as an augmented Reinforcement Learning (RL) problem.
Moreover, we listed the requirements for learning from randomized simulations, discussed
the entailed design decisions, and pointed out that sim-to-real transfer is also possible
without domain randomization. From analyzing the state of the art, we came away with a
deep understanding of the problem which allowed all of the following work to be possible.

6.1.2. Estimating the Simulation Optimization Bias

Prior to this thesis, there was no theoretically founded approach to assess how good a
trained control policy will transfer from simulation to reality. Therefore, we defined the
Simulation Optimization Bias (SOB) in the context of RL [34], [35]. The SOB states that
a sample-based optimizer is always optimistic, thus the learned policies’ performance will
decrease when transferring. This effect can be intuitively explained by the fact that the
optimizer adjusts the policy’s parameters solely given the provided samples. The bias
becomes worse with increasing divergence between the source and the target domain.
Since simulations are an approximation of reality, the examined sim-to-real settings are
guaranteed to show a significant difference between the two domains, making the analysis
of the SOB important. To quantify the SOB we proposed a Monte Carlo estimator based
on the estimated optimality gap of a solution candidate, in our case a control policy. We
showed that, given the assumptions stated in Section 3.2.2, the estimated SOB decreases in
expectation with increasing number of source domains considered during training. Using
this information we constructed an upper confidence bound on the optimality gap, which
is directly related to the SOB, and employed this bound as a stopping criterion for training
a solution candidate. Putting the pieces together we obtained the Simulation-based Policy
Optimization with Transferability Assessment (SPOTA) algorithm. SPOTA provides a
probabilistic guarantee on the loss in terms of performance when transferring the learned
policy to the target domain. Finally, we evaluated SPOTA in two continuous control tasks,
showing that our approach trains policies in simulation which are directly transferable
to the real world. From the comparison against two baseline methods, we follow that
domain randomization was the decisive element to make the sim-to-real transfer possible.
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6.1.3. Adapting the Distribution over Simulators Based on Limited Data

To gain more control over the randomization process and at the same time remove the
implicit assumption of knowing the domain parameters’ true mean, we generalized the
problem statement from static to adaptive domain parameter distributions. However,
this augmentation introduces the need for an update scheme for the distribution over
simulators, adding a second level to the problem. We decided to use Bayesian optimization
with Gaussian processes for modeling the relation between the parameters of the domain
distribution and the return of a policy trained using these parameters [38], [39]. The
resulting algorithm, named Bayesian Domain Randomization (BayRn), alternates between
learning a policy from a randomized simulator, evaluating on the physical platform, and
adapting the distributions. This method does not impose any restrictions on the policy
search subroutine, i.e., the lower level RL problem can be solved with the method of
choice. By conducting sim-to-real experiments and comparing with two baselines on two
underactuated tasks, we demonstrated that BayRn is able to adapt the domain parameter
distribution and learn a successful policy. Complementarily, we highlight the connection
of BayRn’s domain adaptation scheme with system identification, revealing that BayRn
updates the simulator to maximize the resulting policy’s performance on the real robot,
and not to maximize the parameters likelihood. Our approach has three major benefits.
Firstly, we only need a few iterations to converge, thus very little interaction with the real
platform. Secondly, BayRn only requires the estimated return values as feedback from
the target domain. A direct consequence of this feature for our experiments was that the
tracking of bodies required for the computation of the reward signal could be replaced
by a much simpler ternary user feedback at the end of the episode. Thirdly, we can
use the returns observed from the real-world evaluation to formulate a straight-forward,
yet well-motivated, stopping criterion. One disadvantage of BayRn is that the Bayesian
optimization component scales with the total number of distribution parameters, rendering
a large number of domain parameters numerically difficult. Although this problem did
not appear during our experiments, we sketch ideas to alleviate it (Section 6.2.1).

6.1.4. Inferring the Posterior over Simulators with Minimal Assumptions

Previous sim-to-real approaches needed to make strong assumptions. Either they required
a differentiable simulator, assumed the domain parameters to be uncorrelated, or re-
stricted them to obey a specific distribution, typically uniform or normal. We combined
Likelihood-Free Inference (LFI) with domain randomization and RL to close the reality
gap, while simultaneously reduce the quantity and quality of required assumptions [41].
Our method, called Neural Posterior Domain Randomization (NPDR), makes no assump-
tions on the simulator except the ability to sample from it, and can infer correlations
between domain parameters. Additionally, NPDR can guarantee to only identify phys-
ically plausible parameters by assigning zero prior probability to unfeasible parameter
values. These improvements are possible because of novel LFI methods which estimate
the posterior using normalizing flows, which are a special type of neural network that
is particularly suited for density estimation. Given a posterior over domain parameters,
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NPDR can employ any optimization algorithm to train the next policy in simulation. The
optimized policy is then executed on the real robot, collecting the data for the upcoming
inference step. We examine NPDR on two sim-to-real scenarios: one with many contacts
using a physics engine, and another with fast oscillatory dynamics described by equations
of motion derived using the Euler-Lagrange mechanism. For cases like the first scenario,
there was only one baseline method which can operate on the same set of assumptions.
Our results show that NPDR improves upon this baseline. We attribute the improvement
to the more flexible neural density estimator as well as the associated sequential posterior
estimation algorithm employed by NPDR. Similar to the baselines, NPDR is capable of
modeling correlated, multi-modal, and skew domain parameter distributions, capturing
the ambiguity of the underlying parameterization. Conclusively, we claim that NPDR is
currently the most versatile sim-to-real approach.

6.1.5. Reproducibility Through Open-Source Code

Complementing the merits of this thesis, we released an open-source software frame-
work [30] which includes the implementations of all proposed algorithms, their baselines,
as well as the evaluation environments. The detailed documentation together with the
listing of all relevant hyper-parameters (Appendix A.5) makes it straightforward to re-
produce our results. By introducing a highly modular structure tailored to learning from
randomized simulations, our framework also provides a starting point for future sim-to-
real researchers who want to explore novel ideas with the benefit of bootstrapping from a
proven pipeline.

6.2. Outlook

In this section we discuss open challenges associated with the methods introduced in
this thesis (Section 6.2.1), as well as possible future research endeavors related in the
field of simulation-based learning (Section 6.2.2). In the end, we will take one step back
and have a look at the bigger picture of sim-to-real transfer (Section 6.2.3), imagining
game-changing developments outside of robot learning.

6.2.1. Open Problems

The three approaches presented in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 solve the problems they were
devised for. Nevertheless, there are several ways to improve them. The subsequent
suggestion either aim at alleviating assumptions or at making the methods more robust to
edge cases in which their performance would degrade.

Non-IID Sampling. Meta-algorithms such as SPOTA, BayRn, or NPDR call another al-
gorithm as a subroutine multiple times per meta-iteration. In the case of SPOTA, the
number of policy optimization subroutine calls scales with the number of reference so-
lutions. Therefore, every iteration of SPOTA is expensive to compute. In order to save
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resources, we suggest to investigate non-IID sampling of the domain parameters, which
are decisive for the policies to be trained. Through propagating the information about
previously sampled domains and the resulting optimality gap value, we expect the search
in domain parameter space to become more effective, and thus to reduce the number of
meta-iterations. Non-IID sampling has, for example, shown to be an important factor
to make inference based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) scale to higher dimen-
sions [196]. When applying non-IID sampling to SPOTA, we need to correct for its effects
on the computation of the expectations (Table 3.1).

Assumption of Identical Source and Target Distributions. The Simulation Optimization
Bias (SOB) is estimated assuming that parameters of the source and target domain obey
the same probability distribution. On the one hand, this assumption is necessary for the
guarantees to hold, on the other hand it is practically impossible that the real world can
be fully captured by a distribution over simulators. Relaxing this assumption is non-trivial
and can not be done with the presented SPOTA algorithm, because it builds on the fact
that the candidate and reference solutions are trained using instances from the same
domain parameter distribution.

Quality of the Reference Solutions. Furthermore, the computation of the optimality
gap, and hence the estimation of the SOB, strongly depends on the reference solutions’
quality. Due to the nature of RL problems, we can not guarantee to find a global optimum.
Obtaining a bad local optimum from the RL subroutine, i.e. a reference solution that is
worse than the candidate, results in negative optimality gap samples, which are infeasible.
So far, we dealt with this case by rejecting the invalid samples and (temporarily) replacing
the bad reference solution with the others. However, it might be worth to take a step
back and either use subroutine algorithms that guarantee a steady improvement while
training, or change the task and, for example, apply SPOTA to contextual multi-armed
bandit problems where bounds on the regret exist [197].

Scaling GPs to High-Dimensional Inputs. The most decisive limitation of BayRn is the
number of randomizable simulator parameters. The approach uses a Gaussian Process (GP)
to learn the relation between the parameters describing the distributions over source
domains and the target domain performance. Thus, the GP’s input dimension scales
linearly with the number of domain parameters, e.g., in the case of normal and uniform
distributions it scales by a factor of two. In practice this will cause problems for settings
with more than approximately ten domain parameters. If this is the case, we suggest two
possible solutions: (i) apply advanced methods like quantile GPs [183] to scale up the
admissible input dimension, or (ii) adapt the probabilistic model [198].

Implicit Continuity Assumption. For all our experiments with BayRn we used a Matérn
kernel, and hence implicitly assumed that the mapping from source domain distribution
parameters to target domain return is continuous. A (theoretical) example which breaks
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this assumption is the inverted pendulum with action constrains sampled from a uniform
distribution. As soon as the maximum (absolute) torque that could be sampled from
the distribution is below a certain value, the pendulum can not be swung up no matter
how long the time horizon. Thus, two query points of the GP that are very close to
each other would yield vastly different return values, which is hard to capture with most
common kernels. However, it requires further studying to check whether the phenomenon
described in this contrived example appears in practice. If so, hierarchical mixtures of
probabilistic models [199], [200] are a promising solution to this problem.

Multi-Round Trust-Region LFI. Neural Posterior Domain Randomization (NPDR) is an
iterative procedure. It alternates a LFI subroutine which estimates the posterior over
domain parameters, and a policy optimization subroutine that uses the most recent
posterior estimate. The selected inference algorithm, like all other neural LFI methods
(Table 5.3), is free to arbitrarily update density estimator’s parameters when computing
the new estimate. In practice, big changes of the posterior between iterations are mitigated
by early stopping. This regularization technique evaluates the same loss function on a
held-out validation set, and stops the training if the loss values did not improve for a
given number of iterations. In our experiments we observed that when the number of
inference epochs is high, i.e., early stopping comes late, the posterior distribution changes
significantly. Therefore, we suggest to add a term to the loss function which penalizes the
divergence between the new and the old estimate. This measure is already widely used in
policy search [144], [145], [161], [201] and effectively constrains the rate at which the
policy varies. We predict that the additional regularization will make the evolution of the
posterior over iterations more steady, and indirectly lead to less drastic changes in the
resulting policies, which in turn leads to a more consistent data collection.

6.2.2. Ideas for Future Research

Learning from randomized simulations still offers abundant possibilities to enable or
improve the sim-to-real transfer of control policies. In the following section, we describe
multiple opportunities for future work in this area of research.

Real-to-Sim-to-Real Transfer. Creating randomizable simulation environments is time-
intensive, and the initial guesses for the domain parameters as well as their variances
are typically very inaccurate. It is of great interest to automate this process grounded by
real-world data. One viable scenario could be to record an environment with a RGBD
camera, and subsequently use the information to reconstruct the scene. Moreover, the
recorded data can be processed to infer the domain parameters, which then specifies
the domain parameter distributions. When devising such a framework, we could start
from prior work on 3D scene reconstruction [202], [203] as well as methods to estimate
the degrees of freedom for rigid bodies [204]. A data-based automatic generation of
simulation environments (real-to-sim-to-real) not only promises to reduce the workload,
but would also yields a meaningful initialization for domain distribution parameters.
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Policy Architectureswith Inductive Biases. Deep NNs are by far the most common policy
type, favored because of their flexibility and expressiveness. However, they are also brittle
w.r.t. changes in their inputs [11]–[13]. Due to the inevitable domain shift in sim-to-real
scenarios this input sensitivity is magnified. The success of domain randomization methods
for robot learning can largely be attributed to their ability of regularizing deep NN policies
by diversifying the training data. Generally, one may also introduce regularization to the
learning by designing alternative models for the control policies, e.g., linear combination
of features and parameters, (time varying) mixtures of densities, or movement primitives.
All of these have their individual strengths and weaknesses. We believe that pairing the
expressiveness of deep NNs with physically-grounded prior knowledge leads to controllers
that achieve high performance and suffer less from transferring to the real world, since
they are able to bootstrap from their prior. There are multiple ways to incorporate abstract
knowledge about physics. We can for example restrict the policy to obey stable system
dynamics derived from first principles [205], [206]. Another approach is to design the
model class such that the closed-loop system is passive for all parameterizations of the
learned policy, thus guaranteeing stability in the sense of Lyapunov as well as bounded
output energy given bounded input energy [207]–[209]. All these methods would require
significant exploration in the environment, making it even more challenging to learn
successful controllers in the real-world directly. Leveraging randomized simulation is
likely going to be a critical component in demonstrating solving sequential problems on
real robots.

Towards Dual Control via Neural Likelihood-Free Inference. Continuing the direction of
adaptive domain randomization, we are convinced that neural LFI powered by normalizing
flows are auspicious approaches. The combination of highly flexible density estimators
with widely applicable and sample-efficient inference methods allows one to identify
multi-modal distributions over simulators with very mild assumptions [41], [96], [210].
By introducing an auxiliary optimality variable and making the policy parameters subject
to the inference, we obtain the posterior over policies quantifying their likelihood of being
optimal. While this idea is well-known in the control-as-inference community [138]–[140],
prior methods were limited to less powerful density estimation procedures. Taking this
idea one step further, we could additionally include the domain parameters for inference,
and thereby establish connections to dual control [211], [212].

Accounting for the Cost of Information Collection. Another promising direction for
future research is the combination of simulated and real-world data collection with explicit
consideration of the different costs when sampling from the two domains, subject to a
restriction of the overall computational budget. One part of this problem was already
addressed by Marco et al. [213], showing how simulation can be used to alleviate the need
for real-world samples when finding a set of policy parameters. However, the question
of how to schedule the individual (simulated or real) experiments and when to stop the
procedure, i.e., when does the cost of gathering information exceed its expected benefit,
is not answered for sim-to-real transfer yet. This question relates to the problems of
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optimal stopping [214] as well as multi-fidelity optimization [215], and can be seen as a
reformulation thereof in the context of simulation-based learning.

Solving Sequential Problems. The problem settings considered in the overwhelming
majority of related publications, are (continuous) control tasks which do not have a
sequential nature. In contrast, most real-world tasks such as the ones posed at the DARPA
Robotics Challenge [216] consist of (disconnected) segments, e.g., a robot needs to turn
the knob before it can open a door. One possible way to address these more complicated
tasks is by splitting the control into high and low level policies, similar to the options
framework [217]. The higher level policy is trained to orchestrate the low-level policies
which could be learned or fixed. Existing approaches typically realize this with discrete
switches between the low-level policies, leading to undesirable abrupt changes in the
behavior. An alternative would be a continuous blending of policies, controlled by a
special kind of recurrent NN which has originally been proposed by Amari [218] to model
activities in the human brain. Used as policy architectures they can be constructed to
exhibit asymptotically stable nonlinear dynamics [219]. The main benefits of this structure
are its easy interpretability via exhibition and inhibition of neural potentials, as well as the
relatively low number of parameters necessary to create complex and adaptive behavior.
A variation of this idea with hand-tuned parameters, i.e., without machine learning, has
been applied by Luksch et al. [220] to coordinate the activation pre-defined movement
primitives.

6.2.3. The Bigger Picture

Zooming out of robot learning research, we can envision the utility of (randomized)
simulations in many other fields.

Knowing What the Simulator Does Not Know. Despite their continuous and rapid im-
provement, state-of-the-art physics simulators still fall short of accurately modeling effects
such as deformation, friction, and interaction between solid bodies and fluids (in reason-
able time). We argue that the issue is not the inaccuracies per se, but the lack of knowledge
of whether the simulator captures all relevant phenomena. The latter heavily depends
on the use case, i.e., we first need to state what we expect from a simulator and which
quality is necessary. When deploying a control policy in the real world we can observe
success or failure, but we should actually be more interested in why the policy worked or
not. One way to answer this question is by devising methods which can predict before or
infer after sim-to-real transfer if phenomena are missing or if the model is parameterized
insufficiently well. Such kind of inference could guide the practitioner with statements
like “The friction model is missing a stick-slip component, and the restitution coefficient is
too large”.

Hardware Acceleration for Learning from Simulations. Creating hardware specialized
to solve one specific problem class can speed up the computation by three orders of
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magnitude as shown for robot motion planning [221]. A popular example for hardware
acceleration are GPUs, which revolutionized computer graphics. With Isaac Sim, NVIDIA
leverages the core strength of GPUs, and builds an entire framework around running
simulations in parallel. Considering that simulations are of inherently sequential nature,
we believe that hardware accelerators which are more suitable for this purpose will be
developed. Imagining a chip designed for learning from simulation which decreases the
training time by a factor of 1000 would enable (deep) learning in real-time. This ultra
fast simulation-based method could even replace MPC as the go-to solution for complex
control tasks.

Certification via Simulation. Simulations have become a ubiquitous tool in research
and industry, facilitating processes such as prototyping, validation, and optimization.
When developing a product, the certification is typically one of the most elaborate and
expensive steps. Up to now the certification is only done in the physical world. However,
for products building on machine learning like autonomous cars, extensive tests for the
autopilot are prohibitively expensive. This creates a worthwhile opportunity for the
usage of randomized simulations as diverse and easily accessible test scenarios. Since
certification may affect the safety of humans, their transfer to simulation needs to be
conducted thoroughly and openly. A committee from the IEEE is currently establishing
the first standard on the required transparency [222].
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A. Supplementary Material

A.1. Publications

The work presented in this thesis led to the following publications.
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to reality for reinforcement learning”, IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and
Machine Intelligence, vol. 43, pp. 1172–1183, 2021. [Online]. Available: https :
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ization with bayesian optimization”, IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters, vol. 6,
no. 2, pp. 911–918, 2021. [Online]. Available: https://doi.org/10.1109/LRA.2021.
3052391

F. Muratore, F. Ramos, G. Turk, W. Yu, M. Gienger, and J. Peters, “Robot learning from
randomized simulations: A review”, Horizons in Robotics and AI, 2021 (submitted)

A.1.2. Conference and Workshop Papers

F. Muratore, F. Treede, M. Gienger, and J. Peters, “Domain randomization for
simulation-based policy optimization with transferability assessment”, in Conference
on Robot Learning (CoRL), Zürich, Switzerland, October 29-31, ser. Proceedings of
Machine Learning Research, vol. 87, PMLR, 2018, pp. 700–713. [Online]. Available:
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v87/muratore18a.html

F. Muratore, M. Gienger, and J. Peters, “Assessing transferability in reinforcement
learning from randomized simulations”, in RLDM, Montreal, Canada, 7-10 July,
2019

C. Eilers, J. Eschmann, R. Menzenbach, B. Belousov, F. Muratore, and J. Peters,
“Underactuated waypoint trajectory optimization for light painting photography”, in
International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA) Paris, France, May 31
- August 31, IEEE, 2020, pp. 1505–1510. [Online]. Available: https://doi.org/10.
1109/ICRA40945.2020.9196516
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F. Muratore, T. Gruner, F. Wiese, B. B. M. Gienger, and J. Peters, “Neural posterior
domain randomization”, in Conference on Robot Learning (CoRL), Virtual Event,
London, England, November 8-11, 2021

A.1.3. Released Open-Source Software

F. Muratore, SimuRLacra - a framework for reinforcement learning from randomized
simulations, https://github.com/famura/SimuRLacra, 2020

F. Muratore, bsci - constructing frequentist confidence intervals using the statistical
bootstrap s, https://github.com/famura/bsci, 2021

F. Muratore, blm - a simple model to describe the backlash effect in physics simulations,
https://github.com/famura/blm, 2021
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B. Belousov and F. Muratore, Quanser servers - simulink models for accessing the
quanser devices, https://git.ias.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/quanser/servers, 2019

B. Belousov and F. Muratore, Quanser clients - python framework for accessing the
quanser devices, https://git.ias.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/quanser/clients, 2019

Á. Tejero-Cantero, J. Boelts, M. Deistler, J. Lueckmann, C. Durkan, P. J. Gonçalves,
D. S. Greenberg, and J. H. Macke, “Sbi: A toolkit for simulation-based inference”,
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A.2. Modeling Details on the Platforms and Simulations

In the following, we provide the complete system modeling of the devices used for the
experiments in Sections 3.4, 4.4, and 5.4.

Figure A.1.: The Quanser platforms [230]: (left) the Ball-Balancer (Section A.2.1), (mid-
dle) the Cart-Pole (Section A.2.2), and (right) the Qube (Section A.2.3)

A.2.1. Quanser Ball-Balancer

The Ball-Balancer (Figure A.1 left) is modeled as a nonlinear second-order dynamical
system ⎡⎢⎢⎣

θ̈x
θ̈y
ẍb

ÿb

⎤⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
(AmVx −Bv θ̇x)/Jeq
(AmVy −Bv θ̇y)/Jeq

(−cvẋbr
2
b − Jbrbα̈+mbxbα̇

2r2b + ckinmbgr
2
b sin(θx))/ζ

(−cvẏbr2b − Jbrbβ̈ +mbybβ̇
2
r2b + ckinmbgr

2
b sin(θy))/ζ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (A.1)

with the motor shaft angles θx and θy, the ball positions relative to the place center xb and
yb, the plate angle β and α around the x and y axis, and the commanded motor voltages
aT = [Vx, Vy]. The system’s state is defined as s = [θx, θy, xb, yb, θ̇x, θ̇y, ẋb, ẏb]

T, equal to
the observations o received by the agent. To model the gears’ backlash, we set all voltage
values between Vthold,− and Vthold,+ to zero. These threshold values have been determined
in separate experiments for both servo motors. The Ball-Balancer’s domain parameters
as well as the ones derived from them are listed in Table A.2. For the Ball-Balancer’s we
define the reward function as

r(st,at) = exp
(︂
c
(︂
sTtQbbst + a

T
tRbbat

)︂)︂
with (A.2)

c =
ln (rmin)

maxs∈Sξ̄,a∈Aξ̄
sTQbbs+ aTRbba

. (A.3)

Given a lower bound for the reward rmin ∈ [0, 1], the reward function above yields values
within [rmin, 1] at each time step. We found that the scaling constant c < 0 is beneficial
for the learning procedure, since it prohibits the reward from going to zero too quickly.
The constant’s denominator can be easily inferred from the nominal state and action set’s
boundaries.
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A.2.2. Quanser Cart-Pole

The Cart-Pole (Figure A.1 middle) is modeled as an under-actuated nonlinear second-order
dynamical system given by the solution of[︃

mp + Jeq mplpcos(α)
mplpcos(α) Jp +mpl

2
p

]︃ [︃
ẍ
α̈

]︃
=

[︃
Fa − Fc −mplpsin(α) α̇2 −Beqẋ

−mplpgsin(α)−Bpα̇

]︃
, (A.4)

where the commanded motor voltage (action) a is encapsulated in

Fa =
ηgKgkm
Rmrmp

(︃
ηma−

Kgkmẋ

rmp

)︃
, (A.5)

and the Coulomb friction, also called dry fiction, is modeled as

Fc = µcFnsign(Fnẋ) with (A.6)

Fn = (mp +mc)g −
1

2
mplp(sin(θ) θ̈ + cos(θ) θ̇2), (A.7)

where µc is the Coulomb friction coefficient and Fn is the force normal to the cart’s
movement direction. The system’s state is defined as s = [x, ẋ, α, α̇]T, with the cart’s
position x and the pole’s angle α, which are defined to be zero at the rail’s center and
hanging down vertically, respectively. The agent acts based on the observations

o = [x, sin(α) , cos(α) , ẋ, α̇]T, (A.8)

Wrapping the angles by trigonometric functions greatly simplifies learning since it maps
multiple pole revolutions to the same angle, hence reduces the space to be explored by
the learner. The Cart-Pole’s domain parameters as well as the parameters derived from
them are listed in Table A.1. We formulate the Cart-Pole’s reward function is based on an
exponentiated quadratic cost

r(st, at) = exp
(︂
−
(︂
eTtQcpet + atRcpat

)︂)︂
with (A.9)

et =
(︁[︁
0 π 0 0

]︁
− st

)︁
mod 2π. (A.10)

Thus, the reward is in range ]0, 1] for every time step.

A.2.3. Quanser Qube

The Furuta pendulum (Figure A.1 right) is modeled as an underactuated nonlinear second-
order dynamical system given by the solution of[︃

Jr +mpl
2
r +

1
4mpl

2
p(cos(α))2 1

2mplplrcos(α)
1
2mplplrcos(α) Jp +

1
4mpl

2
p

]︃ [︃
θ̈
α̈

]︃
=[︄

τ − 1
2mpl

2
psin(α) cos(α) θ̇α̇− 1

2mplplrsin(α) α̇2 − drθ̇

−1
4mpl

2
psin(α) cos(α) θ̇

2 − 1
2mplpgsin(α)− dpα̇

]︄
, (A.11)
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with the rotary angle θ and the pendulum angle α, which are defined to be zero when
the rotary pole is centered and the pendulum pole is hanging down vertically. While the
system’s state is defined as s = [θ, α, θ̇, α̇]T, the agent receives observations

o = [sin(θ) , cos(θ) , sin(α) , cos(α) , θ̇, α̇]T. (A.12)

The horizontal pole is actuated by commanding a motor voltage (action) a which regulates
the servo motor’s torque

τ = km

(︂
a− kmθ̇

)︂
/Rm. (A.13)

One part of the domain parameters is sampled from distributions specified by in Table 4.2a,
while the remaining domain parameters are fixed at their nominal values given in [30].
We formulate the reward function based on an exponentiated quadratic cost

r(st, at) = exp
(︂
−
(︂
eTtQfpet + atRfpat

)︂)︂
with

et =
(︁[︁
0 π 0 0

]︁
− st

)︁
mod 2π.

(A.14)

Thus, the reward is in range ]0, 1] for every time step.

A.2.4. Barrett WAM

The 4-DoF Barrett WAM (Figure 4.1 right) is simulated using MuJoCo, wrapped by mujoco-
py [231]. The ball is attached to a string, which is mounted to the center of the cup’s
bottom plate. We model the string as a concatenation of 30 rigid bodies with two rotational
joints per link (no torsion). This specific ball-in-a-cup instance can be considered difficult,
since the cups’s diameter is only about twice as large as the ball’s, and the string is rather
short with a length of 30 cm. Similar to the Furuta pendulum, one part of the domain
parameters is sampled from distributions specified by in Table 4.2b, while the remaining
domain parameters are fixed at their nominal values given in [30]. Since the feed-forward
policy is executed without recording any observations, we define a discrete ternary reward
function

r(sT ,aT ) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1 if the ball is in the cup,
0.5 if the ball hit the cup’s upper rim,
0 else

(A.15)

where the final reward given by the operator after the rollout (r(st,at) = 0 for t < T )
when running on the real system. We found the separation in three cases to be helpful
during learning and easily distinguishable from the others. While training in simulation,
successful trials are identified by detecting a collision between the ball and a virtual
cylinder inside the cup. Moreover, we have access to the full state, hence augment the
reward function with a cost term that punishes deviations from the initial end-effector
position.
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A.2.5. Analytical Inverted Pendulum

The pendulum (Section 5.4.1) is modeled as a rigid rod, mounted to a frictionless rotational
joint at the top. Its EoM is modeled as

θ̈ =
τ − 1

2gmplpsin(θ)
1
3mpl2p

, (A.16)

where θ is the angle towards the vertical axis (θ = 0 when hanging down), τ is the torque
applied to the pendulum at the joint, mp and lp are the pendulum’s mass and length, dp is
the viscous friction coefficient, and g is the gravitational acceleration constant.

A.2.6. System Identification via Bayesian Regression on the Quanser Qube

In general, rigid body dynamics can be written in the form

M(q)q̈ + c(q, q̇) = τ , (A.17)

whereM is the mass/inertia matrix, q are generalized coordinates, c is a nonlinear term
consisting of centrifugal, Coriolis, and gravitation components, and τ are forces/torques.
In case of the Furuta pendulum with generalized coordinates q = [θ, α]T, with q = 0
when handing down centered, the components of this equation are given by

M(q) =

[︃
w0 + w1sin2(α) w2cos(α)

w2cos(α) 4
3w1

]︃
, (A.18)

c(q, q̇) =

[︄
w1sin(2α) θ̇α̇− w2sin(α) α̇2 + w4θ̇

−1
2w1sin(2α) θ̇

2
+ w3sin(α) + w5α̇

]︄
, (A.19)

τ =

[︃
γu
0

]︃
, (A.20)

with parameters w defined as follows

w0 =

(︃
1

12
Mr +Mp

)︃
L2
r, (A.21)

w1 =
1

4
MpL

2
p, (A.22)

w2 =
1

2
MpLpLr, (A.23)

w3 =
1

2
MpLpg, (A.24)

w4 =
k2m
Rm

+Dr, (A.25)

w5 = Dp. (A.26)
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The parameter γ = km/Rm in front of the control input u characterizes motor properties
and [km, Rm] are assumed to be known. Since the equations of motion are linear in the
parameters, they can be written in the form

[︄
θ̈ θ̈sin2(α) + θ̇α̇sin(2α) α̈cos(α)− α̇2sin(α) 0 θ̇ 0

0 4
3 α̈− θ̇

2sin(α) cos(α) θ̈cos(α) sin(α) 0 α̇

]︄
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

w0

w1

w2

w3

w4

w5

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

[︃
γu
0

]︃

and one can find vector w by linear regression, subsequently recovering the physics
parameters as

Lr =
w2

w3
g, Lp = 2

w1

w3
g, Mp =

w2
3

w1g2
, Mr = 12

w2
3

w1g2

(︃
w0w1

w2
2

− 1

)︃
.

The gravitational acceleration g is a known physical constant here. Both friction coefficients
can be recovered asDp = w5 andDr = w4−γkm. After all parameters have been identified,
system trajectories can be obtained by simulating the forward dynamics

q̈ =M−1(q) (τ − c(q, q̇)) .

If one finds a distribution over w, e.g., by performing Bayesian ridge regression, then one
can sample from this distribution and simulate an ensemble of trajectories. Exact analytic
uncertainty propagation is not possible here even if the distribution is Gaussian because
the forward dynamics are highly nonlinear in the parameters.

Note that if we would assume km or Rm to be unknown, the solution of (A.18) would
not be unique, i.e., every coefficient in (A.21) could be scaled by γ which is a variable in
the context of domain randomization.
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A.3. Additional Results for NPDR

Similar to the mini golf experiment, Figure A.2 shows the approximated domain parameter
posterior p̂

(︁
ξ|x = xobs)︁ for the swing-up and balance task (Section 5.4.3). The condition

xobs is a set of 5 common trajectories, and the displayed posteriors are the ones reported
in Table 5.2.

Dr Dp Mr Mp Lr Lp

D
r

D
p

M
r

M
p

L
r

L
p

Figure A.2.: A 6-dimensional slice from the 9-dimensional posteriors learned with NPDR
(blue), BayesSim (orange), and Bayesian linear regression (purple) in the Furuta pendulum
experiment. The nominal values (green), were either determined by prior measurements
or by coarse estimates. Every domain off-diagonal plot shows the same 200 samples for
2 dimensions, whereas the diagonal plots show the marginal distributions. The domain
parameters km, Rm, and g were omitted since they can not be handled by Bayesian linear
regression (Section A.2.6). Moreover, for this baseline the Mp and Mr samples are not
visible since all posterior samples lie outside the prior range of NPDR and BayesSim.
Details on the domain parameters ranges can be found in Table A.7c.
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A.4. Domain Parameter Distributions

In the subsequent tables we list the domain parameter distributions of the Cart-Pole
(Table A.1) and the Ball-Balancer (Table A.2) used for the experiments in Section 3.4. All
parameters were randomized such that they stayed physically plausible.

Table A.1.: The domain parameter distributions and derived parameters for the Cart-Pole
(Figure A.1 middle). Normal distributions are parameterized with mean and standard
deviation, uniform distributions with lower and upper bound. The lines separate the
randomized domain parameters from the ones depending on these.

Parameter Distribution Unit
gravity constant N

(︁
g
⃓⃓
9.81, 1.962

)︁
kg

cart mass N
(︁
mc

⃓⃓
0.38, 0.076

)︁
kg

pole mass N
(︁
mp

⃓⃓
0.127, 2.54e−2

)︁
kg

half pole length N
(︁
lp
⃓⃓
0.089, 1.78e−2

)︁
m

rail length N
(︁
lr
⃓⃓
0.814, 0.163

)︁
m

motor pinion radius N
(︁
rmp

⃓⃓
6.35e−3, 1.27e−3

)︁
m

gear ratio N
(︁
Kg

⃓⃓
3.71, 0

)︁
−

gearbox efficiency U
(︁
ηg
⃓⃓
1.0, 0.8

)︁
−

motor efficiency U
(︁
ηm

⃓⃓
1.0, 0.8

)︁
−

motor moment of inertia N
(︁
Jm

⃓⃓
3.9e−7, 0

)︁
kgm2

motor torque constant N
(︁
km

⃓⃓
7.67e−3, 1.52e−3

)︁
Nm/A

motor armature resistance N
(︁
Rm

⃓⃓
2.6, 0.52

)︁
Ω

motor viscous damping coeff.
w.r.t. load U

(︁
Beq

⃓⃓
5.4, 0

)︁
N s/m

pole viscous friction coeff. U
(︁
Bp

⃓⃓
2.4e−3, 0

)︁
N s

action delay U
(︁
∆ta

⃓⃓
0, 10

)︁
steps

pole rotary inertia about pivot point Jp = 1/3mpl
2
p kgm2

combined linear inertia Jeq = mc + (ηgK
2
gJm)/r

2
mp kg
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Table A.2.: The domain parameter distributions and derived parameters for the Ball-
Balancer (Figure A.1 left). Normal distributions are parameterizedwithmean and standard
deviation, uniform distributions with lower and upper bound. The lines separate the
randomized domain parameters from the ones depending on these.
Parameter Distribution Unit
gravity constant N

(︁
g
⃓⃓
9.81, 1.962

)︁
kg

ball mass N
(︁
mb

⃓⃓
5e−3, 6e−4

)︁
kg

ball radius N
(︁
rb
⃓⃓
1.96e−2, 3.93e−3

)︁
m

plate length N
(︁
lp
⃓⃓
0.275, 5.5e−2

)︁
m

kinematic leverage arm N
(︁
rkin

⃓⃓
2.54e−2, 3.08e−3

)︁
m

gear ratio N
(︁
Kg

⃓⃓
70, 14

)︁
−

gearbox efficiency U
(︁
ηg
⃓⃓
1.0, 0.6

)︁
−

motor efficiency U
(︁
ηm

⃓⃓
0.89, 0.49

)︁
−

load moment of inertia N
(︁
Jl
⃓⃓
5.28e−5, 1.06e−5

)︁
kgm2

motor moment of inertia N
(︁
Jm

⃓⃓
4.61e−7, 9.22e−8

)︁
kgm2

motor torque constant N
(︁
km

⃓⃓
7.7e−3, 1.52e−3

)︁
Nm/A

motor armature resistance N
(︁
Rm

⃓⃓
2.6, 0.52

)︁
Ω

motor viscous damping coeff.
w.r.t. load U

(︁
Beq

⃓⃓
0.15, 3.75e−3

)︁
Nms

ball/plate viscous friction coeff. U
(︁
cv
⃓⃓
5.0e−2, 1.25e−3

)︁
−

positive voltage threshold x servo U
(︁
Vthold,x+

⃓⃓
0.353, 8.84e−2

)︁
V

negative voltage threshold x servo U
(︁
Vthold,x−

⃓⃓
−8.90e−2,−2.22e−3

)︁
V

positive voltage threshold y servo U
(︁
Vthold,y+

⃓⃓
0.290, 7.25e−2

)︁
V

negative voltage threshold y servo U
(︁
Vthold,y−

⃓⃓
−7.30e−2,−1.83e−2

)︁
V

offset x servo U
(︁
∆θx

⃓⃓
− 5, 5

)︁
deg

offset y servo U
(︁
∆θy

⃓⃓
− 5, 5

)︁
deg

action delay U
(︁
∆ta

⃓⃓
0, 30

)︁
steps

kinematic constant ckin = 2rkin/lp −
combined motor constant Am = ηgKgηmkm/Rm Nm/V
combined rotary damping coefficient Bv = ηgK

2
gηmk

2
m/Rm +Beq Nms

combined rotor inertia Jeq = ηgK
2
gJm + Jl kgm2

ball inertia about CoM Jb = 2/5mbr
2
b kgm2

combined ball inertia ζ = mbr
2
b + Jb kgm2
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A.5. Parameter Values for the Experiments

The hyper-parameters for training the policies during the experiments in the Sections 3.4,
4.4, and 5.4 are given in the Tables A.3, A.4, and A.4, respectively. Note that the physics
engine multiplies the rolling friction parameter with the (local) curvature of the associated
body’s shape before applying it.

Table A.3.: Hyper-parameter values for the sim-to-real experiments with SPOTA in Sec-
tions 3.4.3 and 3.4.4. All simulator parameters were randomized such that they stayed
physically plausible. We use n as shorthand for nc or nr depending on the context.

Hyper-parameter Value
PolOpt PPO [145]
policy architecture FNN 16-16 with tan-h
optimizer Adam [175]
learning rate 1e−4
number of iterations niter 400
max. steps per episode T Ball-Balancer: 2000, Cart-Pole: 2500
step size ∆t 0.002 s
temporal discount γ 0.999
λ (andvantage estimation) 0.95
initial nc, initial nr 5, 1
NonDecrSeq nk+1 ← ⌊n0(k + 1)⌋
rollouts per domain parameter nτ 10
batch size ⌈T/∆t⌉nτn steps
number of reference solutions nG 20
rollouts per initial state nJ Ball-Balancer: 120, Cart-Pole: 50
confidence parameter α 0.05
threshold of trust β Ball-Balancer: 50, Cart-Pole: 60
number of bootstrap replications B 1000
CVaR parameter ϵ (EPOpt) 0.2
rmin 10−4

Qbb diag(1, 1, 5e3, 5e3, 1e−2, 1e−2, 5e−2, 5e−2)
Rbb diag(1e−3, 1e−3)
Qcp diag(10, 1e3, 5e−2, 5e−3)
Rcp 1e−4
obs. noise std for linear pos 5e−3m
obs. noise std for linear vel 0.05m/s
obs. noise std for angular pos 0.5°
obs. noise std for angular vel 2.0 °/s
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Table A.4.: Hyper-parameter values for the sim-to-real experiments with BayRn experi-
ments in Section 4.4. All simulator parameters were randomized such that they stayed
physically plausible. The domain distribution parameters φ are listed in Table 4.1.

(a) Swing-up and balance on the Quanser Qube (Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3)
Hyper-parameter Value

common
PolOpt PPO
policy architecture FNN 64-64 with tan-h
critic architecture FNN 64-64 with tan-h
optimizer Adam
learning rate policy 5.97e−4
learning rate critic 3.44e−4
PPO clipping ratio ϵ 0.1
iterations niter 300
step size ∆t 0.01 s
max. steps per episode T 600
min. steps per iteration 20T
temporal discount γ 0.9885
adv. est. trade-off factor λ 0.965
success threshold J succ 375
Qfp diag(2e−1, 1.0, 2e−2, 5e−3)
Rfp 3e−3
real-world rollouts nτ 5

UDR specific
min. steps per iteration 30T

SimOpt specific
max. iterations niter 15
DistrOpt REPS
DistrOpt population size 500
DistrOpt KL bound ϵ 1.0
DistrOpt learning rate 5e−4

BayRn specific
max. iterations niter,max 15
initial solutions ninit 5
acquisition function Expected Improvement
GP zero mean, Matérn 5/2 kernel
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(b) Ball-in-a-cup on the Barrett WAM (Section 4.4.3)
Hyper-parameter Value

common
PolOpt PoWER
policy architecture RBF with 16 basis functions
iterations niter 20
population size npop 100
num. importance samples nis 10
init. exploration std σinit π/12
min. rollouts per iteration 20
max. steps per episode T 1750
step size ∆t 0.002 s
temporal discount γ 1
real-world rollouts nτ 5

UDR specific
min. steps per iteration 30T

BayRn specific
max. iterations niter 15
initial solutions ninit 5
acquisition function Expected Improvement
GP zero mean, Matérn 5/2 kernel
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Table A.6.: Hyper-parameter values for the sim-to-real experiments with NPDR experiments
in Section 5.4. All simulator parameters were randomized such that they stayed physically
plausible.

(a) Swing-up and balance on the simulated pendulum (Section 5.4.1)
Hyper-parameter Value

common
prior range mp [0.3, 1.7] kg
prior range lp [0.3, 1.7]m
behavioral policy π π(t) = 4.5sin(2πt)
num. iterations I 1
num. rounds R 3
learning rate inference 5e−4
num. simulations per round N 200
num. target domain rollouts H 5
num. segments 1
time series embedding f BayesSim embedding [96]

NPDR specific
density estimator MAF [43]
num. features 20
num. transformations 2

BayesSim specific
density estimator MoG
num. mixture components 5
component perturbation 1e−2
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(b) Mini golf using the Schunk LBA (Section 5.4.2)
Hyper-parameter Value

common
prior range rb [0.014, 0.026]m
prior range mb [2.5, 7.5] g
prior range eb [0, 1]−
prior range µb [0, 5e−4]m
prior range ∆x1 [−0.08, 0.08]m
prior range ∆y1 [−0.08, 0.08]m
prior range ∆x2 [−0.08, 0.08]m
prior range ∆y2 [−0.08, 0.08]m
prior range ∆γ1 (-π, π) rad
prior range ∆γ2 (-π, π) rad
behavioral policy π π(t) = qinit + (qend − qinit)min(t/tend, 1)
num. iterations I 1
learning rate Infer 3e−4
num. target domain rollouts H 2
num. segments 1

NPDR specific
num. rounds R 7
num. simulations per round N 4e+3
time series embedding f linear layer with 128 neurons
density estimator MAF [43]
num. features 100
num. transformations 10

BayesSim specific
num. rounds R 1 (due to SNPE-A)
num. simulations per round N 2.8e+5
time series embedding f BayesSim embedding [96]
density estimator MoG
num. mixture components 20
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(c) Swing-up and balance on the Quanser Qube (Section 5.4.3)
Hyper-parameter Value

common
prior range Dr [0.0, 1.0e−3]Nms/rad
prior range Dp [0.0, 1.0e−5]Nms/rad
prior range Rm [0.3, 1.7]Ω
prior range km [0.3, 1.7] V s/rad
prior range Mr [0.66e−1, 1.2e−1] kg
prior range Mp [1.68e−2, 3.12e−2] kg
prior range Lr [0.43e−1, 1.28e−1]m
prior range Lp [0.65e−1, 1.94e−1]m
prior range g [8.34, 11.28]m/s2

policy πθ
hybrid controller: energy-based
+ PD (7 parameters)

policy optimization PolOpt PoWER
num. importance samples PolOpt 10
population size PolOpt 25
learning rate Infer 3e−4
num. target domain rollouts H 5
len. segments 200 steps
time series embedding f linear layer with 256 neurons

NPDR specific
density estimator MAF [43]
num. rounds R 5
num. simulations per round N 1000
num. features 50
num. transformations 5
num. iterations PolOpt 20
num. iterations I 1

online BayesSim specific
num. rounds R 1 (due to SNPE-A)
density estimator MoG
num. mixture components 10
num. simulations per round N 5000
num. iterations PolOpt 1
num. iterations I 3
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